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Chapter 1: Introduction

All professional development (PD) is an attempt to convince teachers (including

professors) that their teaching can be improved, while also convincing them the tools
provided (ostensibly arising from the research) during the PD will help them, thus it

follows logically that PD is about persuasion. However, Ballantyne, Bain, and Packer

(1999) cite Schon, and Marton and Ramsden, who argue that “simply telling academics

about desirable teaching strategies will not result in improvement in teaching practice any
more than telling students about relevant knowledge and theory suffices for the

development of professional practice” (p. 238). This “simply telling” is epitomized by Sunal
et al.’s (2001) description of PD relying on “sending out monthly flyers on teaching” (p.
247) in their recognition of PD that tends to be ignored.

Because PD is about persuasion and influence, it makes sense to use an influence

framework when trying to determine the reasons current university-level PD has been

fairly ineffective in changing teacher practice to date (Ballantyne, Bain, & Packer, 1999;
Hativa, 1997; Sunal et al., 2001). Thus, it is interesting that there is a distinct lack

education literature discussing beliefs and/or attitudes of university professors using a

theoretical framework developed by those most knowledgeable about attitudes and beliefs
as a discipline. It is also worth noting that the education literature does not specifically
identify the concept of the discipline of education (DE) as playing any part in teachers’

conceptions of teaching. Without recognition of education as a discipline, the research is

ignoring a potentially important relationship between attitudes, beliefs, education content
knowledge, and teaching practices.
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Many college students come into introductory-level science courses with the intent

to pursue science degrees but subsequently change majors or degree programs, or drop out
of college entirely. Sunal et al. (2001) stated unequivocally, “Introductory science courses
are responsible for driving off many students either from a science major or from taking

science courses” (p. 248). And indeed, from anecdotal evidence, Tobias (1990) reported
her conclusions about the main reasons students were turned off, all of which revolved
around how information is delivered in the classroom. Felder (1993) concluded these

shortcomings “can be expressed directly as failures to address certain common learning
styles” (p. 286), and Daempfle (2003) explored the “chilly climate hypothesis” as an

explanation for the loss of undergraduate science majors. In essence, students asked to

compare science courses with non-science courses “expressed strong contrasts: coldness
vs. warmth; elitism vs. democracy; aloofness vs. openness; and rejection vs. support”

(Daempfle, 2003, p. 39), and first-year students viewed their personal encounters with

such faculty in similar terms (Seymour & Hewitt, 1994, as cited in Daempfle, 2003). These

contrasts are stark, with the poor teaching practices of science professors appearing to cast
a long shadow on university-level science education.

There is a ray of light, however, in Seymour and Hewitt’s 1994 (as reported in

Daempfle, 2003) finding that students who were allowed to participate in research with
faculty members had a positive change of attitude toward such faculty. Perhaps this

difference may be fundamentally explained by the beliefs faculty have and the attitudes

they display regarding research versus teaching, because attitudes and beliefs are generally
accepted as highly correlating with behavior (Ajzen, 2012; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Hence,
finding that science professors’ attitudes and beliefs toward the discipline of education
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(DE) exist is the first step; if professors have not formed thoughts or opinions about DE,
this is an important result. Subsequently, determining what their beliefs are and
establishing the direction (positive or negative) of attitudes may have important

implications for how professors are prepared for, and continue to learn about, their
“second discipline” (Boyer, 1990).
The Problem

Although the idea that attitudes and beliefs will accurately predict behaviors has

been questioned, current research into these constructs has shown that they do have
considerable predictive value for behavioral intentions and/or behaviors when

appropriately measured and focused on specific factors (Ajzen, 1991; 2012; Ajzen &

Fishbein, 1972, 1977, 2005; Festinger, 1964; Fishbein, 1967a, 1967b, 1967c; Hativa, 1997;
Kagan, 1992; Menges & Rando, 1989; O’Keefe, 2002; Shulman, 1987; Wicker, 1969). To

date, there is no consistent methodology or accepted theoretical framework found in the

education literature for evaluating the attitudes and beliefs of teachers at any grade level
(Kane, Sandretto, & Heath, 2002; Pajares, 1992; Sunal et al., 2001).

Specifically at the university level, the beliefs literature focuses on the practice of

teaching rather than DE, (Ballantyne, Bain, & Packer, 1999; Boyer, 1990; Kane, Sandretto, &
Heath, 2002; National Research Council, 2012; Shulman, 2000). By neglecting to

understand the attitudes and beliefs toward DE held by scientists who teach introductorylevel science courses, we are missing a potentially important point of reference for

developing more effective professional development programs. If, for example, we find
negative attitudes about DE among science professors, then PD could focus on changing
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these attitudes so that professors are more open to engaging with education experts, who
might then be able to improve professors’ classroom teaching practices.

Efforts to improve teaching at the university level have had limited success, with a

number of reasons appearing to contribute to this seemingly universal struggle

(Ballantyne, Bain, & Packer, 1999; Buchmann, 1984; Hativa, 1997; Kane, Sandretto, &
Heath, 2002; Sunal et al., 2001); some of these reasons may provide good examples of

underlying/unspoken attitudes and beliefs about DE. This is true across disciplines, but

particularly in the natural sciences, where scientists-in-training are rarely, if ever, required

to obtain professional teacher training (Havita, 2000; Sunal et al., 2001). Additionally, most

scientists do not seek knowledge about teaching from education experts. For those

immediately entering the academy, most accept tenure-track positions and are more

focused on conducting successful research resulting in publishable articles than on the task
of teaching aspiring scientists. And for those entering industry or private research firms,
teaching is simply not part of their everyday job.

There has been a trend in academia, however, to ask potential new faculty hires

about their teaching experiences and views about education (Vaidya & Urias, 2008). This

recognition of the importance of teaching may signal a community-at-large that is ready for
a fundamental change in its approach to teaching. If this shift is beginning, faculty in every
discipline must think deeply about the implications of such job interview questions and

their concept of what a doctoral degree entails. Doctoral education and training should be
closely scrutinized for evidence of its impact on attitudes toward teaching undergraduate

students. Particularly in the sciences, where the act of teaching is largely ignored but still
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expected, this changing approach to hiring new faculty may help address the current
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) shortage concerns.
Study Significance

If science professors would approach a physician for a medical problem, consult the

most recent literature about technology to choose the most appropriate computer, and

discuss the pros and cons of specific wines with a sommelier, why would they not consult
an educator about education? Is it because they are unaware of the resources (education
specialists, education research, colleges of education), because they have had previously

poor experiences with such resources, or because they have negative attitudes about the
discipline stemming from deeply held beliefs?

The idea that underlying attitudes and beliefs about DE might have an effect on

university professors’ classroom practices is a topic worth exploring, and one that

currently does not exist in the education literature. If professors’ attitudes and beliefs

about DE are such that their classroom practice is driving students away from careers in
science (Daempfle, 2003; Felder, 1993; Sunal et al., 2001; Tobias, 1990), uncovering this
pattern is an important way to begin addressing it. If, on the other hand, attitudes and
beliefs about DE are either non-existent or positive, we will have another tool in the
toolbox to use when developing PD programs for this population of educators.

Beyond the practical implications, this study will also provide a solid theoretical

framework for studying attitudes and beliefs in the form of the theory of reasoned action
(TRA; Ajzen, 1991, 2012; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1972, 1977; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Fishbein,
1967a, 1967b, 1967c; Fishbein & Raven, 1967; O’Keefe, 2002; Osgood, Suci, &

Tannenbaum, 1957). This framework allows for a theory of attitudes, beliefs, and their
5
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predictions of behavioral intentions, and works within the area of discourse analysis to
produce a concrete method for analyzing data. The TRA has traditionally been used to

produce quantitative data, but will be adapted in this research for qualitative analysis, thus
establishing a coherent and justifiable analytical process for extracting meaning from
interview data related to attitudes and beliefs.
Research Questions

Establishing that beliefs and attitudes about DE exist is important. If participants

are simply unaware of the educational research and/or what it may provide for them, we

may want to rethink how professor PD is developed and delivered at the university level.

To make the point a bit more concretely, if a general practice physician was seeing patients
but was unaware a (hypothetically) new treatment for the flu existed, a number of patients
under his or her care would suffer immensely. As laughable as it may seem, this is

analogous to those university professors who are teaching but have no knowledge of, or

belief in, DE. Just as many patients being treated by the physician will be fine, so will many
of the students being taught by the professor. It is those patients (students) suffering from
lack of a specific knowledge that this finding may help, if uncovered. It may also,

incidentally, help answer the question “why do outstanding scientists who demand

rigorous proof for scientific assertions in their research continue to use and, indeed, defend
on the basis of intuition alone, teaching methods that are not the most effective?” posed by
Handelsman et al. in 2004 (p. 521).

On the other hand, finding that professors do have attitudes and beliefs about DE

requires the determination of whether their attitudes are positive or negative. It

additionally requires an understanding of the beliefs upon which those attitudes are based;
6
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both have implications for professional development. Whether we find beliefs in and

positive or negative attitudes about DE, the information will provide important insight into
how institutions might more effectively approach professors’ teaching practices. These
applications extend from full professors with decades of experience in the classroom to
newly hired scientist-professors. Such applications may also affect the young future
scientists entering college who will one day become university professors. As these

students model their teaching practices after their professors, the influence of positive
attitudes and beliefs toward DE may be an important one.
For these reasons, this research asks:

1. What are introductory natural science course university professors’ attitudes and beliefs
toward the discipline of education (DE)?

2. What appear to be the major influences on introductory-level, university science

professors’ attitudes and beliefs toward DE?
Definitions

For purposes of this research, the following definitions are used.

Discipline of education (DE). This term encompasses the study and practice of

education. It includes the research literature, the concept and practice of professional
development (PD), and research-based pedagogy, psychology, theory, classroom

management, and assessments. The discipline of education also includes the knowledge of
those educators who are considered education content area experts, recognized by their
obtainment of a terminal degree in an education field, such as science education or
curriculum studies.

7
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Attitudes. For this research, attitudes are defined as learned personal evaluations

of a specified object, with object being a general designator representing anything from a
value to a belief, person, event, product, policy, institution, or other identifiable “thing.”

Structurally, attitudes are viewed uni-dimensionally, spanning a linear scale of negative to
positive, and including a neutral point.

Beliefs. This concept incorporates a number of scholars’ ideas, resulting in the

definition being a concept or idea of the world that reflects whether one thinks an object

does or does not exist, the relationship of the object in question to its own various qualities
and any other objects with which it might be associated, and part of a system from which
attitudes about the object emerge.

University. Within the context of this research, university refers to any 4-year,

degree-granting, accredited institution of higher learning within the United States. This

definition views college as being interchangeable with university, as long as it meets the

described criteria.

Research university, very high activity (RU/VH). The current Carnegie

Institution designator for US institutions of higher education that have me the criteria for
this classification in doctoral degree granting programs, doctoral degrees awarded, and
amount of research funding appropriated by the university. Formerly recognized as a
Research 1 (R1) University.

Science professor. Science professor here refers to a professor with a PhD in at

least one of the following sciences: biology, chemistry, or physics. (S)he may be of any
tenure status, including non-tenure track, or any promotion level (lecturer, assistant,

associate, or full professor). These science professors must also be currently teaching
8
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introductory level courses at the university level in biology, chemistry, or physics, or have
taught such courses within the last 10 academic years.

Introductory level. When discussing introductory-level courses, this refers to

science courses explicitly intended for freshmen/first year university students who are

looking to pursue a degree in biology, chemistry or physics. Regardless of the title of the
course, the course summary must indicate that it is intended for science majors.

Professional development. Professional development (PD) refers specifically to

seminars, courses, or presentations aimed at university level professors. The goals of the
PD might include awareness, pedagogy, current education research, assessment, or any
number of topics related to improving classroom practice. The PD may be offered by a

local university’s Center for Teaching Excellence, the individual professors’ departments, or
any other entity that may be involved in teacher training at the university level.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Introduction

There are several broad areas of scholarship which must be addressed to support

research concerning the attitudes and beliefs of university science professors teaching

introductory-level natural science toward DE: (1) the concept of attitudes, the structure of

attitudes, defining attitudes, attitude theories, the relationship of attitudes to behavior, and
attitude measurements (2) the concept of beliefs, defining beliefs, belief structure, and

belief theories; (3) current ideas about university level professional development,

particularly among science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) professors, and

barriers to change; and (4) methodological issues of interviewing, question construction,

and discourse analysis. Each area will be explored below.
Attitudes

The Concept of Attitudes
Attitudes are complex; if they were easily understood, well over a century of

research might have fully elucidated them, but this is certainly not the case. Some aspects
of attitudes have remained relatively constant, such as instruments used to measure

attitudes and recognition that attitudes are one part of the mental domain of humans,

specifically that of affect (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977; Allport, 1967; Droba, 1935; Eagly &

Chaiken, 1993; Fishbein, 1967a, 1967b, 1967c; O’Keefe, 2002; Thomas & Znaniecki, 1918).

Other aspects of attitudes have generated considerable debate among scholars, such as the
structure of attitudes and the idea that attitudes may be used to predict behaviors. The

predictive value of attitudes has been proposed, challenged, and subsequently established
within given parameters (Ajzen, 1991, 2012; Ajzen & Fishebein, 1972, 1977, 2005;
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Festinger, 1964; Fishbein, 1967a, 1967b, 1967c; O’Keefe, 2002; Wicker, 1969). Each of

these topics will be explored within the context of the history, evolution, and measurement
of attitudes as a construct.

Attitudes were first seen as a dichotomy between mental and motor, with the idea of

mental attitudes making a first appearance in Herbert Spencer’s First Principles (as cited in
Allport, 1967) and motor attitudes being introduced peripherally in Charles Darwin’s

Expressions of the Emotions in Man and Animals (as cited in Petty, Ostrom, & Brock, 1981).
Motor attitude would become more popular with Ludwig Lange’s 1888 discovery of task-

attitude, or aufgabe as it came to be known. This idea originated with the observation that
a person consciously prepared to press a telegraph key in response to a stimulus did so

more quickly an unprepared person. This led researchers to conclude that the prepared
person was focused on the action, while the unprepared person was focused on the
stimulus (Allport, 1967; Petty, Ostrom, & Brock, 1981).

By the early 20th century, the mental/motor dualism was abandoned. The Wurzburg

School in Germany looked at the mental, abstract, and logical aspect of attitudes, ultimately
concluding that attitudes were not sensation, imagery, affection, or any combination

thereof. This led to the conclusion that attitudes had no conscious aspect (Petty, Ostrom, &
Brock, 1981). The Wurzburg studies were enough to influence psychologists to finally

accept attitudes as an important – and perhaps central – concept. Paradoxically, these

studies, in conjunction with experimental psychology at the time, tended to discourage
continued attitude studies. Because attitudes were accepted as being encased in the

unconscious brain, experimenters consigned them to motivation and moved on (Allport,
1967).
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Allport (1967) cites Sigmund Freud as being one of the most notable and influential

exceptions to those insisting that attitudes were “impalpable and irreducible mental

elements” (p. 4). Through his alignment of attitudes with emotions – longing, hatred, and

love – within the “onrushing stream of unconscious life” (Allport, 1967, p. 5), Freud is

credited with resurrecting an interest in studying this component of human mentality.

Regardless of motor or mental, the concept of attitudes is recognized by the field of

social psychology as having arrived full force with the publication of Thomas and

Znaniecki’s (1918) groundbreaking work, The Polish Peasant in Europe and America:

Monograph of an Immigrant Group. Their main contribution was the defining of attitudes
as feelings toward an object, meaning attitudes had moved from the strictly physiological
(motor) realm and simultaneously acquired an “object” (Petty, Ostrom, & Brock, 1981).
Thomas and Znaniecki (1918) additionally made distinctions between attitudes of

temperament and attitudes of character, natural attitudes and social attitudes. According
to Allport, later scholars would make other attitude distinctions: Faris proposed

conscious/unsconscious, mental/motor, and latent/kinetic attitudes in 1925 and Park

(1931) would designate four criteria for attitudes, including a definite orientation in the
world of objects, lack of automaticity, variations in intensity, and being rooted in
experience, separating an attitude from a social instinct.
Attitude Structure

The structure of attitudes has generated considerable debate, and it continues

today. The main point of dissension has been whether attitudes are uni- or multidimensional. Thurstone and Chave (1929) viewed attitudes as an evaluative, uni-

dimensional construct, varying only in degree of favorableness or unfavorableness. With
12
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increasing interest in the 1940s, it waxed into a multi-dimensional concept including

affective, cognitive, and conative components (Thorndike also made peripheral references
to these same components in 1935 in his application of wants, interests, and attitudes to
learning). The concept waned back to uni-dimensionality with Fishbein’s 1967

investigations into attitudes and their ability to predict behavior. Currently, those favoring
attitudes as multi-dimensional include Rosenberg and Hovland (1960), Rokeach (1968),
and Eagly & Chaiken (1993, 2005), while those favoring attitudes as uni-dimensional

include Osgood, Suci, & Tannenabaum (1957), Ajzen and Fishbein (1977), and Ajzen (1991,
2012).

Defining Attitudes
The definition of attitude has evolved over its long history in social psychology, but

with few exceptions, it seems acceptable to define the construct as learned personal

evaluations of a specified object. The term object is a general designator representing
anything from a value to a belief, person, event, product, policy, institution, or other

identifiable ‘thing’ (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, 2005; O’Keefe, 2002; Rokeach, 1968; Thomas &
Znaniecki, 1918).

Attitude Theories
Current literature recognizes four broad categories of attitude theories, including

consistency theories, resistance theories, approaches to attitudes, and theories of

behavioral intention. The first two categories focus on what attitudes are and how they
might most effectively be changed; these were published while the connection between
attitude change and behavior change was still considered a given (pre-Wicker).

13
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Functional approaches to attitudes were formulated by Katz (1960) in an attempt to

explain why attitudes are held and what purposes they serve. Katz named four attitude

functions, which were clarified by later theorists but remained essentially unchanged

(Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; O’Keefe, 2002).

The theory of reasoned action (TRA) and the theory of planned behavior (TPB)

make up the theories of behavioral intention. It is these theories that were the first to

address the confounding factors cited as the reason for the inconsistent attitude changebehavior change results addressed by Wicker in 1969.

The theory of reasoned action. Theories of behavioral intention are perhaps one

of the more recognized groups of attitude theories in contemporary literature. From a

synthesis of the existing attitude research, it appears these theories had several significant
impacts. They provided: (1) a clear, mathematical statement of the relationship between

beliefs and attitudes; (2) an understanding that attitudes were predicated upon beliefs and
the two were separately measureable constructs; (3) the insight that attitudes predicted
behavioral intentions rather than actual behaviors; and (4) recognition that previous

research was asking participants about general objects while trying to predict behaviors
toward specific objects. According to O’Keefe (2002), these theories also provided a
plausible target for attitude change. If attitudes are built on beliefs and both predict

behavioral intention, then crafting a message aimed at changing an attitude (or belief)
should, theoretically, also change the behavioral intention.

Part of the progression of the TRA is seen in Readings in Attitude Theory and

Measurement, a collection of essays by Martin Fishbein (1967). The chapters by Fishbein
(1967a, 1967b, 1967c) and Fishbein and Raven (1967) illustrate some of the processes

14
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leading to the final version of the TRA. It is here, for example, the “much-needed

operational distinction” (p. 183) between beliefs and attitudes is made. By adapting the
relatively obscure theory of propositional control, Fishbein and Raven (1967) made the

case that behavioral intention, rather than attitudes, is the direct antecedent to behavior.

Through their adaptation of Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaums’ (1957) semantic differential
scale, Fishbein and Raven (1967) successfully demonstrated that beliefs and attitudes are
separate and measureable entities based on their operational distinctions.

For Fishbein and Raven (1967), beliefs may be either in objects (whether or not they

exist) or about objects (ideas about the nature of such objects or the manner in which such
objects exist). This important separation allowed them to conclude that an “attitude

toward a particular concept could result from a change in belief about that concept” (p. 189,
emphasis original). Ultimately, the summative model of attitudes proposes “an individual’s
attitude toward any object is a function of (1) the strength of his beliefs about the

object….and (2) what Fishbein (1963) has called the evaluative aspect of those beliefs”

(Fishbein, 1967b, p. 395). Working with Ajzen, Fishbein extended his model to the theory
of reasoned action (TRA) in a 1975 book titled Belief, Attitude, Intention, and Behavior: An
Introduction to Theory and Research (as cited in Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; O’Keefe, 2002).

The basic premise of the TRA is that “attitudes develop reasonably from the beliefs

people hold about the object of the attitude” (Ajzen, 1991, p. 191). The TRA also recognizes
that any number of beliefs about an object may be held, but those most salient to the

particular situation have the most influence on the subsequently formed attitudes (Ajzen,

1991, 2012). Finally, the TRA puts forth the concept that behavioral intention is a function
of both the attitude toward performing the specified behavior and the individual’s beliefs

15
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about what specific others (normative referents) think should be done (Ajzen, 2012; Ajzen
& Fishbein, 1972). Later refinements of the TRA identified normative behaviors as

subjective norms and divided subjective norms into injunctive norms, or those beliefs

based on inferences made about what “important others want us to do,” and descriptive
norms, or beliefs based on “the observed or inferred actions of those important social

referents (Ajzen, 2012, p. 17). Thus, each behavioral intention is based on a grouping of a

set of beliefs and attitudes that are distinct from each other. Mathematically, it appears as
follows (Ajzen, 2012, p. 16; O’Keefe, 2002, pp. 102-3):

BI = AB(w1) + SN(w2)

Where:

with AB = Σbiei and SN ∝ Σnimi

BI = behavioral intention

AB = attitude toward performing the behavior
w1, w2 = factor weights
SN = subjective norms
ni = normative belief

mi = motivation to comply with referent (i)
bi = strength with which each belief is held
ei = evaluation of each belief

Traditionally, the attitudinal component has been viewed as having a stronger

correlation with behavioral intention than the normative component (O’Keefe, 2002), but
16
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Ajzen (2012) more recently reported that breaking the normative component into

injunctive and descriptive norms has shown a strong correlation (0.44) of descriptive
norms with intentions. Specifically, “descriptive norms were found to increase the

variance explained in intention by 5 percent after attitude, injunctive norm, and perceived

behavioral control were taken into account” (Ajzen, 2012, p. 17). Hence, normative beliefs
may play a larger role in predicting specific behaviors than previously suggested.

Within the context of the TRA different attitudes stem from different beliefs, and

there is a linear move from beliefs to attitudes to behavioral intentions that runs each “set”
parallel to other “sets” that might fall under the same category (here, education), but

maintain their own identities. In other words, to change an attitude one must first change
the beliefs (whether through changing the belief strength, the belief salience, or the belief
in) associated with that attitude (O’Keefe, 2002); one cannot change a parallel attitude to

achieve the same goal (i.e., changing a teacher’s attitude toward student assessments will
not have an effect on a teacher’s attitude toward reading education research).
The Relationship of Attitudes to Behavior

Ostrom (1968) points out that the phrase attitude theory was virtually nonexistent

until 1967, when Fishbein titled his edited volume of essays Readings in Attitude Theory
and Measurement. Thurstone and Chave (1929) did title the first chapter of their short

book “A Theory of Attitude Measurement,” but the research they presented was focused
generally on measurement techniques, not a theory of attitudes. Thus, although

contemporary scholars now study attitude theories dated as early as 1948, this recognition
came relatively late in the history of attitude study itself.
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Although propaganda has been around since ancient Greece, the less coercive idea

of persuasion was only formally adopted after World War II, once it was realized how

effectively the Army had used films and other mass communication media to influence the
American public (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005; Jowett & O’Donnell, 2012). Subsequently,

research was often conducted on persuasion because of a desire to learn how to influence
attitudes to achieve a behavioral change of some type.

Throughout the early years of attitude research, the relationship between attitudes

and behaviors, with the subsequent implication that attitude changes would influence

behavior, was assumed and rarely questioned (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005). Leon Festinger

(1964) made perhaps the first call for more closely studying this assumption after reading
an article by Arthur Cohen, whom Festinger quotes:

Thus attitudes are always seen to be a precursor to behavior, a determinant of what
behaviors the individual actually go about doing in his daily affairs. However,

though most psychologists assume such a state of affairs, very little work on attitude
change has explicitly dealt with he behaviors that may follow upon a change in
attitudes (p. 405)

By the mid 1960s a great deal of knowledge about attitudes – their formation, how

to change them, their relationships to each other – and their associated phenomena -

sleeper effects, inoculation, the boomerang effect - had accumulated (Festinger, 1964).

Festinger’s point was that among this information, there was little to no knowledge about
the connection between changing attitudes and changing behaviors, the underlying

assumption which had been made for well over 40 years. Fishbein (1967c) would also

make this observation, saying “After more than seventy-five years of attitude research,
18
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there is still little, if any, consistent evidence supporting the hypothesis that knowledge of

an individual’s attitude toward some object will allow one to predict the way he will behave
with respect to the object” (p. 477).

It was not until Wicker’s (1969) in-depth analysis of the extant literature and his

conclusion that “[t]aken as a whole, these studies suggest that it is considerably more likely
that attitudes will be unrelated or only slightly related to overt behaviors than that

attitudes will be closely related to actions” (p. 65) that social psychologists would begin to
seriously consider the reasons behind this revelation. While sociologists had already

recognized the issue and moved toward emphasizing the social norms and contexts as

determinants of behavior, social psychologists began offering different explanations for the
inconsistencies Wicker pointed out (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2005).

Wicker himself addressed some of these alternative explanations, primarily the idea

that other, confounding factors must have not been accounted for, thus coloring the true
attitude change/attitude behavior connection. He counteracted this argument by

highlighting one scholar, Robert Weissberg, who was embarrassed by the lack of systematic
investigation into these supposed “other sources of influence on overt behavior” (Wicker,
1969, p. 67).

Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) addressed Wicker’s arguments in their theoretical

analysis of the empirical research connecting attitudes with behavior. The 40-year

accumulation of insignificant findings supporting the connection between attitudes and
behavior would be presented in a new light by focusing on the weaknesses Wicker

presented. With an understanding by the “new” scholars of attitude that it is “only one of
many factors determining behavior” (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977, p. 888), the idea that
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attitudes will often be unrelated to behavior was recognized and accepted. However, for

those times when attitudes and behavior are related, attitude theories could be employed
to provide support for this previously taken for granted connection. The research

presented by Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) empirically supported that attitudes consistently
predicted behaviors when they were measured appropriately and focused on specific
factors.

Measuring Attitudes
An understanding that attitudes were both conscious and unconscious, as well as

aimed at objects, led to the statement by Thurstone (1928) that attitudes can be measured.
Both Bogardus and Thurstone (as cited in Allport, 1967) put forth the idea that attitudes

may be viewed dichotomously, as negative or positive. Allport took momentary exception
to this by pointing out there are attitudes which may not fall into either end of this

spectrum, such as neutral, detached, or impersonal attitudes. He reconciled this point by

proposing that attitudes be fragmented in such a way as to construct artificial units. This

reduction of the parts of attitudes, argued Allport, meant that even someone with a “neutral
attitude may be found to have a positive and measurable attachment to the ideal of

neutrality” (p. 9). Just prior to this further piecing of attitudes, however, Allport made a

case for viewing attitudes both quantitatively as well as qualitatively, although he made no

recommendation for how to go about the latter type of evaluation.

With only slight changes over the decades, the most prominent attitude assessments

have endured. Such measurements were historically taken in large quantities in the form
of public attitude and opinion polls (with often little attention paid to methodology),
although those specifically studying attitudes and opinions generally had a sample
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population of college students rather than the public at large (McNemar, 1946). In spite of
the theoretical lags, measurement of attitudes has continued since the inception of
attitudes as a construct in the early 1900s.

Currently, the most commonly employed measures of attitude may be broken into

three overarching categories: direct (asking a participant for an evaluative judgment of the

attitude object), quasi-direct (getting at attitudes by measuring responses that are attitude-

relevant and offer a basis for assessing the attitude), and indirect (neither direct nor quasidirect assessment) techniques (O’Keefe, 2002). Direct techniques include the semantic

differential evaluative scale proposed by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum in 1957, and the
single item attitude measure.

The semantic differential scale was shown to be both reliable and valid in its

measure of attitudes and would later be adapted for use in evaluating behavior (Fishbein &
Raven, 1967). The single item attitude measure asks subjects to rank statements

expressing the attitudes to be measured (Droba, 1932). This measure was used initially in
the late 1800s for various purposes, but Bogardus is credited with first applying it to the

study of attitudes (Droba, 1932). Allport (1967) discussed two other techniques that may

also be viewed as single item attitude measures: the census of opinions and the a priori
scale (again attributed to Bogardus).

Quasi-direct techniques include Gustav Fechner’s method of paired comparisons (as

cited in Droba, 1932), the Thurstone Attitude Scales (as cited in O’Keefe, 2002), and the

Likert Attitude Scales (as cited in Droba, 1932; O’Keefe, 2002). The latter two are by far the
most common, with Likert’s name almost universally known (and mispronounced).
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Although the majority of the analysis of attitude and belief assessment over the

years has been quantitative, as early as 1932 Droba detailed the case method, a qualitative
approach to studying attitudes. After carefully outlining the method, he dismissed it
soundly. “Some writers…have tried to analyze attitudes by the use of this method.

However, an analysis of this type is subject to crude errors since it is made by a single

individual” (p. 311). In his opinion, this method’s inability to quantitatively analyze the
information collected from such studies rendered it less than useful, in spite of his

acknowledgment of Thomas and Znaniecki’s seminal work and seven of Bogardus’s works
being case methods (Droba, 1932). Droba did allow for some utility in the end, citing a

single advantage: it could explain attitudes previously measured, allowing one to trace the
“development of attitudes in one individual or in a smaller group” (p. 311).
Beliefs

The Concept of Beliefs
Although the concept of beliefs has been around far longer than the concept of

attitudes, it is attitudes that have been primarily measured, assessed, and theorized about

in the literature. Early discussions about beliefs are virtually non-existent in the scholarly
literature, and, unlike attitudes, they are always paired with another idea (see Krech &

Crutchfield, 1948; Rokeach, 1968; Scheibe, 1970; Thorndike, 1934). In fact, John Cohen

determined that “less than 10 percent of a sample of 60 general psychology textbooks had
sections devoted to the topic of beliefs” in 1960 (as cited by Scheibe, 1970, p. 4). Scheibe

continued on to say that a 1968 text by Milton Rokeach appeared to provide support for the
idea that the dearth of beliefs as a construct was changing.

Scheibe (1970) provided a succinct historical view of beliefs and values in
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psychology. He connected them to the ancient discipline of philosophy by pointing out that
epistemology (equated to beliefs) and ethics (equated to values) have been central to

philosophers since Plato first distinguished between knowing, wanting, and willing – the

three components of the human soul. He then made the case that epistemology provided
the basis for modern experimental psychology: “it also led to the virtual exclusion of that
problem from the introspective structural psychology of Wundt and Titchener” (p. 21).

However, the important concurrent practice of functional psychology by William James was
very much belief-value centered, albeit less immediately influential.

Freud’s psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, and American behaviorism were

described as “theoretical rebellions from the narrow utility of introspective structuralism”
(Scheibe, 1970, p. 21). Together these three constructs played a central role in bringing

beliefs and values to contemporary psychology, though each required a specific catalyst to
push the discipline into incorporating beliefs and values into theories. The first catalyst
was the acceptance of psychoanalytic concepts; the second catalyst was Lewin making
Gestalt psychology behavioral; and the third catalyst was that of Tolman making

behaviorism cognitive (Scheibe, 1970). Scheibe attributed the final coming-of-age of beliefs

and values in psychology to four influences and developments: (1) the post-war boom in

social psychology research; (2) rapid growth and diversification of psychology giving rise

to pragmatic, problem-centered theories; (3) an increasingly interdisciplinary approach to
problem solving; and (4) the current demands for understanding beliefs and values
because so often human conflicts are viewed through these lenses.

Although Allport (1967) concluded Dewey’s (1922) use of habit was synonymous

with attitude, closer reading of Dewey’s Human Nature and Conduct: An Introduction to
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Social Psychology leads to an interpretation of his “habit” as a precursor to belief. In his
explication of the nature of habits, Dewey presented them as being formed over time,

learned behaviors that are difficult to change once ingrained, and having a direct bearing
on a person’s actions (1922). Dewey did introduce the word attitude when discussing

habits, but went on to say that “attitude means some special case of a pre-disposition” (p.
41) and designating attitudes as subsets of habits. Thorndike (1934) also used the term
habit as he explained the formation of knowledge leading to a belief. Thorndike’s

understanding that all knowledge is belief but not all belief is knowledge was an important
insight, and one that bridged the gap between Dewey’s habits and later scholars’
understandings of beliefs.
Defining Beliefs

Even with its sparse appearances in the literature until the late 1960s, there are

many definitions of beliefs. Unlike attitudes, there is less consistency across scholars and
decades of research. Scheibe (1970) approached beliefs from a process perspective and

went into great detail to illustrate this, but his definition of belief boiled down to the very

broad “what is true or likely” (p. 41). Krech and Crutchfield defined beliefs as “an enduring
organization of perceptions and cognitions about some aspect of the individual's world”

(1948, p. 150), whereas Rokeach defined them as “inferences made by an observer about
underlying states of expectancy” (1968, p. 2). Fishbein called beliefs “hypotheses

concerning the nature of these [attitude] objects and the types of actions that should be

taken with respect to them” (p. 257). Fishbein and Raven (1967) further broke beliefs into
two conceptual constructs, identifying beliefs in objects as the probability that an object

exists and beliefs about objects as the probability that a specific relationship exists between
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the given object and some other object. More recently, beliefs have been defined as the
connections people make between an attitude object and various attributes (Eagly &

Chaiken, 1993). What is generally accepted in defining beliefs is that attitudes are a result
of or predicated upon the beliefs salient to a particular attitude (Ajzen, 1991; 2012;

Albarracin, Johnson, Zanna, & Kumkale, 2005; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Fishbein, 1967a,
1967b, 1967c; Fishbein & Raven, 1967; Rokeach, 1968).
The Structure of Beliefs

The elements of beliefs and how they are structured have been viewed more

uniformly than has its definition. As early as 1934 Thorndike wrote about the connection
between ideas that had different levels of certitude; the stronger certainty he equated to
beliefs, the weaker to knowledge. This was an inversion of Aristotle’s four degrees of

assurance, the strongest being certainty, followed by beliefs, suspicion, and doubt (Scheibe,
1970). An exploration of various behavior theories produces similar parallels, as Scheibe
concluded each theory he addressed has elements of knowing (beliefs) and wanting

(values) and that both, in combination with an individual’s environment, contribute to
behavior. Abelson (1979) pointed out that knowledge systems and belief systems are

distinct but related, and more currently Wyer and Albarracin (2005) reaffirmed that beliefs
relate to knowledge. The point here lies in the relative congruency in the association of

knowledge with beliefs, albeit in various fashions, across not just decades or centuries, but
millennia.

That beliefs have dimensional structure is apparent in Krech and Crutchfield’s

(1948) definition, where they cited beliefs as mental organizations, and Wyer and

Albarracin’s (2005) treatment of the psychology behind the organization of knowledge in
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relation to beliefs. Fishbein (1967) concurred with this concept by identifying a “belief

system…conceptualized as a habit-family-hierarchy of responses” (p. 390), thus making an

overt connection between Dewey’s early construct of habits and more recent ideas

concerning beliefs. Rokeach (1968) also used the term belief system. Abelson (1979)

provided insight into the common features of belief systems in an acknowledgment that
such a construct has different meanings from discipline to discipline.

Beliefs as systems or organizations are consistent with the idea that while attitudes

are currently viewed uni-dimensionally for research purposes, beliefs are viewed more
multidimensionally, or as more spatially complex. The main justification for this is the

relegation of attitudes to affect (evaluative) and the assignment of beliefs to cognition and
affect noted in a range of scholarly works (see Dewey, 1922; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993;

Fishbein 1967a; McGuire, 1960; Rokeach, 1968; Thorndike, 1934). Finally, beliefs do not

exist in isolation, but are intimately connected with one other as well as with other distinct

mental constructs.
Belief Theories

In reality, it is common to have beliefs that seem to contradict each other. To

illustrate, Joe believes all good athletes are slender and Joe believes his sister is a good
athlete, even though she is overweight. The difficulty in theories of belief is their easy
conflation with attitudes. In the previous example, for instance, one could question

whether Joe’s expression of belief is actual belief or an expression of attitude. “Good,” is an

evaluative judgment, traditionally falling into the attitude realm. Because Rokeach (1968)
and Fishbein (1967a) recognized the affective aspects of both beliefs and attitudes,
determining how to categorize statements such as Joe’s can be challenging.
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Due in part to this difficulty, the work in belief theories is sparse and generally

subsumed in the attitude theories such as the TRA and the theory of planned behavior
[TPB] (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; O’Keefe, 2002). Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957)

made the first attempt at providing a quantitative approach to predicting outcomes of the
interactions between cognitions and Rokeach (1968) extended and refined this attempt

through his principle of belief congruence. The lack of consistent recognition for either of
these quantifications of consistency does not undermine their important attempts to

concretize the abstract concept of competing cognitions, as they laid the groundwork for
future belief-based models.

William McGuire’s (1960) probabilogical model of cognitive consistency and

attitude change, Fishbein’s (1967b) summative model, and Anderson’s (as cited in O’Keefe,
2002) averaging model are three examples of subsequent attempts to quantify the

interactions between beliefs, attitudes and/or behaviors. Combining formal logic (in the

form of syllogisms) and probability theory, McGuire formulated a mathematical model to
both quantitatively define and assess an individual’s logical consistency among beliefs
(Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; McGuire, 1960). Wyer and Goldberg (1970) proposed the

conditional inference model in an attempt to increase the predictive effectiveness of

McGuire’s model by including the relationships among subjective probabilities. Although
not based on the same underlying theory or exclusively focused in the syllogisms used in
McGuire’s model, the similarities are striking enough to consider Wyer and Goldberg’s

model a legitimate extension of McGuire’s model (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Wyer & Goldberg,
1970).
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Professional Development in Higher Education

A Move to Recognizing the Second Discipline
In 1990, Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching, argued for expansion of the term scholarship to include four distinct, yet

overlapping, functions: discovery, application, integration, and teaching (p. 16). Ten years
later, during his tenure as President of the same foundation, Lee S. Shulman (2000)

addressed the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) in a speech prepared for a

meeting of the American Association for Higher Education (AAHE) conference and later

published in the first issue of The Journal of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. With
acknowledgement that education as a discipline was as important as the concentrationspecific discipline in which university level educators were experts, SoTL made an

important contribution to the idea of scholarship in higher education. Broad-based, SoTL
emerged as an idea applicable across the entire academy, but was not originated from

educational theory or the learning sciences, although it was based exclusively on postsecondary institutions (Coppola & Krajcik, 2013).

Almost twenty-five years after Boyer’s seminal work in SoTL, The Journal of

Research in Science Teaching (JRST) committed an entire issue to the idea of discipline-

centered post-secondary science education research, stemming from the National Research
Council’s (2012) synthesis of the research focused on discipline-based education research
(DBER), which asked how to improve undergraduate science education. The topic is

apparently of continuing interest as JRST was seeking submissions for publication in a
second issue devoted to the same topic (Coppola & Krajcik, 2013).
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SoTL and the narrower DBER primarily focus on investigating the act of learning

and becoming, with the NRC (2012) report stating five DBER goals. Two goals focus on
how undergraduate scientists learn science and become scientists and the three others

each have different foci. One focuses on figuring out “appropriate learning objectives and
instructional approaches” (p. 2), another seeks to translate research into the classroom,

and the last looks to “mak[e] science and engineering education broad and inclusive” (p. 2).
None of the goals look at the teacher’s role in encouraging undergraduates to try out

and/or commit to careers in science. This absence is notable because it is assumed that the
information gleaned from such research will be viewed by the population at which it is
aimed – the professors themselves.

Both SoTL and DBER make the assumption that teachers in higher education are

aware of and interested in consulting with education experts and/or reading and applying
educational research to their own classroom practice. Boyer (1990) makes strong

reference to this assumption in his introduction: “[M]any academics are, in fact, drawn to

the [teaching] profession precisely because of their love for teaching or for service ---- even
for making the world a better place” (p. xii). This statement encompasses what one might
consider, in Fairclough-ian (2010) terms, a dominant ideological discursive formation: a

naturalized idea that has become so prevalent as to be accepted as common sense. What
Boyer’s comment and the two research paradigms cited lack is a recognition of the

established beliefs and attitudes professors have toward the discipline of education itself.
Barriers to Change

The literature recognizes some barriers to change for university professors. First,

and perhaps foremost, is that higher education professors are unable and/or unwilling to
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commit to professional development [PD] (Sunal et al., 2001). This barrier to change is

often buried in the “not enough time” explanation, but Sunal et al. (2001) also noted that

“priorities of effective teaching differ from traditional beliefs about what teachers do” (p.
247). This observation may be a good example of underlying/unspoken attitudes and

beliefs about DE because science content specialists (i.e., scientists), not education content

specialists, teach science courses at the post-secondary level. What current university level,
education-centered, professional development offers must also be considered in this

equation. As is demonstrated in the current research, PD is sparse and often viewed as

unhelpful (Hativa, 1997; Sunal et al., 2001), providing an experiential base for the belief

that subsequent PD offerings are less likely to be made a priority. While each discipline is

different in its approach to teaching professors how to teach, those in the hard sciences are
rarely, if ever, required to obtain professional teacher training (Havita, 2000; Sunal et al.,
2001).

Research Issues

Interviewing
In the later 20th century, a movement to reject the sole reliance on quantifiable,

scientific facts for the creation of new knowledge has led to an increasing recognition, use,

and acceptance of qualitative research methods, including interviews, in the social sciences
(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Interviewing is both art and science, requiring thoughtful

preparation, sensitivity to the topic of discussion, awareness of the environment within

which the interview will take place, and practice (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009; Patton, 1987).
It requires the establishment of a rapport between the researcher and the participant,
imperative for eliciting answers that provide the depth and richness that is the goal of
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qualitative research. The questions to be asked should be prepared well in advance and
reflect an understanding by the interviewer about the topic to be explored and how the
questions can best be crafted to elicit appropriate and useful responses.
Question Construction

A focus on question writing for research data collection purposes exists in the

literature, but the technical aspects appear to be generally unacknowledged. In some cases,
this may be acceptable, as with Wetherell (1998), who specifically addressed the act of a
spontaneous conversation. However, the lack of sound methodology in constructing the

data collection instrument provides concern beyond that expressed in the meta-analyses

by Kane, Sandretto, and Heath (2002) and Rogers et al. (2005) for the validity of the

analysis. If the questions asked do not elicit the information the researcher seeks, it is

difficult, at best, to make valid claims about the findings.

Very few scholarly resources touting a focus on question construction were

available. Though helpful, those accessed tended to make broad statements focusing on the

importance of the components of the interview including questions, rather than providing a
technical guide for actually constructing questions. Rubin and Rubin (2005) came the

closest in the two chapters they devoted to this topic (pp. 152-200). These chapters offer

advice regarding the types of questions (main, follow-up, and probe), the purposes of each
type, and how to formulate and word each type of question. They also provided insights

into the importance of follow-up questions and laid out some general principles regarding
how to approach all types of questions.
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Discourse Analysis: Schools of Thought

With a 2000-year rich history in the field of rhetoric (van Dijk, 1990), it is only in the

latter half of the 20th century that discourse analysis comes into its own as a legitimate area
of research. Scholars such as Michel Foucault, Norman Fairclough, Teun van Dijk, Michael
Halliday, and James Gee have discussed it in one form or another since the 1960s. Its

purposeful application in the disciplines of social psychology and education lagged 20 years
behind, with both recognizing the importance and utility of discourse analysis in the 1980s
(Rogers, Malancharuvil-Berkes, Mosley, Hui, & Joseph, 2005; van Dijk, 1990; Willig, 2008,
2013).

As with all constructs, there is an array of definitions associated with the terms

“discourse analysis”; thus part of the reason for its minimal use beyond linguistics may be
the challenge for scholars outside linguistics in differentiating among them. Foucauldian
and non-Foucauldian discourse analysis, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), Discourse

analysis (DCA), and discourse analysis are all labels used in this area of scholarship, with all
having definitions that contain enough similarities to be confusing and enough differences
to demarcate them as separate concepts.

Foucauldian. There are two traditional broad categories of discourse analysis, the

first having its roots in Foucault’s assertions that discourses are “practices that

systematically form the objects of which they speak” (1972, p. 49). It is oriented toward
the social practice of discourse and its links to institutions, the relationship between

discourse and power, and the roles of constitutive nature of discourse and its subjectivity
(Holstein & Gubrium, 2011; Willig, 2008). Although the Foucauldian discourse analysis
approach is often focused on historical artifacts, there are still opportunities for its
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application in real-time (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011). This approach to discourse analysis
looks to help understand how language is used and its influence on possible outcomes
(Holstein & Gubrium, 2011) by asking “how does discourse construct subjects and
objects?” (Willig, 2008, p. 173).

Foucault provides the moniker for a prominent type of contemporary discourse

analysis, but it is important to recognize the theorists preceding Foucault’s seminal work,
including DuBois in 1903, Volosinov in 1930/1973, and Wittgenstein in 1953 (as cited in
Rogers et al., 2005). Such theorists also laid the foundation for scholars who came after,
and were influenced by, Foucault, the most notable being van Dijk (1993), Bourdieu
(1991), Bakhtin (1981), and Fairclough (1989).

Critical Discourse Analysis. Fairclough (1989) established the moniker Critical

Discourse Analysis in his book, Language and Power (Rogers et al., 2005). This label has

come to be synonymous with Foucauldian discourse analysis when applied in its broadest
sense. Reflections of Foucault’s influence on Fairclough are seen in the concept of
ideological discursive formations (idfs), the label Fairclough (2010) provides that

succinctly sums up Foucault’s concept that some discourses have become so entrenched
within society that they have become common sense (Willig, 2008).

In keeping with the Foucauldian tradition and in very simplified terms, CDA looks at

the relationship between discourse and power, seeks to elucidate such relationships

through a systematic, transdisciplinary analysis of discourse, and ultimately allows the

researcher to address “social wrongs in their discursive aspects and [propose] possible

ways of righting or mitigating them” (Fairclough, 2010, p. 11). Although Fairclough (1989,

2010) provided specific processes for analysis, much of his writing focuses on the theory of
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CDA as he stated in his introduction, “My original formulation of the broad objective of my
work in CDA still holds: to develop ways of analysing language which address its

involvement in the working of contemporary capitalist societies” (2010, p. 1). Even given
this very specific goal, however, scholars in other fields, including education and social

psychology, have stretched and repurposed his theory and method to do important work
within their own disciplines.

Discourse analysis. Although less strongly associated with Foucauldian discourse

analysis, there are still echoes of it in Gee’s work. Gee established Big D Discourse analysis
(DCA) as a separate entity from little d discourse analysis. Gee explained, “I use the term
‘Discourse,’ with a capital ‘D,’ for ways of combining and integrating language, action,

interactions, ways of thinking, believing, valuing, and using various symbols, tools, and

objects to enact a particular sort of socially recognizable identity” (p. 201). In other words,
Discourse encompasses all parts of the communicative act, including the environment, the
language, and the individuals’ internal and external gestures and thoughts. Gee (2011)

defined little d discourse as any instance of text (spoken or written). In addition to this
distinction, which persists in research today, he provided a framework for performing
discourse analysis and argued all discourse analysis is critical, thus defying the

demarcation between discourse analysis and CDA and keeping him more closely associated
with Foucauldians than non-Foucauldians. In support of this stance he wrote, “language is
a key way we humans make and break our world, our institutions, and our relationships

through how we deal with social goods. Thus, discourse analysis can illuminate problems
and controversies in the word” (2011, p. 9-10). The methodology Gee framed is thorough
and thoughtful, if at times a bit confounding. But his underlying premises allow for
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scholars wishing to use discourse analysis a broad range of latitude in taking pieces of his
methodology and combining it with pieces of other methods.

Non-Foucauldian. The second overarching category, non-Foucauldian discourse

analysis, has its roots in ethnomethodology (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011; Willig, 2008) and
focuses on “how talk, conversation, and other communicative processes are used to

organize social action” (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011, p. 343). From the discipline of social

psychology, Edwards and Potter provided the name discursive psychology in 1992 (as cited
by Willig, 2008). However, the analytic technique itself was initially proposed by Potter
and Wetherell in 1987 (as cited in Willig, 2008).

According to Willig (2008), in contrast to CDA and DCA, discursive psychology views

discourse as a process that is partially cognitive but located within the social context. This
relativistic perspective views objects and events as being constructed through language

itself rather than objects and events giving rise to mental representations (cognitions). It
additionally holds that an objective perception of reality is not theoretically possible, and

emphasizes the “productive and performative” (p. 162) nature of discourse, which allows
for the changing nature of discourse depending upon the context within which it is

constructed. Discursive psychology is, in essence, a rebuttal of the well-entrenched idea in
psychology that cognitive processes of individuals play the central role in shaping

perception and action and are “an all-purpose explanatory strategy” (Edwards & Potter,
1992, p. 12, as quoted in Willig, 2008, p. 161).

With such a sharp line of demarcation between the two schools of thought about

discourse analysis, there is inevitably some discord. Gee, for instance, were he to join the

debate, might side with Wetherell (1998) in her call for a hybrid method of analysis, given
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his view of language as being “integrally involved with identities and social practices” (Gee,
2004, p. 13). Focusing on this demarcation by specifically exploring the opposing views of
Schegloff, and Laclau and Mouffe (as cited in Wetherell, 1998), Wetherell argues for an

eclectic approach to discourse analysis. Such a method of analysis, she argues, allows for a
researcher to more fully illuminate the answer to the question “why [is] this utterance

here” (p. 404). The technical aspects of the non-Foucauldian analysts allow for making
“visible the moments when things happen” (Wetherell, 1998, p. 392), while the

Foucauldian (post-strucutralist) analysis allows for a more inclusive approach that does

not cut off the act of discourse from the greater institution of society. In short, Wetherell

proposes that researchers take into consideration the individual perspective and the social
context when using discourse analysis, thus providing the fullest picture possible with the
most empirical support that can be achieved.
Discourse Analysis Method Bricolage

Wetherell has laid out a formal argument for a “method bricolage” (Fogelberg,

2014) when analyzing discourse. A bricoleur puts together a “set of representations that
are fitted to the specifics of a complex situation” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011a, p. 4). Method
bricolage is informally contained within the education literature that specifically or

peripherally applies discourse analysis and/or CDA, as highlighted by the following two
reviews.

Rogers et al.’s (2005) review of the CDA literature in education presents an analysis

and summary of 46 papers. Definitions of CDA, the research/focus question, study context,
data sources, and data analysis methods for each paper are provided. In their analysis of

the analytic methods used across the manuscripts, three main frameworks were identified,
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including Fairclough’s three-tiered method, post-structural discourse, and discourse

analysis. The authors note, however, “the actual analytic procedures of CDA were carried

out and reported on (or not reported) in a vast range of ways” (Rogers et al., 2005, p. 380).
For instance, one author looked at specific patterns of language use, another used

denotative microanalysis and connotative analysis of the data, and yet another looked for
the recurrence of specific terms (Rogers et al., 2005). It can be seen here, then, that

although falling under the large umbrella of CDA, this methodology is either unclear or
unable to meet the needs of many researchers.

Although not explicitly addressing discourse analysis, another critical review from

Kane, Sandretto, and Heath (2002) looks at research focusing on studies investigating postsecondary professors’ teaching beliefs and their connection with practice. This meta-

analysis looked at 50 papers, specifically looking at theoretical framework, research focus,
participants, data collection, and data analysis method(s). While CDA and/or discourse

analysis is not stated anywhere in the text, it appears both the authors of the review and

the authors of the papers reviewed were engaging in such techniques. Kane, Sandretto, and
Heath (2002) performed critical readings and rereadings framed by a set of seven

questions to analyze the selected studies, a turn of phrase akin to the close reading

techniques that were, according to de Man (1973), established in the 1930s and 1940s in
the field of rhetoric.

Brummett (2010) defined close reading as “the mindful, disciplined reading of an

object with a view to deeper understanding of its meanings” (p. 3). He further argued the

technique of close reading is important both personally and socially because it allows one

to better understand the languages of others in ways that enhance individual relationships,
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and it provides insight into the types of messages that influence the public at large. These
concepts seem consistent with the goals of Kane, Sandretto, and Heath’s critical readings
and appear to be in line with the idea of CDA as previously presented.

The authors of the papers included in Kane, Sandretto, and Health’s (2002) review

attempted to define their data analysis techniques with little success. For example,

Dunkin’s 1995 elicitations of participants’ "‘concepts of teaching effectiveness’…[were]

revealed through ‘careful analysis of the responses’” (as cited in Kane, Sandretto, & Heath,

2002, p. 198). Willcoxson’s (1998) technique consisted of acquiring clarity of information

gained from analysis of the transcribed interview data. Menges and Rando (1989), as cited
by Kane, Sandretto, and Heath (2002), used “an inspection of responses that took context

and voice inflection into account” (p. 198), but upon reviewing the original article, no such
analytic technique is offered; in fact, no analytic technique is outlined at all (Menges &
Rando, 1989). The authors of the review were critical of the value of the conclusions

drawn from these works, as their methods of analysis were unclear and poorly defined

(Kane, Sandretteo, & Heath, 2002). It is a fair assessment; the two reviews included here

illustrated not only the method bricolage previously discussed, but also the inconsistency
and difficulty of using such a broadly defined method in general.

What emerged from the contrast of these two meta-analyses from educational

research and the descriptions of methodology from social psychology (Wetherell, 1998;
Willig, 2008) is that social psychology seems to have a firmer handle on how to validly

perform D(d)iscourse analysis than does education. Education researchers have embraced
the theoretical underpinnings of CDA in particular (whether wittingly or un), but the

methodology tends to be fractured and ill-defined, if defined at all (Rogers et al., 2005). For
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those education researchers interested in searching for evidence and application of the

social psychology constructs of beliefs, discourse analysis seems to be used in some form or
fashion, but not recognized as such by the researchers; hence, while potentially valuable
information has been published, its validity – even within the context of qualitative
research – is generally questionable.

From its origins in rhetoric, discourse analysis has evolved into a unique branch of

theory and method unto itself. It is flourishing in many disciplines as an increasing number
of social scientists embrace qualitative research broadly (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011b; Smith,

2008) and the theories and methods of discourse analysis specifically. In social psychology
in particular there are extensive and ongoing conversations about this analytic technique,
and in education attempts have been made to both understand and apply discourse
analysis in its various forms.

Summary

The current literature provides a solid grounding across the disciplines relevant to

this research, including social psychology, education, rhetoric, and communication studies.
The review of these scholarly fields has: (1) allowed a perceived gap in the education

literature to be identified; (2) provided an attitude theory that may be modified to fit the
needs of this research; (3) looked at the current state of professional development in

higher education; (4) emphasized the importance of interview and question construction;

and (5) presented support for a qualitative method of analysis to be used on collected data.
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Chapter 3: Methods

Research Paradigm
The bulk of the work in beliefs and attitudes within the social psychology and

communication studies disciplines has been done through quantitative methods (Droba,

1935; Krosnick, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2005; O’Keefe, 2002; Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum,
1957; Thurstone, 1928; Thurstone & Chave, 1928), while the work done within the
education literature about these constructs has been primarily qualitative (Kane,

Sandretto, & Heath, 2002; Pajares, 1992; Sunal et al., 2001). With both research paradigms
well-established in the literature, taking selected pieces from each to establish a different
approach to studying attitudes and beliefs allows for the development of an analytic
approach that is both reproduceable and interpretive.

My research is a qualitative study that it is grounded in a theory traditionally

studied with quantitative techniques. My study also draws from several disciplines,

including education, communication studies, social psychology, and rhetoric. Through this
multi-disciplinary approach, I am trying to determine if the attitudes and beliefs of

university natural science professors toward DE influence their teaching practices. By
adapting a theory traditionally supported by quantitative methods for application of

qualitative methodologies, I am investigating a potentially new area of focus for developing
professional development for university professors. Because some of the extant empirical
research using the TRA supports targeting beliefs to change attitudes and, subsequently,

behavioral intention, understanding the attitudes and beliefs that might be targeted is an
important starting point.
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As outlined, the method bricolage technique described in Chapter 2 was used to

bring together Foucauldian and non-Foucauldian discourse analysis as suggested by

Wetherell (1998). Through studying the responses of participants to carefully crafted
questions using this approach, I combined a quantitatively validated theory with a

qualitative methodology to yield information different from previous work. Although there
are prior quantitative and qualitative studies focused on attitudes and beliefs of university
professors, none focus specifically on their attitudes and beliefs toward DE. While

quantitative work is unable to capture the nuances of each individual’s emotion, voice
inflection, sense of place, and environmental influence the way qualitative work does,
qualitative work in this area lacks a strong theoretical underpinning and a cohesive,

reproduceable method of analysis that quantitative studies have depended upon (see
Chapter 2).

In conducting this research, I gained insight into not only what participants’

attitudes and beliefs toward DE are, but also how these attitudes and beliefs were formed

and what influenced them. This insight was used to propose a new direction for universitylevel professional development with regards to influencing teaching practices. By finding

specific attitudes and/or beliefs to be used as targets for change, I suggest that the manner
in which we approach current PD programs needs to be scrutinized and reformed.
Research Framework

Though not traditionally used to support qualitative studies, the TRA provided a

clear theoretical background for looking at attitudes, beliefs, and their abilities to predict
behaviors. The TRA provided a linear progression of belief  attitude  behavioral

intention, so by finding the beliefs that produce the attitudes, it is suggested that efforts be
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made to target persuasive PD efforts on specific attitudes. With its firm grounding in

statistics, the framework and concepts the TRA outlines provided structure for evaluating
responses to questions from individual participants.

A framework that is accessible and applicable to this topic in educational research is

needed. The TRA was not a perfect “fit” for researching attitudes and beliefs in a
qualitative research study because of the focus on statistics in searching for

generalizability. Additionally, the TRA reduces a complex interaction of abstract concepts
to a linear sequence that does not allow for attitudes to affect beliefs or behavioral

intention to differ from expressed attitudes or beliefs. However, the TRA did provide a

solid framework upon which to build for purposes of my study. The definition of attitudes
and beliefs extracted from the TRA provided structure for determining the differences

between the two when analyzing interview responses. And the linear sequence of

influence within the TRA at least pinpointed a place to start looking at how changes might

be made. Ultimately, the use of a quantitatively studied theory like the TRA allowed me to

use some of its pieces to construct a framework, which could then be filled in by qualitative

research methods. The combination took the best of both worlds: supported validity and
reliability and a solid method for differentiating attitudes from beliefs from the TRA, and
consideration of the nuances of the individual’s experience from the qualitative side.
Pilot

The questions posed by my research required careful attention to question

construction. To decrease the chances that questions would elicit more unusable than

usable data, two to five pre-study interviews were conducted. Volunteers who are college
professors but were not members of the potential study pool were recruited through
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personal contact and via acquaintances. They were then interviewed with the main, followup, and probing questions proposed for the research study. The semi-structured interview
and all other protocols were followed as outlined here, but data analysis was used solely

for refining the initial questions to be used during the study. No pre-study participant data

was kept or incorporated into the final research report.
Participant selection and recruitment

My research looked to uncover the attitudes and beliefs of scientists who are

teaching at the university level and reveal major influences on both these constructs. For

participation in this research, individuals were required to (1) hold a terminal content area
degree in biology, chemistry, and/or physics; (2) be fully employed by an accredited

college or university within the United States; and (3) be teaching an introductory level

(freshman) science course for science majors in their respective field(s), or have taught

such a course within the last 10 years. Exclusion criteria were professors who (1) did not
speak English; (2) taught introductory science courses for students NOT majoring in
science; and (3) taught such courses online exclusively.

To recruit participants, I used the snowball technique (Patton, 1987), using personal

contacts who were former or current professors from a variety of disciplines, including
agriculture, veterinary medicine, public health, and education, in addition to covering

public, private, high, and low research universities. I initially contacted 19 individuals from
seven different universities, and then a chance discussion with another individual led to

contact with three additional individuals at an eighth institution. All were sent a standard
initial email and follow-up email as appropriate (see Appendix A). Of the 22 individuals
contacted, 13 were employed by a Carnegie-designated Research University Very High
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activity (RU/VH; formally R1 institution), while the other nine were employed by Carnegiedesignated Research University High Activity (RU/H; formally R2 institution),

Doctoral/Research University (DRU; formally Doctoral I or II institution) or Master's

Colleges and University - Larger Programs (Master's/L). Twelve responded with either

specific names or lists of faculty who might be interested and/or qualified; only one of the
12 respondents was from an RU/VH-designated institution.

Forty-nine professors were contacted using the standard recruitment email (see

Appendix B). Sixteen of the potential participants were from RU/VH universities and nine

responded. Two RU/VH respondents expressed interest in participating and one went as

far as volunteering to do so. However, he did not respond to subsequent email requests for
setting an interview appointment. Three respondents from RU/VH universities did not
meet the requirements for inclusion in the study, and the remaining four declined for

various reasons. As a result, no professors from RU/VH universities were interviewed.

From the remaining 33 potential participants, 20 responded. Eighteen expressed

interest with two declining. The pool was further reduced when seven potential

participants either requested further information and did not return subsequent emails or

declined due to time or other constraints. The remaining 11 were scheduled for interviews
on a first-contacted, first-scheduled basis. After the initial 10 participants were scheduled,

the remaining volunteer was placed on reserve for inclusion if any of the original 10
participants decided to withdraw; her approval was gained via email. Personal

demographics of participants reported here are based strictly off information collected
during interviews; other than institutional classification, no Internet searches were
performed. Table 1 provides an overview of the participants.
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Table 1

Overview of Participants
Pseudonym

Content area

Gender

Position

Carnegie
Institute
designation

Joe

Biology

Male

Professor

Master's/L

Paul

Biology

Male

Professor

RU/H

David

Biology

Edward
Rachel
Emma

Chemistry

Leonard
Lee

Biology
Biology

Anna

Sarah

Biology

Chemistry
Physics
Physics

Male
Male

Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male

Lecturer

Associate
professor
Associate
professor
Assistant
professor
Lecturer
Associate
professor
Associate
professor
Assistant
professor

RU/H

Master's/L
DRU

RU/H
RU/H

Master's/L
RU/H

Master's/L

Data Collection
A total of 20 interviews, two with each participant, were conducted. The first 10

interviews were conducted via Skype (five) and in person (five), although one of the Skype
interviews was audio only due to technical difficulties. The first set of interviews ranged
from 33 minutes to 64 minutes.

The second set of interviews was completed via telephone (nine) and Skype (one).

The single Skype interview allowed me to visual connect with the participant I had been
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previously unable to see. The second set of interviews had a much broader time range,
lasting from 14 to 98 minutes.

Questions for the first interview (see Appendix C) were asked of all participants and

responses were coded for attitudes and beliefs as well as analyzed for themes. Using the

analysis of responses to the first round of interview questions, themes were used to craft

questions for the second interview (see Appendix D). The first interview using the second
set of questions was asked in a different order than the remaining nine, as after asking the

questions the first time it appeared the questions needed to be reorganized for better flow.
For general consistency and efficiency, semi-structured interviews were employed,

guided by the recommendations made by Rubin and Rubin (2005). Thus, the main

questions (the skeleton) were prepared ahead of time, as were potential follow-up and
probing questions. Follow-up and probing questions were altered or deleted as

appropriate during the interviews, and additional questions of these types were used
during subsequent interviews.

The main questions were open-ended and aimed at provoking reflection by the

participant, thus producing data containing the richness, vividness, nuance, and depth that
Rubin and Rubin (2005) suggest are characteristic of good answers. The questions

constructed for this study were initially proposed during a meeting with my dissertation

committee. Through the course of several discussions with my committee, the questions

were refined to the version presented here for the pilot study. Our conversations focused
on ensuring questions were not leading; we did not want to participants to be focused on
the responses they thought I wanted, but instead focused on answering questions as
honestly as they were willing.
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It was also important to craft questions that were indirect but still might elicit

information about attitudes and beliefs toward DE. Such questions as “How do you feel
about the discipline of education?” were considered too leading and possibly politically

charged. My committee provided several avenues of approach to indirect questions that
were incorporated into the pilot set, such as a focus on the typical workday, to whom

professors speak regularly on campus, and perceptions of what being a professor would be
like prior to beginning their jobs.

Although Rubin and Rubin (2005) recommend no more than five main questions,

after reading through my original list of questions, I identified six main questions, six

follow-up questions, and six probing questions. This series of questions was used for the

pre-study pilot, evaluated, and further changed as needed after looking at the responses
and gaining feedback from the pre-study pilot participants.
Data Analysis

The responses were analyzed using a Discourse Analysis method bricolage, as

supported by Wetherell (1998) and coined by Fogelberg (2014) in her research on zoo

signs. Wetherell (1998) calls for a melding of the methods used by Foucaldian and non-

Foucaldian discourse analysis, allowing for a complete picture of the discourse to emerge.
Application of the definitions of attitude and belief were applied to the data to help build
the basis for the overall Discourse Analysis. By taking into account the initial

attitude/belief codings within the context of the entire Discourse, even the data not

specifically codes as an attitude or belief contributed to, and in some cases strengthened,

emergent themes.

Method Bricoloage
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Fogelberg’s (2014) combination of Gee’s word analysis technique, Fairclough’s

ideological-discursive formations (IDFs), and Foucault’s object-creating discourse theory
provided a DCA framework for analysis and interpretation of the data. In keeping with

Wetherell’s (1998) call for melding methods, this method bricolage encompassed the entire
research process, from the questions to the implications of the participants’ answers both
individually and within the context of the greater social institutions in which each
participant is enveloped.

The methodology outlined here is anchored by Gee’s work, which provided the most

detailed outline over a broad range of components. Fogelberg’s (2014) re-interpretation
and addition of one of Fairclough’s big ideas combined with one of Foucault’s main

concepts provided additional levels of nuance that filled out this methodology.

Gee. Starting with three of Gee’s tools of inquiry, including situated meanings, social

languages, and Discourses, (intertextuality was not applied here), and four of his building

tasks: significance, identities, relationships, and connection, Fogelberg (2014) developed a

process that was easily adapted to this research. “The building tasks provide a framework
for asking questions centered on the tools of inquiry. For example, the building task of
identities explores the idea of language building or enacting identity, and seeks to

determine the identity each ‘piece of language attribut[es] to others’” (Gee, 2011, p. 18).
This laid the groundwork for the researcher to ask, then, how situated meanings, social

languages, and Discourses contribute to building, sustaining, changing, and/or destroying
social relationships (Gee, 2011).

Situated meanings “arise because particular language forms take on specific or

situated meanings in specific different contexts of use” (Gee, 2011, p. 65). For instance, the
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word “reading” when related to leisure has a generally different meaning than when

related to one’s profession. The layer of situated meaning added by Fogelberg (2014) was

also useful for this research. Her idea of looking at where participants’ words, pauses, and
placeholders fall within their responses (the micro level) and how these individual

responses occur within the overarching context of the participant’s institution and society
as a whole (macro level) added a layer of interpretive complexity to the analysis.

The concept of Gee’s (2011) “social languages” was also relevant to this research.

For example, a university biology professor may speak about “clades,” “traditional
taxonomy,” and “phylogeny” when speaking to colleagues, but might use the term

“organism classification systems” during an introductory biology course. The concept may
be similar for science professors knowledgeable about DE who might speak about

“pedagogy” or “summative assessment” when speaking with colleagues in the school of

education, but may use the terms “teaching styles” and “tests or exams” when talking to
colleagues within their respective science departments.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Gee’s (2011) big D-Discourse, rather than only little d-

discourse, contributed to my interpretation of the participants’ responses. It encompasses
everything discussed within the DCA method already pointed out, and is likely the most
subjective aspect of this interpretive methodology.

Fairclough. Continuing to appropriate Fogelberg’s (2014) methodology, her

adaptation of Fairclough’s (2010) idea of a single dominant ideological formation (dIDF)
into multiple dIDFS as they apply to the bigger society in which an institution exists is
particularly useful here. In viewing dIDFs as a plurality, Fogelberg allows for the

emergence of multiple dIDFs across society, meaning that the “common sense” ingrained
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into us may come from more than one large idea or source. To borrow Fogelberg’s (2014)
example, most of us have been told from a young age that drinking milk is important for

getting the proper amounts calcium and vitamin D. This is a fallacy, but the importance of

milk has become “common sense” in the home and American society. These institutions, in
turn, perpetuate the dIDF by confirming this “common sense” at the individual level,
allowing the continuation of the dIDF through generations as it passes from dairy
advocates and their advertisements in the U.S. down to the smallest child.

Foucault. The final piece of the analytic methodology used arises from Foucault

who, similar to Gee, views Discourse as more than just words (Fogelberg, 2014). Foucault
(1972) suggests that discourse should be viewed as both a verb (practice) and a noun (an
object), thus the Discoursal interactions combine to produce their own objects. This is

important in the interpretive analysis of the data. The vocal pauses, voice inflections, and

non-verbal body language provided a personal backdrop for each participant, in addition to
helping provide emergent objects (i.e., a set of general behaviors or an unwritten

institutional policy) that may have been missed if I had focused exclusively on the spoken
words.

Integration of Theory and Analysis
Through applying a discourse analysis method bricolage, I used the theoretical

framework of the TRA, relied upon the definitions of attitudes and beliefs elicited from the
literature and aligned with the TRA, and constructed a discourse analysis paradigm that

allowed for a qualitative research approach. Through using a theory that has traditionally
supported quantitative research and adapting its useful “parts” to allow for qualitative
inquiry, I was able to explore my questions deeply while still using a clear method of
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analysis with reference specifically to the abstract constructs of attitudes and beliefs. In
this manner, the TRA (quantitative) informed the Discourse Analysis (qualitative) and

allowed a more concrete methodology to be outlined while not ignoring the interpretive
nature of the analytic technique.
Analytic Process

The analytic process was conducted in two phases that began with phase one, had

some overlap between phase one and phase two, and finished with phase two. The two

phases were designed to elicit themes independently of one another. While not initially set
up to do so, each phase ended up producing data that addressed a specific research

question. Phase one was most useful for answering the first research question of “What are
introductory natural science course university professors’ attitudes and beliefs toward the
discipline of education?”

The second phase analyzed the entire Discourse presented by each participant to

determine themes emerging from the data that were contrary to, completely different from,
or parallel to the themes found during phase one. Phase two was particularly useful in

answering the second research question of "What appear to be the major influences on
introductory-level, university science professors attitudes and beliefs toward DE?"

Extracting attitudes and beliefs. Transcripts were analyzed after each set of

interviews was completed and fully transcribed. The initial reading of each interview was
to look for clauses that contained an attitude or belief statement; these clauses were

underlined for ease of recognition during revisits of the data. Subsequent readings of each
interview were done to look more closely at each underlined clause to determine if they
actually contained an attitude or belief statement, as defined by the TRA.
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Example of a Phase One Analysis

Responses were recorded in individual Excel worksheets contained within a single

workbook. Seven columns were created: clause, page number, code, evaluation, strength,

object, and notes. Each clause was noted, justified using the appropriate definition, coded
for the evaluative portion (positive, negative, or neutral), and assigned a strength (very

low, low, moderate, high, very high) as appropriate. Notes were only occasionally recorded
if a contextual clue was missing from the original clause (see Table 2 for).

Throughout this process, the need for consistency quickly became clear. Therefore,

every attempt was made to follow the definitions of attitude and belief as concretely as
possible. Thus, phase one analysis was very literal, taking phrases or words from the

clauses to support both the evaluative and strength assignments (see Appendix E for the
full set of phase one analysis).

To better manage the data, attitude/belief objects were analyzed for repetition.

Each participant's coded interviews were looked at and every unique object was listed.

This part of the analysis did not look for repetition of objects within every participant's

data, but instead looked for unique objects across the datasets. This secondary analysis of

phase one produced 28 coded objects from the first set of interviews and 20 coded objects
from the second set of interviews.
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Table 2

Example of the First Coding

Clause
I like to share
my experience
with students
grades are not
a perfect
representation
of knowledge
for all the
students. But
they probably
are for most of
the students.
most
interested in
hearing from
people who
have
experience in
physics
education
research

Pg.
No.

Code

2

attitude

8

4

[teaching
workshops
are] hard to
justify it when
7-8
it's not
something
that is really
very rewarded

Evaluation

Strength

Object

+ (like to
share)

n/a

belief

- (not)

student
M
achievement,
(probably)
learning

belief

+
VH (most)
(interested)

DE

attitude

- (hard to
justify; not
rewarded)

teacher
training

n/a

Notes

teaching,
students

specifically
- DE
focused on
physics

By comparing the two lists of coded objects, it was noted that 11 objects were

contained on both lists. To determine which of these 11 objects appeared to have the most
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commonality between the participants, the number of times each object was coded was

counted. The resulting total count included every instance of the object being coded. For

example, the object "teaching" was coded 175 times, while the object "communication" was

coded six times. The total count did not describe whether an object was solely contained

within a single participant or coded across multiple participants. However, further analysis

indicated that the three eventual over-arching themes had been coded as objects in every

participant's individual dataset, albeit to varying intensities.

I termed these common 11 objects "explicit themes" because they emerged as

discrete concepts from a concrete, literal process that required minimal interpretation and
looked solely at the discourse of the data; they were quantifiable, clear, and overt, or

explicit. This process provided the basis for comparison to themes that emerged from the

second phase of analysis, which I label "implicit themes" to indicate that these themes had
to be sought out. The implicit themes were hidden in the data and found through

interpretation that came from an understanding of the entire Discourse. In other words,

the implicit themes were not determined by an obvious process involving discrete clauses
and assigned objects, but rather through interpretation of the dataset in its entirety.

Looking for implicit themes. Although I envisioned the analytic process occurring

in a linear fashion, the attitude/belief extraction (phase one analysis) and DCA (phase two
analysis) ended up overlapping quite a bit. I found myself making notes in the margins of
each participant's transcript as I read and re-read each interview while coding

attitude/belief clauses. These memos often referenced responses from another

participant(s) that was similar to a phrase I was currently reading. My increasing
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familiarity with each interview allowed me to recall statements from other participants,

make note of these similarities, and use them as I completed the second phase of analysis.

At the completion of the phase one analysis for each set of interviews, phase two of

the analysis was already well under way. The research memos for each dataset were

revisited and compiled into a single list of consistent concepts that had emerged across the

interviews, providing an initial set of comments that would become the basis of the implicit

themes. A shortened version of the original compilation of research memos is presented
below:

- distraction of service appears fairly constant/universal - dislike of and frustration with the
amount of time taken up by administrative tasks
- many had family (usually parents) that were K-12 and/or college educators
- almost all (8-9/10) mention at least 1-2 mentors/professors that strongly influenced them to
teach - most at the graduate level, one at the undergraduate level
- most (7-8) interpret "profession" as their content-area expertise rather than being
professors
- 2-3 refer to teaching journals, reading, or organizations in education as part of their
professional reading/education; only one is a member of an educational organization specific
to DE
- many specifically mention that teaching poorly or OK gets you the same benefit as teaching
well, but the latter takes much more time, which is time away from their research (but even
lecturers mention time as a constraint)
From here, the related ideas were grouped, ultimately producing a total of six over-arching

implicit themes from each set of interviews (Table 4). An example is provided below:
Challenges to (good) teaching
- "distraction" of service/ workload outside of the classroom
- disconnects between administrators and professors
- large class sizes leading to lack of relationships with students
- too much material to be covered in a short amount of time
- nerves about teaching - confidence/lack of confidence
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- 9/10 discuss the general lack of time leading to a number of things, including lack
of ability to establish good relationships with students and inability to balance
teaching, research, and service
- increasing number of students working outside the classroom, leaving both
students and professors frustrated because students are unable to focus as well

Influences
- many had family (usually parents) who were teachers
- 8-9/10 mention at least 1-2 mentors/professors who strongly influenced them to
teach - most at grad level, one at undergrad (but LAB experience as an UNDERGRAD
was singularly important in influencing them to pursue SCIENCE)
- both lecturers mentioned the presentation of quantitative data as being the driving
force behind either their own or a colleague's change in pedagogy/teaching style
- student evals are referred to by almost all (if not all) participants as helping them
measure their teaching ability/effectiveness
Determining the overarching themes
Analysis of the first interviews uncovered 28 unique attitude/belief objects and

analysis of the second interviews uncovered 20 unique attitude/belief objects. When

compared, there were 11 attitude/belief objects contained on both lists (Table 3); these 11
overlapping objects became the explicit themes.

For phase two analysis a similar process occurred. Although the second set of

interviews had questions constructed to potentially elicit more in-depth information from
participants based on the themes that emerged from the first set of interviews, the

participants' responses were surprisingly different than I had anticipated. Because some of
the emerging themes appeared to be so different from the first set of interviews, I was

concerned that perhaps my questions were constructed as well as I had planned. However,
while phase two analysis of the second set of interviews revealed an additional three

unique emergent themes, I also identified two themes that exactly overlapped and one

theme that, with slight re-interpretation, also overlapped; these became the final implicit
themes (Table 4).
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Table 3

Determining Explicit Themes
Interview 1
teaching
professor personality
influence
PD/teacher training
tenure
DE
research v. teaching
teaching profession
science content knowledge v.
education content knowledge
communication

hard science v. other disciplines
students
time

Attitude/Belief Objects
Interview 2
teaching
professor personality
influence
teacher training
tenure
DE
research v. teaching
profession of teaching
science content v. education
content knowledge
communication

teacher preparation
teaching philosophy
educational technology
teaching modalities
learning
pedagogy

institutional support for teaching
incentives
misconceptions about teaching
content
resources
lab v. lecture instruction
professor/student relationships
gender issues
complexities of teaching

hard science v. other disciplines
classroom climate
institutional view of teaching

perceptions of teachers by society
credentials
assessments
experience v. educational content
knowledge
research in teaching
scholarship of teaching
teaching styles

Overlap
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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The final overarching themes resulted from comparing the independently derived

explicit and implicit themes. Here it was noted that three implicit themes had either exact
or similar counterparts on the explicit themes list. Further analysis included minor re-

interpretation of one theme to better represent it's content (Table 5), leaving three themes
that spanned both analytic processes; these became the overarching themes.
Table 4

Determining Implicit Themes
Interview 1
Influences
DE
Tenure

Challenges to (good)
teaching
View of profession
Gender issues

Emerging Themes
Interview 2
Preparation for teaching
DE
Tenure and its effects on
teaching
Student success

PD/training
Professor personality

overlap
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no

Table 5

Determining Overarching Themes
Phase One
DE
Influences
Tenure

Overarching Themes
Phase Two
Re-interpretation
DE
DE
Influence/preparation Personal and
for teaching
professional influences
Tenure
Tenure

Once the overarching themes had been established, each was further analyzed by

using a combination of explicitly and implicitly established attitudes and beliefs derived
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from the themes identified in each phase of analysis. This final analysis brought forward
the sub-themes of each overarching theme; each is explored below.

Although the analytic phases overlapped in the middle, it is important to be clear

that each phase was a distinctly different analytical process that produced themes

independently of one another. For this reason, both processes were an integral part of

answering the research questions. Phase one provided explicit, concrete evidence that

attitudes and beliefs existed about a number of objects related to being a professor. It also
provided a less interpretive analysis of the attitudes and beliefs identified in the data,

which was important for me to understand that beliefs in and about DE existed and that
these beliefs produced associated attitudes. It also provided a snapshot of the general

linearity of the attitudes and beliefs about DE, showing that, at least taken out of the full
Discourse, the attitudes and beliefs in and about DE were generally positive within this
cohort.

Phase two provided implicit information that corroborated, was distinctly different

from, or was in opposition to the attitudes and beliefs findings that emerged from phase
one. Being able to analyze the data with a more interpretive method meant that the

nuances of the participants' responses could now be fully reflected in the analysis, and this

provided contradictory information with regards to the attitudes towards DE expressed by
the participants as a whole. During this phase of analysis, it became evident that taking in

the entire Discourse was important for showing that contrary to the literal results achieved
during phase one analysis, phase two analysis indicated that the participants generally had
positive beliefs but negative attitudes towards DE.
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During final DCA of each overarching theme, it was discovered that each had

associated sub-themes. Each of the overarching themes, their associated sub-themes, and
their relationships to attitudes and beliefs are explored more deeply below.
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Chapter 4: Results

The Discipline of Education
While only eight of ten participants had an attitude/belief object explicitly coded as

DE, all participants made statements that implicitly indicated attitudes and beliefs towards
DE. That DE emerged from both phases of analysis indicates this cohort of science

professors recognizes DE at some level. Belief in DE is therefore established. However,

there is a complexity to the attitudes and beliefs toward DE expressed by this particular
cohort. On one hand, professors are aware of DE and believe that the profession of

teaching needs to be more supported, positively viewed, and respected by both the general
public and institutions of higher education. This is reflected in the explicit coding, which
indicated that attitudes and beliefs towards DE were generally positive and aligned well

with the TRA. On the other hand, there is an undercurrent of skepticism toward DE, with
attitudes and beliefs in opposition to each other emerging from the implicit analysis,

indicating a misalignment with the TRA. It is the dissonance discovered in the implicit
analysis that is explored more fully below.

The five sub-themes that emerged regarding the attitudes and beliefs of science

professors toward DE were that: (1) rigorous research is not associated with DE; (2) DE is

not important or necessary to teaching well; (3) DE does not help with attaining tenure; (4)
DE does not provide helpful, applicable skills to improve teaching; and (5) information

received through a center for teaching excellence (CTE) or its equivalent is reflective of the

current research and practices within DE. Some specific examples from participants follow
to illustrate.
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Stuff and Hoopla: Attitudes About DE and Equating CTEs With DE (Addressing Subthemes 1 and 5)
The idea that rigorous research is not associated with DE (sub-theme 1) and that

information received through a CTE or its equivalent is reflective of the current research
and practices within DE (sub-theme 5) are discussed together here because they are

intimately intertwined. Attitudes and beliefs about the research associated with DE appear
to have been heavily influenced by the training this cohort of professors received through

CTEs and/or other speakers brought in to deliver seminars. However, as will be discussed
later, CTEs appear to have few faculty or staff formally trained in DE. Thus, the attitudes

and beliefs expressed by the participants have been based upon at best incomplete, or at
worst, faulty sources.

Lack of teacher training is evident across all the participants. Every participant

made a comment during one or both interviews indicating they had no formal training in
teaching (explicitly recognized) or DE (implicitly recognized except for one participant)
prior to stepping into their own classrooms. While neither Emma nor Rachel had any

objects explicitly coded as DE, phase two analysis provided a different picture, with both

Emma and Rachel expressing implicit beliefs in DE. And, as with many other participants,

they both expressed negative attitudes towards DE.

In discussing her approach to teaching, Emma was influenced by an undergraduate

professor who was very rigorous, which gave her confidence to move forward as a science
major and made her want to provide the same experience for her students. She was

additionally influenced by "stuff I've read on the Internet [about teaching]" (Emma, p. 2

[2]). Although she had some guest lecturing experience at a large university as a graduate
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student, she recognized that she never had "formalized teaching experiences [or] training

to learn how to teach" (Emma, p. 2 [2]), and therefore "you just sort of pick things up from,
you know, reading articles and all the hoopla about active learning" (Emma, p. 2 [2]).

The "stuff" and "hoopla" to which Emma refers is the idea of active learning, but

other teaching techniques that might also be included in this somewhat pejorative phrase
include clickers and flipping the classroom, mentioned by nine of the ten participants,
including Emma. It is an idea echoed by other participants as well, although perhaps

subconsciously. Anna said, "I use Ted-Ed a lot, and I just search online for different, um,

videos, use YouTube, whatever works, whatever I think will help the kids" (p. 9[1]). And

Lee mentions "YouTube right, YouTube video. And they have a lot of different, um, video. I
used a lot in the, uh, classroom" (p. 9[1]) in response to the question of whether there are

off-campus resources he uses in the classroom. These comments indicate a recognition of,
and hence belief in, the idea of DE, if only through the concept of participants

understanding that there are teaching strategies that work better than those they have

either used in the past or are currently using. But they also illustrate a somewhat neutral
or negative attitude towards DE; instead of approaching their colleagues in the College of
Education, these participants are using Internet resources to address their perceived
teaching shortcomings.

David, Leonard, and Joe mentioned Eric Mazur, a physicist from Harvard, as being

influential in their teaching, mentioning both clickers and the flipped classroom in tandem
with Mazur's name and teaching methods.

But the data really show - in fact recently I went to a talk by, what was his name?
Uh...Mazur. Really big uh flipped classroom advocate from Harvard...He showed a
really, really neat study in which...half the class sees the one video and half the class
sees the other and they give them a survey...[T]he students who saw the enthusiastic
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professor, the engaging professor, they self-assessed that they learned the material at
a really high level. And the students who saw the boring professor self-assessed at a
very low level. Then they gave them the actual quiz on the material, and their
learnings were identical. So the take home message here is you can be incredibly
entertaining and the students can love you and - lecture format they're just not going
to retain it (David, pp. 10-11[1]).

I don't know if you've ever heard of PEER instruction?...well this guy Eric Mazur
at Harvard was one of the early inventors/developers of this idea, and he's come out
with a new textbook - I've got a copy of it right there. Of course, I haven't read it
yet...[but] we've got a new student, a graduate student....who spent a year with him...so
we'll see what she has to say about what Eric does in his classroom...(Leonard,
p.13[1]).

[M]y university tries very hard, they have a faculty center of teaching and
learning that provides lots of resources...we had a physicist two years ago I think from
Harvard who was, you know, accomplished quite a bit, and had moved into science
education. And because of his, you know I had known of clickers and, but because of
his presentation...I use clickers...I had been in some presentations before where people
had, you know, tried ta illustrate the, the, the use and advantage of clickers. And it
wasn't till this physicist gave a...presentation to over about 200 people that it, that it
clicked and I said, "All right, now I know how I can use it" (Joe, p.7[2].
While Leonard and David discovered Mazur through their own resources, Joe was

exposed to him through his university's CTE equivalent. The idea of CTEs seems, on the

surface, to be a good one for these university professors. Many of the participants talked at
length about their local CTE, mentioning them frequently as excellent on-campus
resources.

"So [the CTE] is great...they indoctrinate us [chuckling] and then they give us all

these resources to help make [classroom changes]" (Anna, p.8-9[1]) (5). While not

explicitly coded as an attitude or belief, Anna's statement is a good example of an implicitly
coded positive attitude: the CTE is great, and because to Anna CTE and DE are likely

equivalent, DE is also great. This supports her explicitly coded positive belief that "[My
CTE] is a huge resource" (Anna, p. 9[1]), where resource is positive and huge has a very
high strength (see Appendix F for the full set of explicitly coded clauses).
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David expressed attitudes towards DE in a manner similar to Anna, mentioning that

his CTE had given him a grant "to redesign, to add clickers to one class. I gotta grant to

actually, um, develop a whole, um, I'd never taught Biology II and I gotta grant to teach it..."
(p. 9[1]). He later mentions his CTE again:

They offer a lot of seminars on teaching and they bring in speakers and they...they do
do a lot of things if people take the resources...[my CTE] does a lot of training. How to
use clickers, how to do this, how to do that. How to use [our online interface]
effectively, you know...I've been to some things that are really great and some things
that were OK that was a waste of time...But as a group, they're, one of the of things
that's really great about them is they're really responsive. I mean, they're very open to
feedback (David, p.19[1]).

Again, this comment suggests that David has generally positive attitudes towards DE, as he

is aware of and often attends seminars provided by his CTE that are mostly helpful. David's
attitude is supported explicitly as well, as he "went to a seminar on flipping the classroom"
(p. 20[1]). Here, then, two of the professors express both explicitly and implicitly positive
attitudes and beliefs about DE.

Conversely, Rachel mentions her CTE in a mixed light. Although she is aware of the

seminars they offer, she rarely takes advantage of them. This recognition of DE (again

directed at her CTE, which is taken as being viewed as an appropriate representative of

DE), indicates a positive belief in and about DE. However, an initially positive attitude is
heavily influenced by her experiences, and culminates in a generally negative attitude
toward DE.

I've gone to some of [the CTE's] lunch and learn seminars and...I've found those useful.
So some, you know, years ago someone talking about, okay, let's try using iclickers how does that actually work? Or online homework in these big classes. But affect
change in a team taught course, it's just now I'm lookin' at my hours and going, "well I
can go to this and learn something new but I'm not gonna be able to implement it or
I'm gonna have to drag my colleagues kicking and screaming," and uh, so it's not
worth my time (Rachel, p. 12, 1]; author's emphasis).
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Rachel's last statement is a coded explicitly as a negative attitude and speaks to the

lack of incentive for her to attend the seminars. Although Rachel had no explicitly coded

beliefs or attitudes towards DE specifically, we it is apparent that she has attitudes - both
positive and negative - towards PD, which is an extension of DE. The conflict for her is
clear, however.

The notion that CTEs are appropriate stand-ins for DE is further reflected in Anna,

Leonard, Edward, and Sarah talking about having peer-reviewed education journals within

their disciplines. Unfortunately, the journals to which they refer are peer-reviewed science
journals with articles written by chemists, physicists, and biologists who have worked on

education rather than by trained educators who focus on a science content. For example:

I do read now, there's a journal specifically called the, um, Journal of Chemical
Education. It's published through the ACS [American Chemical Society]. I read a lot of
the articles out of there, although it's, you know it's primarily, I'm looking at the labs,
when I'm looking to develop new labs I'm looking at that for interesting labs ta
introduce, uh, into our courses. So I do read that journal that's pedagogy related
(Sarah, p. 14[1]).
David, on the other hand, is a member of the National Association of Research in

Science Teaching, a well-known DE organization. He had attended a NARST conference a

few years ago because, "my department said 'you need to go to a teaching conference.' I

was like, 'great!' [It was] absolutely worthwhile" (David, 21[1]). Absolutely has a very high
strength and worthwhile is positive, thus a belief in and towards DE is explicitly indicated.
Unfortunately, his inability to attend subsequent meetings due to lack of funding caused

David some frustration. He believed strongly in the value of DE but was unable to continue
learning from DE directly, which resulted in David having to turn to his CTE to acquire

additional DE knowledge and training. This situation ultimately resulted in him having
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some negative attitudes towards DE, as demonstrated later and more specifically with subtheme four.

Joe, when asked whether he would change anything if his tenure decision had been

equally dependent on teaching and research, made it clear he was aware of education

research: "I would have collected teaching data...I would have somehow thought about how
I could put that together to go to a, you know, a teaching conference and present and

publish in a, educational peer-reviewed journal" (p. 13[2]). These clauses indicate explicit

attitudes towards DE via reference to educational research with phrases such as would
have and thought about being coded as positive expressions. Without titles of specific

journals it is unclear whether Joe's reference to the educational peer-reviewed journals is

recognition of journal titles originating from those who are trained DE or if he is referring,
instead, to journals such as Anna, Leonard, Sarah, and Edward discussed earlier. This

implicitly positive belief is recognized in his willingness to consider doing educational

research and present the information at a teaching conference. But it is tempered by a

somewhat negative attitude: that DE only had value if it was more influential in achieving
tenure.

Joe, Sarah, Anna, and Leonard stated they read the Chronicle of Higher Education on

occasion when they have time, but as time was scarce, most of the data-driven, researchbased reading they consumed on a regular basis focused on their science content area of

expertise. This indicated an implicit positive belief because they recognize a peer-reviewed
journal associated with DE (positive) and see that it is valuable (moderate). But the fact

that these professors read educational research only on occasion or when they have time is
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representative of a slightly negative implicit attitude towards DE; priorities tend to be
focused on those areas towards which we have more positive attitudes.

Edward is a member of an interstate microbiology professors group that meets

three times a year, but they discuss their own practices amongst themselves and Edward

gave no indication that they consulted any literature, much less education literature, during
the meetings. This is indicates an implicit positive belief in the value of learning about

education, but tends to tip towards either a lack of belief in DE itself (the group simply does
not realize that education is a research-based discipline) or a mildly negative attitude

towards DE (the group realizes education research literature exists but has no value to

them as scientist professors). Explicitly the fact that Edward joined the group indicates a
positive attitude towards informal PD, however, and that he has "learned a lot from [the

microbiology professors group] as well" (Edward, p. 19[1]) indicates an explicit positive
belief about this informal PD, with learned coded as positive and a lot coded as having a
high strength.

Sarah is the only participant who made a comment directly recognizing that DE is

research-based. "[I]n a world where [tenure requirements] were more 50/50, you would
actually probably budget time ta actually learn about the discipline, so to speak, in a

research area" (Sarah, p. 15[2]). Here, it is explicitly clear that Sarah has a positive belief in
DE, where learn about is positive and probably was coded as having moderate strength.

But once again, in response to the pressures of something perceived more important than

DE (here, tenure), Sarah's priorities have pushed learning from and about DE to the bottom
of her list, indicating an implicitly conveyed negative-leaning, albeit somewhat
institutionally induced, attitude.
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Anna and David both cite "the research" as the impetus for changes in either their

own or a colleague's teaching techniques, although it is research that has been relayed to
them through a CTE, the Journal of Chemical Education, or from a colleague. Leonard
discussed the "community of people in physics who are very interested in physics

education and who are doing research on how to best teach students physics" (p. 13[1])

and desiring a faculty member "who was, you know not, a physicist but a physics, a physics
EDUCATION specialist...I think that would be one, one very useful thing" (p. 6[2]). These
statements are implicitly recognized as positive attitudes towards DE, although Leonard

was not ultimately able to clearly articulate the meaning of physics education specialist, so it
is difficult to interpret how this reflects his attitudes or beliefs towards DE in general or to
the research produced by DE specifically.

Overall, the resources participants consulted, valuable as they may be, do not reflect

the theory and practice of education from one trained in DE. Thus, although there is
recognition that education research exists, the majority of participants are using
"educational research" that is not produced by academicians within DE.

As with participants viewing CTEs as representing DE, the research cited and used

by the participants is also viewed as representing DE. This misunderstanding may indicate
either a lack of belief in DE because participants are simply unaware DE-originated

research exists, or it may be that participants believe in DE but lack understanding of the
difference between the research they are consulting and the research that DE is based
upon. Based upon this data, the latter appears more plausible.
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It Wouldn't Have Changed How I Do Things (Addressing Sub-theme 2)
Sub-theme two is that DE is not important or necessary to teaching well. A focus on

the applied aspect of DE seems to be common, with many of the participants being clear
that experience over formal training in education was more valuable to them when

learning about teaching. Here there is a distinct veering away from the TRA's linear

representation of attitudes and beliefs. Having previously established positive beliefs
towards DE, we now see clear evidence of implicitly negative attitudes towards DE.

...I guess overall I would, I trust people who are um, teachers themselves? And
probably almost any level. I feel like, you know, there's probably lots of things that
could be learned by high school teachers actually and on up. So any, yeah, any people
who have a lot of experience in the classroom and have tried a lot of things out....I like
hearing sort of those personal experiences...I'd go with experience over education
(Emma, p. 3[2]).

Experience teaching. Um, experience teaching a class, not content-wise like I do.
That's not as important to me. But, experience teaching large classes at a state school
because we face different challenges than, you know, the small private college. Um, it
would be a bonus if they were kind of a STEM person...I got a lot out of the workshop
that I did and those are people that have all had experience teaching and, and training
um, other instructors, and they teacher here at [University One]. Um, so I think that
was, just, experience teaching long, a long time. (p. Anna, 4[2]).
I'd want them to have...probably at least a coupla years of teaching experience
themselves in the, in the discipline that they're trying to give me advice on ideally but,
certainly at least at the, um, level that they're trying to give you advice at. So you
know, if they're trying to give you advice about college, then they need to have at least
taught at the college level for a couple of years. Um, and then ideally be roughly in the
same discipline (Sarah, p. 7[2]).

Taken out of the full Discourse, some of these clauses were explicitly analyzed as

positive or neutral attitudes. For example, Emma’s comment that “I trust people who are
teachers themselves” (p. 3[2]) was coded as a positive attitude with trust providing the

evaluation, and her comment that she would “go with experience over education” (Emma,
p. 3[2]) was coded as a neutral attitude with over being interpreted as neutral. This is a
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good illustration of the implicit and explicit analyses providing opposing interpretations of

attitudes. It also exemplifies the attitude-belief paradox for which the TRA cannot currently
account; the parameters of the explicit coding precluded the Discourse from being

considered, but when taken into consideration, Emma's last comment is viewed as a
negative, rather than neutral, attitude.

David's initial response to the question regarding desired credentials for those

delivering education PD indicated an implicitly recognized neutral to negative attitude
towards DE:

I don't know that I, I really ever care about credentials. Um, I don't, I don't think
somebody NEEDS credentials to be a good teacher, and I don't think that having
credentials MAKES you a good teacher. So I, I would like to see some sort of
experience, more than anything (David, p. 3[2]).

This is in contrast to the explicitly positive attitude David expressed when speaking of his
NARST membership and conference attendance. To be fair, when pressed, David made it
clear that this attitude was not exclusive to teaching and education.

K: [H]ow do you reconcile, um, that experience alone or experience is enough for you
to, uh, want to learn from somebody about TEACHING, but maybe not necessarily in
science?
D: Well I wouldn't say that in science...Um, I'm definitely skeptical of somebody that
doesn't have proper scientific training, but there are people who have a bachelor's
degree that have been working in the lab for 20 years, and when they come to me and
say, you know, this is what works, I have no reason to doubt that. You know, just
because they don't have a Ph.D. I'm not gonna question their experience in the lab,
right? ...The only thing that a credential does is it gives you a standardized measure of,
okay, they passed it, they, they made it through this program (p. 4[2])

This is another example of explicitly coded positive attitudes not being supported by the

implicit attitudes that emerged. We see within the context of the Discourse that DE is not
necessary for teaching well, nor is it necessary for delivering information about teaching
well (i.e., in the form of professional development).
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Beyond the overt desire for learning from experienced, not necessarily academically

credentialed, teachers, several participants also wanted those experienced teachers to have
science-specific backgrounds. This idea is indicative of another negative attitude toward

DE, as participants generally viewed DE as not providing enough scientific training to bring
credibility to PD. Anna and Sarah alluded to this, as displayed above, and Rachel was

generally aligned with Anna and Sarah: "it wouldn't matter to me...if someone came from

primarily an education background with some science or primarily a science background

with some education, it would be more that evidence-based research is what I would look
for" (Rachel, p. 3[2]). Here, Rachel indicates a positive belief in DE with her reference to

the idea of having an education background, but the fact that she does not care about the
ratio of training to experience and looks more for the evidence supports an implicitly

neutral to negative attitude toward DE as a whole. As previously noted, since Rachel had
no explicitly coded attitudes or beliefs towards DE, this example highlights the value of
using two different types of coding to extract these constructs from the data.

Leonard took a slightly more science content-oriented stance, although still

somewhat recognizing the importance of DE, while Joe was much more explicit.

L: I would be MOST interested in hearing from people who have experience in physics
education research....learning from people who probably were, uh, at least trained in
that area, and even better if they had sort of a personal experience...you know in
developing new methods or techniques that...they could relate.
K: Ok, so when you talk about having, um, experience and...research background in
that area, are you specifically talking about...
L: I'm not talking about experience in, uh, physics research per se, it's in TEACHING
physics.
K: Ok, so teaching research as it pertains...specifically to physics education then?
L: ...research ON teaching...
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K: So I guess I'm just trying to make sure, so somebody who has content knowledge
about physics but also has content knowledge about teaching. Is that...
L: Right. Well, I think it would be important for them to have some content knowledge
about physics. To, to be really immersed in, in the physics education research. So yes, I
think...you know...somebody who didn't know the subject at ALL, uh, I would not, yeah,
I dunno if I could give them quite as much credence as somebody who, who did have
some knowledge of the content of the, of the physics...(pp. 4-5[2]).

[I]f they're coming from the sciences, they have to have done science...in our
department we have two biology professors that are...involved in science education.
And so I, I hear these stories from them but, our science education...curriculum...has
very little room for actual science...And so these students come out having lots of
information about, you know, learning methods and...how to engage students and how
to do this and that. But they don't actually know, they aren't very knowledgeable
about biology. And so I don't think that they can be very effective teachers. So if
it's....someone who's....from the sciences, um, I'm much more interested when, if they've
actually had a career in science (Joe, p. 5[2]).

Joe expresses his negative attitude towards DE both implicitly and explicitly here. Aren't

very knowledgeable is explicitly coded as a negative evaluation, as is little room for actual

science. These appear to reflect Joe's negative belief indicated by don't think (evaluation)

and high (H) strength of very in his statement about science education students. Implicitly,
he extends this belief/attitude expression to include anyone who has come through DE,

stating that those scientists who have experience in education have more credibility with
him than those who are trained in DE. However, his acknowledgment of the science

education curriculum indicates a willingness to engage with DE at some level, and the

experiences he has had with the biology professors with DE training in his department has
at least led him to believe that DE exists and is somewhat important, if not directly

necessary within his own discipline. This positive belief is found only in the implicit

coding. However, even with science educators in his department, Joe goes on to state that
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not personally having any formal instruction in education was a good thing, reaffirming his
generally negative attitude toward DE.

J: I've never taken an education class in my whole life, but I...was in school for a long
time...

K: Do you feel like not having an education class or not having kind of, any exposure to
the education side of things has been a good thing or a bad thing for you? In the
position you're in now?
J: For me it's been a good thing...because the educations things I've gone to, um...you
know, how people learn, that's...somewhat of interest, but, um, I just don't think it
would have changed how I do things? How, how I teach and how I approach, um, and,
I guess what I've found is that our science education program, is they take lots of
education classes, how students learn, um, you know, a lot of pedagogy and learning,
but they don't know the biology, and so what's been more important for me is ta, is to
know BIOLOGY and then figure out how to give that tom um, students. And...spending
more time on, on education means that I'm spending less time on keeping up with the
new research and reading primary literature and figuring out how to bring that in
(pp. 16-17[1]).
Paul stated numerous times throughout his first interview that teaching was in his

blood and that he loved doing it. His acknowledgment of DE, however, only occurred when
prompted during his second interview.

K: So my first question is, how do you define education?
P: What is it? How do I define education?
K: Correct.
P: Well my definition of education is, just increasing of the knowledge, which you don't
have to begin with. And that is education (p. 1[2]).

K: [W]hat kinds of credentials would you want somebody...ta have if they were gonna
be teaching you about education?
P: I don't know whether I could comment because, I, I never took any formal courses
for education...
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K: Okay, so if someone was gonna be coming in, trying to teach you about professional,
uh, education...you don't have any specific criteria that you'd like to see in terms of
their...credentials to be teaching you that type of thing?
P: Well I, I have never taken that professional, I, I'm not really a good person to
comment on it (p. 3[2]).

Paul's responses indicate that he believes in DE, but his complete lack of experience with or
exposure to DE supports his implicitly coded negative attitude that although education is a
discipline, it is not necessary or important to teach well. This is reflected in his

commitment to being a lecturer in the truest sense of the word, as he states in both
interviews.

Um, you know, truly speaking I like to give chalk talk, but let me tell you one
problem. The amount of information that is given within 22 hours to the students is
enormous...okay? There is no way on earth and by any human to do justice in 22
hours...You cannot cover the entire spectrum of the animal biology...Therefore,
unfortunately we use powerpoint slides. I don't LIKE to do it, but we use. That is not
good strategy to me (Paul, p. 7[1])
I have some deficiencies which I had to learn by, what is it called, a trial and error
method, okay? That you know sometimes I go, give a slide, sometimes, some students
come and say, "Hey look, your powerpoint slides you read, right?" Truly I don't read, I
actually tell them, but still some students...may perceive that way. The question is,
what am I missing in terms of...effective communication?...because nowadays the
technology is so much grown, is still a chalk talk is a better communication method?
Which is ideal for communicating [to] the students? And these are the things. I have
never taken a course, so such things as the teaching how to do it in terms of delivering
a better lecture, I would certainly appreciate that (Paul, p. 4[2]).

Even with his questioning of how to better communicate with students, Paul ends by

stating his commitment to lecture being the best form of teaching. He would like to learn
how to lecture better, but not learn what other methods of teaching might be more

effective. He has learned through trial and error, rather than actively pursuing professional
development in education. This further supports the implicit coding that Paul has beliefs in
DE, via recognition that it exists, but negative attitudes towards DE, because it lacks value
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to him; he already thinks he knows how best to teach. It is also in direct contrast to Paul's
explicitly coded beliefs about teaching, a significant subset of DE. "I would think that

[teaching] is the most respected profession in the world" (Paul, p. 8[1]) clearly conveys a
positive evaluation through respected, and a very high (VH) strength through most.

When asked, Paul indicated that the easiest way for him to access professional

development in education would be through one-on-one training, but as he mentioned

during his first interview, when his first teaching technique was a failure he went to his
departmental colleagues for assistance, rather than an education specialist. This also

indicates an implicitly expressed negative attitude towards DE; if he had a more positive

attitude, he might have taken the time to seek out experts within DE - whether in the form

of educational research literature or trained personnel - to help him improve, rather than

defaulting to asking his scientist-professor colleagues.

Lee has gradually come to appreciate the value of education as a discipline, as in his

country of origin "education is not so, um, popular, so important...and education is good but
it is not, uh, not as good, not, uh, it's not like...separated this way" (p. 8[2]). For Lee,

"education is everywhere. Its...embedded with uh, many different subjects, but it's not

separated to be a kind of independent discipline" (p. 8[2]). He has come around to the idea
that "education should be, uh, treated as more,,,formally as kind of, you know, science, or
technique to study. Uh, however, I still feel...education could not be separated from...you

know, uh, specific discipline" (p. 8[2]). In other words, Lee recognizes that education has

merit (positive belief), but it is not necessarily a discipline in its own right, thus it cannot be
necessary for teaching well (negative attitude).
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As with previous participants, there is a paradox between the explicit and implicit

attitudes and beliefs. Lee explicitly has positively coded attitudes and beliefs. "[Teaching

is] also a kind of rewarding process" (p. 3[1]), he says. Rewarding is a positive evaluation
and kind of is of low (L) strength. "I like to share my experiences with students" (Lee, p.

2[1]) is an attitude that reflects this belief, as like to share is a positive evaluation. While

these attitudes and beliefs towards DE are indirect, Lee's direct references to DE are only
caught implicitly and demonstrate positive belief alignment across the analyses with
contradictory attitudes and misalignment of beliefs with attitudes.

Edward was the sole participant who was adamant that he wanted someone "who

has the professional credentials in education. I don't care if they have the science

background. Um, I want somebody who knows what they're talking about when it comes
to education" (p. 11[2]). Edward, like Joe, works in a university with science educators
embedded within his department. Also like Joe, Edward has consulted the science

education faculty on a regular basis, mostly in regards to assessment. Edward's positive

belief in DE was seen both explicitly and implicitly, and was stated so unequivocally I was

surprised to find during the implicit coding that there was still a slightly negative attitude
expressed toward DE. As Edward admits:

I can't imagine not knowing the content and walking into a classroom with all the
tricks and the tools, but none of the content. I can see it the other way around, and it
doesn't work very well, but, it's there and if the students have questions, you can
answer them as an expert, um, but I can't see it the other way around (p. 2[2]).

While not devaluing the role of DE, Edward, when pushed a bit, does indicate that given a
choice, he believes he would be able to teach (perhaps not well) without the education
content knowledge, but he would not be able to do so without the science content
knowledge.
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As with the idea that the participants do not associate rigorous research with DE,

the idea that DE and its associated research and knowledge are not important or necessary
for teaching well emerged subtly but consistently. With the exception of Joe, who stated
this blatantly, this sub-theme emerged through recognition of several trends, including a

general lack of awareness of rigorous education research published by those trained in DE,
a lack of commitment to reading published research produced by those within DE (when

acknowledged), and a general sense that, although everyone struggles with teaching with
varying degrees of success, they are getting by well enough that learning about DE would

be a bane rather than a boon. This paradox of generally positive beliefs in or about DE with
generally negative attitudes towards DE is consistent throughout the overarching theme of
DE, but displayed particularly keenly in this sub-theme through the contrast between
explicit and implicit analyses.

They Actually Had People Who Were Biologists (Addressing Sub-theme 4)
That DE does not provide helpful, applicable skills to improve teaching (sub-theme

four) was illustrated by the participants' comments indicating frustration with those

providing their education PD. This frustration led them to not use the techniques

presented at all, or to find others who presented the information in a more relatable, user-

friendly fashion.

Last spring break I went to a seminar [on] flipping the classroom with that
textbook right there [pointing to a textbook in his office]...and that was with the
publisher and that was actually a phenomenal weekend. I mean that really kicked me
off on the flipping the classroom, because I'd been going to all these things from [my
CTE] and you know, they would talk about assessment, they would talk about this and
talk about that, but I wasn't a hundred percent sold on some of what they were talking
about. And then when I went to that, um, seminar, they actually had people who were,
who were biologists and they just explained it in a slightly different way and all of a
sudden the light bulb came on and I was like, "THAT'S what the people from [the CTE]
were talking about! (David, p. 20[1]).
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[I]f you're doing a flipped class, you know, give them an online assignment and then
have 'em come to class, or you know, basically demonstrate what you want them to
learn. And uh...I've found a surprising LACK of that. You know, where you sit through
a WHOLE seminar on interactive learning in which...the presenter never once interacts
(David, p. 7[2]).

I had known of clickers and, but because of his presentation...I use clickers...I had been
in some presentations before where people had, you know, tried ta illustrate the, the,
the use and advantage of clickers. And it wasn't till this physicist gave a...presentation
to over about 200 people that it, that it clicked and I said, "All right, now I know how I
can use it" (Joe, p.7[2].
I've gone to different...workshops where it's like, you know, this is supposed to
be a better way ta engage with your students, make them think about things from a
different perspective, um, get real time feedback, all that good stuff. And it all sounds
really good, and then they come in and the people who are giving you this help aren't
from your discipline. Aren't even in a discipline remotely related to you. And so then
you're trying to figure out, well, okay, that's a lovely example that has nothing to do
with anything I would ever teach, and I'm having a hard time translating it into my
topic area (Sarah, p. 8[2]).
All of the participants quoted above had gone to their university's CTE for training

they did not find helpful. This frustration impacted their attitudes towards DE, even while
those within DE were not responsible for or associated with these seminars. David, for

example, identifies his CTE with DE by stating that he had gone to CTE seminars (implying

that the CTE was his professional education anchor) over topics similar to those presented

by the publisher of a textbook, but the publisher did a much better job of influencing him to
change his teaching approach. Implicitly, this indicates that David's belief in the value of

DE is still present, but his attitude towards DE during this instance was negative because of
the huge gap in applicability of the training he received. These clauses were not coded

explicitly because without the context, no beliefs or attitudes could be concretely extracted.

This is true of Joe and Sarah as well, who both echo David's experiences with different
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anecdotes, leading to the same implicit recognition of the their negative attitudes but

positive beliefs towards DE.

There were at least two pockets of people trained in DE who poorly represented the

discipline and therefore directly soured science professors on the value of DE in their
teaching careers.

[S]o I had to do 2 years in this [teaching fellows program] as one of the new faculty
members. And of course we were supposed to be...taught how to be better teachers.
All right, cool! I'm down with that, especially because I don't have any background in
teaching. The way it worked was, the individual who ran the program had her
cronies...and her friends who she thought were good educators, we had to go and
observe them. Only half of them were actually, at least good teachers. The other ones
were AWFUL...Um, so it was very easy to see what...as sham the program
was...[so] I was going to the other faculty here, who were actually IN Science Ed, or
who WERE the botanists, or who WERE the cell biologists, and asking them, "How do I
do this?" Or how do I manage this issue in the classroom? Or how do I handle that?
And they were the ones who were helping me and teaching me how ta teach!...They
gave me the most useful advice (Edward, pp. 25-26[2]).

[O]ur education department, both at the undergraduate and graduate level is
extremely dysfunctional with lots of turnover and so it's, it, I'm a little bit, I may be
more jaded than typical, because he head of our science education is somewhat, is a
creationist and doesn't believe in climate change and is vocal about it. So that....you
know, like I say, I may be a little bit more jaded than most...because I've interacted
with this person in an extremely negative way, uh, in public (Joe, p. 6[2])

Although Edward was able to disconnect his experiences with the teaching fellows

program from the science education faculty within his department that he would later

consult, his overall implicit attitude is clearly negative here. His positive belief remained
intact, however, as when I brought up the concept of new faculty education training

programs he responded, "[that] would be perfect...I think...some kind of seminar series

about [education] would be really effective" (Edward, p. 27[2]). Edward's belief is positive
based on the words perfect and effective, with a very high (VH) strength component
indicated by really.
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Similarly, Joe later expressed appreciation for the science educators within his

department by recognizing them as "being very strong science education professors" (Joe,
p. 6[2]), an explicitly coded positive (strong) attitude even while maintaining an overall,

implicitly poor impression of the value of DE overall. These examples beautifully illustrate
the paradox of these participants' positive beliefs in and about, but negative attitudes
towards, DE.

You can Teach Poorly and Still Get Tenure (Addressing Sub-theme 3)
Tenure is addressed later as a separate overarching theme, but is also explored as a

sub-theme here. As a sub-theme under DE, tenure deals directly with the attitudes towards
tenure focused on incentives or rewards for learning more about DE and how the attitudes

towards tenure influenced the participants' attitudes towards DE. Tenure's emergence as a
sub-theme helps confirm its role in how this cohort of science professors' attitudes and
beliefs about DE and their teaching practices was influenced and is maintained.

The overriding sentiment that teaching poorly would still result in tenure if the

research were strong enough was evident and came from lecturers, pre-tenured, and

tenured participants. Attitudes and beliefs towards this sub-theme emerged both explicitly
and implicitly

So pre-tenure, there's not a lot of service requirement and, um, the real goal is of
course to get your research done and do the teaching you're supposed to do. And try to
be a good teacher, but you don't have to be superb. Um, and make sure you publish
(Edward, p. 6[1]).
[B]eing excellent [in teaching] is not going to get you tenure if you have deficiencies in
the research arena (Emma, p. 5[1]).
I cannot compete where I am, um, with an individual at an R1 for example. I mean, I
would not have gotten tenure probably...or I would[n't] have [been] promoted"
(Rachel, p. 6[1]).
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I'd say about half my...graduate student cohort, um, got R1 positions and of that is that
it was all bout research, and then you'd have to teach a couple classes. Um, it didn't
really matter how well you taught them, you just had to teach them" (Joe, p. 9[1[).

...I wouldn't say that the university really supports instructional development in any
way. Now in my position, um, I'm not tenure track, it's just a lecturer position so I
don't have research obligations. Um, but I will say, like for example we went to a
meeting...about...things you can do in your classroom with your students ta help them
succeed and boost retention...quite a few faculty in attendance, and then they turn it
over to the questions and the very first question, um, one of the professors says, "You
know, I love teaching, I'm really interested and I would love to do those things. Are you
gonna give me tenure for ANY of that?" And then right away, "Well, you know it's true
we don't," "Yeah, exactly. I can either spend my time on research and get tenure, or I
can help you with your retention and do a phenomenal job and be looking for a job
elsewhere." And that was basically the end of that whole meeting (David, p. 12[1]).
Edward provides an explicit belief that teaching poorly will not hinder tenure, with

don't providing a negative evaluation and superb providing a very high strength

component. Joe also demonstrated a negative belief about tenure, with didn't matter and

really being coded as negative and moderate in strength, respectively. This was coupled

with Joe's negative attitude, noted in his "you'd have to teach a couple classes" phrase,
where have to was explicitly coded as a negative evaluation. Emma also expressed an
explicitly negative attitude, indicated by her evaluative phrase not going to.

Rachel's implicit positive attitude toward tenure is combined with an implicit

negative belief towards tenure; her statement indicates that tenure is a good thing (or why
would she have wanted to achieve it?), while it simultaneously indicates that tenure is

more difficult to achieve at a more research-oriented institution. David demonstrates the
effects tenure has had on his tenure-track colleagues, expressing both his colleagues'

attitudes explicitly and his own attitudes implicitly through the anecdote. The professor he

paraphrases clearly has positive attitudes towards teaching, but negative attitudes towards
teaching well and it's lack of impact on achieving tenure. In analyzing David's Discourse, it
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was clear that his attitude and beliefs were similar to his colleague's. This is supported by
the explicitly by David when he later says "you can be a horrible...instructor and you will

get your tenure" (p. 13[1]). Horrible is a negative evaluation, hence a negative attitude is
demonstrated.

Tenure and its associated processes clearly have influences on faculty at all levels. It

is most notable for the pre-tenure faculty members, and cuts across all three types of

institutions represented. The idea that teaching well does not help with obtaining tenure in
most situations often strongly influences how science professors approach their teaching,
and subsequently their attitudes towards DE. If professors are not being rewarded for

teaching through tenure they are generally not focused on teaching, and this makes DE

generally irrelevant for them regardless of how these professors feel about education as a

discipline. It does not preclude the participants from having beliefs (often positive) both in

and about DE, it simply provides additional incentive to have negative attitudes towards DE
and its value with regards to helping them achieve promotions within their respective
institutions.

Tenure

Tenure was a touchy, complex, and thought-provoking topic among the 10

participants. The explicit coding indicated that most of the participants had negative

beliefs about tenure, with generally negative associated attitudes, as the TRA would predict
and was generally demonstrated in the section just previous. However, the implicit coding

revealed a more complex view of tenure, with the Discourse providing evidence to support
that many of the participants actually had positive beliefs about tenure itself with respect
to academia and being a professor, while simultaneously having negative attitudes about
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how it is awarded. These ideas are well illustrated in the two sub-themes: (1) participants'
views of tenure had a strong effect on the types of academic positions they pursued and

accepted and (2) participants were generally frustrated with tenure's influences on their
teaching, particularly in the pre-tenure years.
Effect on Academic Positions

The participants were specific about their perceptions of tenure affecting which

positions they eventually applied for and accepted.

My image of being a professor was someone who taught and ran a lab, so someone
who's tenure track....So I think that my image was someone who works all the time...I
didn't want that. I didn't wanna be working 60 to 80 hours a week. And not that
there's anything wrong with that, but just my personal choice, that's not what I
wanted to do. So I knew then that that really wasn't an option for me to be at an
intense, research-driven department (Anna, pp. 4-5[1]).

And so by the time that I got to the end of my Ph.D., you know I enjoyed science and I
enjoyed research, but I...I don't enjoy pursuing grant money and, you know, writing all
those applications. I...I don't...um...there's a lot of it I don't enjoy and I don't think I'm
very good at frankly [laughing] (David, p. 1[1]).

[B]eing at an R1 institution...I also found that, especially when I was at [my
doctoral university] I had a brand new faculty member as my major adviser, although I
also had committee members from the institute. And I could see sorta the pressure at
an R1 is you know, you, you have to publish two or three articles and you have to get,
you know, couple hundred thousand dollars from NSF....and yet there's still, those..
those are the times where R1 institutions really started pushing teaching...So
[University Two] is a research two...[and] there wasn't that constant sort of pressure.
You know...the tenure was relatively modest, and so that was sort of a no pressure
situation (Joe, p. 8[1]).
The position [in industry], of course, had a LOT more, um, salary incentive and
advancement, but didn't really...it didn't present itself with the option for tenure of
course, and it didn't present itself with the option for a LOT of, um, intellectual growth
or sort of doing my own research plan. The position at [University Four] actually
offered all those things. Obviously tenure had the option of, of sort of working with a
lot of intelligent people around me, learning a lot of new things, having my own lab,
teaching exactly what I wanted to teach...so it was kind of a no-brainer (Edward, p.
9[1]).
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I just really had a great undergraduate experience and kinda wanted to be able
to do that teaching and I didn't want to be in a big research institution where they
don't value teaching in the same way, at least not in the sciences. I don't know what
it's like in some of the other disciplines at some of the bigger institutions, but I know in
the sciences the teaching is just really not...what you're being evaluated on for tenure
(Sarah, p. 18[1]).

Anna, Joe, and Edward implicitly indicate belief that tenure is a perk of being in academia,
even if they chose to not personally engage with that option (as demonstrated by Anna).

However, these participants' attitudes were consistently negative in regards to how tenure
is awarded and the pressures that come along with being a tenure-track professor. This

illustrates again the paradox of having positive beliefs but negative attitudes towards an
object, although without the implicit analysis, this dichotomy may not have been

discovered. The clauses from Anna's above statement that were explicitly coded as

attitudes and beliefs were assigned the object of time, while Joe's and Edward's statements

were not coded explicitly because there were no clauses that met the attitude/belief
definitions used during phase one analysis.

The effect of tenure requirements on selected academic positions was evident at all

academic appointment levels, but a desire to teach also played a role in some of the

participants' choices. This Discourse also aptly presents support for the paradox of
positive belief and negative attitude, additionally demonstrating the differences in
determining attitudes and beliefs during phase one versus phase two analysis.

I got a very clear sense that I did NOT wanna be at an R1, sort of research
intensive institution...they don't value teaching the way that I wanted to be able to
teach. Um, and I didn't want the stress of the grants, and sort of the money that you
have to bring in to maintain all your postdocs and, that seemed very intense. So I
didn't wanna do that (Sarah, p. 5[1]).

Well I, I wouldn't be at a place like [University Three] if I didn't value teaching and I
didn't value, um, education in the classroom as an important thing. I would have tried
to find a job at an R1 (Edward, p. 24[2]).
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...but the teaching I've always really enjoyed. And so I was basically looking for a
position that would be teaching only (David, p. 1[1]).

Here, David provides an example of an explicit positive belief towards teaching (enjoyed is a

positive evaluation and always really is a very high strength) while expressing an implicit

negative attitude towards tenure; he chose to pursue only positions that were non-tenure

track. Edward also expressed the positive belief/negative attitude paradox towards tenure
implicitly, as noted in this quotation and his previous reference to the positive beliefs he
had in the value of tenure (p. 85). Sarah did not want to be at a research-intensive

university, but she still took a tenure-track position. The two explicit "tenure" codes for

Sarah were beliefs, one positive and one negative. Combined with the DCA coding, it would
appear that Sarah had some significant conflict both among her tenure beliefs and between
her beliefs and attitudes towards tenure.
Influence on Teaching Practice

In contrast to the exploration of the tenure sub-theme under DE, this sub-theme

deals exclusively with tenure's effects on the practice of teaching by the participants. As

illustrated here, among participants there was variation in their desire to teach, but most

indicated that tenure requirements influenced their teaching in some way, whether directly
or indirectly, positively or negatively.

He [Anna's husband] submitted his tenure packet last fall and it did NOT go well and
the provost granted him another year so he's resubmitting and a big part of it goes
down to the teaching versus research issue. Um, because he did a course redesign and
during that year didn't publish and so they were like, this is unacceptable. And he was
trying to explain that he did the course redesign because although it's a lot of work up
FRONT... it takes much less time AND research has shown the flipped classroom and
the small group work is better for the students....and it frees me up, in the long term, to
focus more on research (Anna, p. 6[2]).
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[W]hen I went up for tenure, well, it's still true, you still need a two-thirds
positive vote in the department. And I think my vote was like, uh - 16 ta 4. But I think
the four, if the mission were, be a good teacher, I think the four woulda been
positives....[but] I think it was sort of the burden of perhaps 10 of those 20 voters to
convince at least six more that the research was worthy of tenure (Edward, p. 22[2]).

[M]y top priorities right now have to be research if I want to achieve tenure so I can
keep this job. So, this sounds bad to say to the science education person, but I really try
to limit the amount of time I spend on teaching....[B]ecause honestly, that's not
rewarded...So, um, while I'm full of all sorts of ideas and things I would liked to do to
improve my classes, I'm not gonna implement any of those until after my tenure
decision has been made, so it's sort of the bare minimum (Emma, p. 5[1]).
Yeah, but it's, it's hard, because the, the real emphasis, especially - I dunno if you're
talking to a mix of tenured and untenured, but um, if you're not tenured yet? The, the
push is on getting your research, you know, out the door and making sure that's, that's
really getting published and seen at conferences (Sarah, 14[1]).
Emma provides the most explicit negative attitudes towards tenure, with her

quotation above having been both explicitly and implicitly coded. Explicitly, her phrases
limit...time, not rewarded, and not gonna providing negative evaluations, and the entire

Discourse providing support for these explicitly expressed attitudes. The belief explicitly

expressed by Emma is coded as neutral, as she stated "my top priorities right now have to
be research" (p. 5[1]), her evaluation being priorities and the strength being very high.

However, implicitly this is a positive belief in tenure; if her highest priority right now is
tenure, tenure must be important and a worthwhile goal.

The statements from Anna, Edward, and Sarah were not explicitly coded, but were

implicitly coded as positive beliefs and negative attitudes. Edward did have some explicitly
coded negative beliefs and attitudes in other sections of his interview, however, referring

to professors as "slaves to the system" (p. 23[2]) and to a colleague who was approved for
tenure only after appealing to the provost after his bid for tenure was initially denied by

the tenure committee. These beliefs were supported by explicitly coded negative attitudes,
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exemplified by the phrases we know in the end and overturned contained in Edward's

comments of "we know in the end it's going to come down to your research productivity

when it hits the provost's desk" (p. 23[2]) and "he appealed and...the dean overturned the

decision of the department" (p. 23[2]). These negative beliefs are in reference to the tenure
system, rather than tenure itself, towards which Edward had positive beliefs as previously

noted. They are also contributors to implicit attitudes and beliefs as addressed later in this
section.

Overall, these comments continue to support the idea that tenure as a construct is

viewed positively, but that tenure as a process is viewed negatively; it is the negativity of

the process that ultimately affects the attitudes and beliefs of participants toward teaching,

an integral part of DE. Emma's statement indicating that her priorities must be research or

she will potentially be out of a job illustrates this ides well. She makes it clear that she does
the bare minimum in teaching now so she can achieve tenure and hopefully focus more on
teaching later. This forced prioritization has certainly impacted her attitude towards DE -

whether lasting or true. At least in this point in her career, Emma must have a less positive
attitude toward DE, even if she has a generally positive belief in the importance of DE.

Leonard and Rachel felt that their teaching had not suffered at all because of the

tenure process, believing their tenure had been based upon both equally. But while Rachel
was fully committed to this belief, Leonard was less sure.

[A]ctually at [University Four] in our department [research and teaching are]
equally dependent. So it's a 40/40/20 situation, and so I felt like, I was able, and so the
20% being service, and I felt like it was, really you had to do very, very well at both of
them in order to get tenure and the expectations were super clear (Rachel, p. 5[2]).
[H]onestly I think I was evaluated sort of on both when I was given tenure....I think our
faculty handbook at the time said that you know, we had to demonstrate, um, oh I
don't remember the adjectives, but it was sort of outstanding performance in both
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teaching and research and, and well, excellence in one area or the other and I'm not
sure if my area wasn't, of excellence, wasn't the teaching [laughing]
K: Ok. So you feel like you were rewarded for the efforts that you made in teaching?
L: I do. Yeah.
K: Ok.
L: Yeah, I do. It was not, it was not...I think at least people's perceptions of my
teaching did not hurt me at all.

K: Ok, that's interesting cuz I've talked to several participants and, and many of them
have said that they felt like the, the tea-teaching was NOT as valued as the research in
terms of trying to obtain tenure, so I guess that's what I was trying to figure out.
L: Well, I don't, I don't know if all the external evaluators looked at my teaching, but I
think the, the internal evaluators DID look at that to some extent (Leonard, pp. 78[2]).
This subtle change of wording in Leonard's answers indicated that although he felt his

department was focused on both teaching and research for tenure purposes, he was unsure
of the actual roles each played during his tenure evaluation. He acknowledged that
departmentally his instinct was likely accurate, but that for those external to the

department, his teaching may have been less important. All in all, however, for Leonard
the tenure requirements seemed to be a positive influence on his teaching, even at his

RU/H institution. But the positive influence was due to his department valuing his teaching
rather than the university doing so. It was only through the implicit coding that these

attitudes and beliefs could be determined; Leonard had no explicitly tenure objects. It is
the analysis of the Discourse that allowed me to gain this insight.

Several participants were overtly frustrated with the tenure system and its effects

on teaching, expressing extremely negative attitudes towards the process.
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[I]f you're not gonna allow teaching to be part of the tenure, uh, the evaluation
process, then limit the assistant professors or non-tenured professors, even if I guess
they're associate and they're not tenured yet, limit the course that they are permitted
to teach to an upper level undergraduate or graduate level course....because the first
two years are just too, too many students it's too intense, they're too needy. It's too
much. And so if you really expect your faculty to focus on research, hire some great
lecturers to do those first two years (Anna, p.7[2]).

I think that we're slaves to the system above us. That we know in the end it's going to
come down to your research productivity when it hits the provost's desk...we had an
incident this past fall. We had a person who was NOT approved for tenure, not
because of his research, his research was phenomenal, but we were really concerned
about his teaching...And so he appealed all the way up and once he reached the dean's
level, the dean overturned the decision of our department. And of course the provost
just followed right along. Now the reason that kind of upsets me is that...our current
provost gives a lot of credence and weight towards us being good educators and
valuing education, valuing teaching. But here he is going back to the old style of not
listening to what we, the faculty, his peers, have to say about his teaching, and only
focusing on his research productivity. So that was bothersome, that you know, you're
saying one thing but doing another (Edward, 23[2]).

[University Four] SEEMS to really understand, and is able to find a balance, although
on days it's frustrating [chuckling], between research and teaching. And that both of
those are valued. Um, so many palces where I had, uh, colleagues interview, get
positions, and work, they say, "you're expected to do research but there's not time,
there's no resources, there's no space to do it." Um, my husband was actually told on
one job interview that three of the colleagues had cleaned out a broom closet and they
made that their lab space, but the expectation was CLEARLY that you were going to be
doing research, um, with undergraduates and publishing and that sort of thing. And
[chuckling] you know it's just this crazy world where, if you don't have the resources ta
DO it and you're teaching four classes a semester, um, it can't be done (Rachel, p.7[1]).
With so many variations of tenure and its processes across universities and within

departments, it is still true that institutionally tenure has generally evolved to focus more

on research than on teaching. And specifically for this cohort of participants, attitudes and
beliefs about tenure permeated their perceptions of DE, influenced their decisions about
where to take academic positions, and affected their teaching practices.
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Personal and Professional Influences

The participants' attitudes and beliefs towards teaching (a subset of DE) were

influenced by many things, often starting very early with family and being reinforced by
undergraduate university experiences. Because teaching is the most immediate and
practical aspect of DE for the participants, it seems reasonable to assume that the

influences on teaching expressed here are also influences on the attitudes and beliefs

towards DE that were explored in an earlier section. Four sub-themes emerged in this

overarching theme: (1) the lack of teacher preparation, (2) professor personalities, (3)
professional development, and (4) student evaluations.
Teacher Preparation

Every participant indicated they had no formal training in education prior to

becoming a professor, with the attitudes and beliefs noted both explicitly and implicitly.

Participants were specific about their lack of teacher preparation being a detriment to their
own teaching for several reasons, including having to decide where to start in covering
their content and having difficulty figuring out how to really reach their students.

[T]he only experience I had with regards to teaching was that I happened to be in the
[education fellowship] program. I think the difference is the other disciplines focus on
teaching and they train you; you have a teaching portfolio...but in STEM it's just the
material...so the training is not about teaching at all. And when I got here they just
gave me a book and I was like, what chapters do I cover? (Anna, p. 13[1]).

So I think something like that would be kind of nice, you know...coming into a teaching
position. Um...I don't remember having that much observation when I came, you know,
they just kind of threw me in. I know nobody ever came to my graduate class. Yeah, it
[was], "Here's the book! Have fun!” (Leonard, pp. 18-19[1]).
I realized I hadn't seen photosynthesis since high school and I was worried. I was like,
"Oh my God, they are gonna eat me alive!" I am gonna have NO concept of what's
going on. So I went to, um, one of the botany professors and I started asking him all
kinds of crazy questions...I was prepared. I was scared. I was scared prepared
(Edward, pp. 4-5[1]).
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You get a message from the administration is that you know, we really need to focus
on our undergraduate education. We need to produce, you know, well-trained
students, we need to work on our student retention. Um, but then on the other hand,
let's double the work for the Ph.D. students, let's not provide any more resources, um,
for the professors um, ta help in executing some of the more innovative teaching ideas
that require more people, you know. It's, one professor can, you know, be a talking
head, that's no problem, but the minute you move beyond that, you really need help un,
um...creating a more active learning environment (Emma, p. 11[1]).

I kind of look at it from the challenge side of, okay, how do I reach these kids? How do I
get to them? And it's - I've found that to be kind of a fun challenge and a different way
of thinking about things (Sarah, p. 16[1]).
Another problem associated with lack of formal teacher training was that several

participants had confidence issues when they stepped in front of their own classrooms for
the first time.

I think the only major thing that I found when I first started teaching was the, just
getting my nerves under control so that I could actually deliver a lecture at a pace that
fit time and the students could actually hear me. And, just sort of, kinda get my own,
my own act together took a, a little bit more time than I anticipated (Sarah, pp. 78[1]).
I think...it's kind of nerve-racking to stand up in front of 150 or 300 people because if
you mess up, it's like, you know...and then you get flustered and, I think I was nervous
for a really long time just being front (Anna, p. 14[1]).

I'll tell ya, um, there's sort of a, um, an excitement to going from being, uh, mostly a
bench scientist to being a person with an office who is looked at as "THE expert." Um,
but there's also significant trepidation with that. So once I started the job...I started
thinking. I said, "Oh my God, so you know when I was an undergrad there was a
postdoc who knew what you were doing...you know, covered mistakes. And then when
I was a grad student and a postdoc there was a PI who could cover up mistakes. Uhoh! There's nobody behind me now. So if I make a mistake, it's me! Oh no! That's
trouble." Because I, you know, all of a sudden you start ta, um, sense every
shortcoming you have, and you, I just magnified it like, what if they find out I'm this
huge fraud? Oh, it's terrible! (Edward, pp. 9-10[1]).

Anna has only three explicitly coded beliefs reflecting the object teacher

preparation, and they are included in her above quote. Nerve-racking and nervous serve as

negative evaluations, while kind of is of low strength and really long time is of very high
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strength. Anna's two comments illustrate well the differences between explicit and implicit
coding used for this study; her first quotation indicates a positive belief about teacher
preparation but a negative attitude towards the teacher preparation that is usually

received by STEM professors. Anna's second quotation provides explicit support for

negative beliefs towards teacher preparation, but beliefs are directed towards the lack of
preparation rather than idea of preparation, thus implicitly this statement still supports
Anna's positive beliefs and negative attitudes towards current teacher preparation
practices.

Sarah and Edward present situations similar to Anna's. Sarah's explicitly coded

attitude towards teacher preparation was negative when referencing some of the

influences she was not privy to as a university student herself. "[Y]ou don't see any of the

lecture prep and...the times that's spent putting together these courses" (Sarah, p.5[1]). In
this clause don't see is considered a negative evaluation. Edward provided an explicitly
positive belief about the value of teacher preparation when he stated that "direct

mentorship...helps quite a bit" (p. 27[2]), where helps is positive and quite a bit is of high
strength.

Both Sarah's and Edward's above quotations implicitly demonstrate negative

attitudes towards teacher preparation. Although Sarah clearly enjoys the challenge of

figuring out how to reach her students, the underlying attitude here is negative because

with better teacher preparation she might not have had to tackle this challenge completely
on her own. This is supported by her explicitly coded beliefs, as well. "I think it's kind of

absurd that you let faculty go in front classrooms and teach the subject having absolutely
no requirement of understanding how to teach" (Sarah, p. 16[2]) and "I absolutely think
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that it's kind of ridiculous that we assume that just because we have a depth of knowledge
in a particular area that we're gonna be able to translate that knowledge to someone else"

(Sarah, p. 16[2]). In Sarah's first clause absurd is negative and kind of is of low strength. In
her second, ridiculous is negative and absolutely is coded as having a very high strength.

Edward was both excited about and terrified of teaching, mirroring Sarah's overtly

positive attitudes towards teaching but negative attitudes towards their own teacher
preparation. Both Sarah and Edward also parallel Anna's confidence issues, further
implying a negative attitude towards their lack of teacher preparation.

Emma was an exception to the lack of confidence issue, but this came as a result of

experience she gained through a fellowship she received as a postdoc. The fellowship was

to help her establish both research and teaching credentials and she had a teaching mentor.
However, "it was mostly a guest lecture experience actually, as opposed to having full
control over a class" (Emma, p. 3[1]). In the end, Emma comments, she and another

postdoc did teach a full summer course, and "that gave me, I feel, um, a lot of confidence in

the teaching arena that I might not have had if I had just been relying on my TA experiences
that I had as a graduate student" (p. 3[1]). But while Emma's experience helped shape
positive attitudes about the confidence aspect of teaching, the practice of teaching is a

different story. "I had a teaching mentor as a postdoc and...I don't actually do these those
things that he espoused" (Emma, p. 2[2]). This explicitly coded comment indicates a
negative evaluation via don't and provides a more specific view of Emma's attitudes
towards the practice aspect of teaching.

Leonard was an outlier from this group, in that he was one of two participants who

did not even have the benefit of a teaching assistantship prior to beginning their position.
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L: I joined the faculty here. And uh, that was really when I started teaching, because I
had not had much formal teaching experience before then. Nor any formal training.
K: Even during your Ph.D. and your master's programs?
L: No, I was never a TA. I, I substituted for two lectures or something like that, in the
entire [time]. So, um, I guess my, my training was simply by observing my professors
(p. 1[1]).

This seemed to influence him heavily in how he now approaches training graduate students
at his university, which he is enthusiastic about.

[V]irtually all our students...teach in some form...And there is an opportunity for those
who are particularly interested, they can actually go and...gain more formal training
in pedagogy and, and curricular development and things like that and at the end, they
actually get a certificate that says they have this additional level of teaching
training...And...I was impressed in talking to a couple of our students who took
advantage of that because they...were talking to about applying these ideas in their
recitations and things they were teaching for me (Leonard, p. 17[1]).

Both implicitly, through his statement above as well as the animation and

enthusiasm exhibited while discussing this topic, and explicitly, Leonard indicated positive

beliefs and attitudes towards teacher preparation. "[The teaching training certificate] I
think probably looks great on a resume" (Leonard, p. 17[1]) and "I think it has better

prepared them for...getting in front of the students" (Leonard, p. 18[1]) are both coded

explicitly as positive beliefs. Looks great and better prepared are positive evaluations, with
probably and I think being coded as having low strength. Whereas impressed (as seen

above) and "we have been moving in the direction of preparing them better [to teach]"

(Leonard, p. 18[1]) includes preparing them better, both of which are coded explicitly as
positive attitudes and align the attitudes and beliefs in Leonard's instance as the TRA
predicts.

Leonard's department is also providing opportunities for a select number of

graduate students to teach as the instructor of record during a summer course. Prior to
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doing this, the students are required to follow the regular semester's course, going to

lectures, observing the instructors, and becoming familiar with the material. This is a

positive response from Leonard and seems to be a direct reaction to his complete lack of
preparation when he was finally in his own classroom. When including the implicitly

negative attitude towards his own lack of teacher preparation, we see again the issue with
using a linear beliefs-attitudes model.

Because teacher preparation is a subset of DE, the experiences Leonard worked to

provide for his students who are interested in teaching are recognized as a positive belief
in and positive attitude towards DE. However, the implicit negative attitude here comes
from the distinct lack of training he received as a student, meaning that had Leonard

received some kind of teacher preparation he might have felt better about his teaching
from the beginning.

Paul and Joe (covered in the DE section) were the only two participants who directly

stated they did not feel their lack of formal teacher training hurt them in their own teaching
I don't have to go and sit in a classroom to develop my professional advancement. I
don't do that. I haven't done it. So because it is on, ongoing process, and I
write...grants on at least once a year or once in, twice in a year; by writing that grant I
really...everything I keep up to date. And particularly Principles of Biology is really a
small level to teach and I am able to teach that because I love to teach...[and] when I
face the problem of uh, 2500 questions I gave, you know, the ideas were bounced
back and [my colleagues] felt that it may not be a good idea, therefore I immediately
change, so those things I do implement (Paul, p. 13[1]).
In general, the participants were more concerned with lack of confidence than with

teaching strategies, effective assessments, appropriate syllabi, or classroom management

techniques when faced with their first classrooms. This lack of teacher preparation could
certainly be seen as a contributor to their initial low levels of confidence, as all of them
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clearly had obtained the content-specific expertise needed to answer any questions
students might have had in their respective courses.
Professor Personalities

Many of the participants mentioned family members who were teachers, their own

K-12 teachers, and specific university professors as influences on their own careers.

[M]y whole family from generations has been teachers. I have five sisters and one
brother. I have five, you know, their spouses, and every one of them is a teacher, okay?
Either teacher at elementary school or high school or a college or a university, still
they are in the teaching profession...therefore...even though I have had job offers at
companies with a lot of salary....I rejected them and I came to a teaching profession
because I love to do that (Paul, p. 3[1]).
[W]e feel [teaching] is the only profession in the world which shares information to
others and you grow by that information. No other profession does that. And
secondly, I would think that it's the most respected profession in the world. Maybe I
am wrong...but still I believe that a teacher is, you see in, in [my culture]...we teach
children the third god is the teacher. Okay?...So...I feel that teaching profession is the
best one, therefore I wanted to do this in my life (Paul, p. 8[1]).

[A]s an undergraduate I had...some GREAT faculty members...two in particular....not
only were they good teachers, but they expressed an interest in me, and the talked to
me, and they knew my name, and the nominated me for awards... I think that made a
huge impact on me that they expressed interest (Anna, p. 9[2])

...I idolized my undergraduate adviser. It just seemed like she had the most interesting
job because she got to teach about concepts that I thought were really interesting but,
and she had her research lab and so we were doing lots of different little projects there
and she took us to a conference and, you know it was, it just seemed like she had a lot
of fun (Sarah, p. 5[1]).

I think I had the idea when I went to college that I was going to get a Ph.D. and would
probably be doing some kind of research. I don't that I put it to myself in those terms,
but, um...it seemed very reasonable to me because both my parents have post-graduate
degrees and my father was a Ph.D. and was a faculty member for a time (Leonard, p.
5[1]).
Most of the participants credited one or two undergraduate science professors or

experiences with encouraging them to pursue science and academic careers, as well as
influencing the personae the participants chose to adopt in their own classrooms.
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I just really liked science, and biology in particular. And it was, um, there was a guest
lecture the last class of introductory biology, a professor came in...and he talked about
the research that he and his grad students were doing...and I thought, "Wow!" I was
on the edge of my seat...and I went home that Christmas and I told my parents I was
gonna be a conservation biologist (Rachel, pp. 1-2[1]).

What I REALLY remember are, when we were assigned to do like a project or
something...the most formative year was my last year of undergraduate, [when] I went
to a [marine laboratory] um, to finish my undergraduate work...Everything was doing
big projects and actually using and collecting data and using data and recognizing the
flaws in the data, getting the statistical analyses on the data and it really just changed
my perspective out of, you know here's your pre-canned answer to any question to, you
gotta go find the answer yourself and figure it out which is actually how science is
done (David, p. 3[2]).

So I got a really great undergraduate research experience, and that sort of diverted me
from medicine towards, um, the idea of a career in research. So, after that great
undergraduate experience, um, I decided to get my Ph.D...in Biology (Emma, p. 2[1]).
I've had a lot of role models over the years, um, in terms of professors. And there were
two in particular when I was an undergrad who really made a huge impression on
me...First day of class, we have a room of about 300 seats, and the room is enormous,
and he has no microphone. And one of the first things he says, "Oh, by the way, don't
try to out shout me in here because I'm from Brooklyn and I can out shout ANYbody
(laughter)...and I actually have what I call lecture voice....I sort of try and take after
him in that way (Edward, p. 11[2]).

Almost every participant emphasized the importance of creating a positive learning

environment and attributed this directly to professors who had done - or not done - this for
them during their days as students.

I think a positive environment is really important...instead of intimidating everybody,
why not, uh, boost their confidence? Why not encourage them?...I think...having a
positive classroom environment is really important (Anna, pp. 2-3[2]).

[M]y first semester I was at [a large university], and...[my class] was about...three or
four hundred people and my dad had said, "You need to introduce yourself to your
professor." And so I did. And he didn't make eye contact. I shook his hand and I said,
"I'm a chemistry major." He didn't look at me. I said, "I know you're not gonna
remember my name because it's so, so many people here," and he just laughed and he
didn't say anything and I don't know if maybe he had a hard time, um, relating to
people?...But...I reach out to my, especially my chemistry majors. I reach out to them
and I say, "if you're a chemistry major please come talk to me" (Anna, p. 9[2]).
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[S]omebody who's approachable. Um, not intimidating but, but uh, sort of welcoming
to questions and, and you know, but willing and, and eager in fact to help dsipel
confusion and...someone who...[has] a passion for what he or she is teaching...And
where did I get that? I don't know. I guess it's sort of a, I think about a few of the
professors who, who I thought were ...teaching subjects that I found very interesting
and then they were able to raise very interesting question and, and present the
material in a very interesting way (Leonard, p. 3[2]).

...I think it's also important as an educator to be as available as possible for students.
So for questions with office hours or whatever else is going on. You need to set aside
time for that (Edward, p. 6[2]).
...I wanna professor that knows what they're doing and is good at doing it. Um, and is
preferably, uh, you know, uh personable and, you know, interested in the, in the
students. And I guess I've formed that opinion um, you know I, I guess it has to be a
combination of the professors that I liked...when I myself was...in college, etc. (Emma,
p. 1[2]).

Professional Development

As reported extensively in the Discipline of Education, sub-theme 4 (DE does not

provide helpful, applicable skills to improve teaching), professors were open to education

professional development with two big caveats. The first is that PD needs to be rewarded
and second that it needs to be more accessible.

Rachel and Joe felt their universities provided excellent institutional support for

improving teaching and had taken some advantage of opportunities to do so.

K: Ok. Um, you feel like accessibility [to professional development] is ok and, and not
an issue right now for you, or...?
R: I think so. I think that, that [University Four] with the [CTE], it's this endowed
center, and I'm not saying that they're the best ever at it. Um, but it seems like there
are LOTS of opportunities, and more opportunities than any ONE person could, uh,
take advantage of...If you WANT to improve professionally as a teacher, there are ways
ta, ta seek it out (Rachel, p.4[2]).
We have a faculty center for learning. Um, and we have someone one campus that
they hire as an intern. So when I went to use clickers, I was able to, um, you know, the
intern came over, gave me the clicker, gave me the manual, which I told them I wasn't
gonna read. I just needed to know how to turn it on and, and you know, I wanted to
spend very little time on the technology. And so no, the university has a lot of support
for, for teaching (Joe, p. 12[1]).
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K: So the way your university approaches professional development for you guys in
education you feel like is pretty, is, is pretty reasonable and accessible?
J: Yes. They, they've tried very hard and they've put a lot of money towards it. Um, I
think that it's, it's um, I mean, I've, I've heard people criticize the use of the funding.
I've actually used them to get money to do things that I wanna do (Joe, p. 8[2]).

Leonard was aware of professional development on his campus but had not taken time to
attend any of the seminars or sessions.

I think there are a lot of resources if I WANTED to put more of the course online. I
really haven't done much with that...there's a little bit of support for the large
classrooms, there's a little bit of support for the online component of things that, that I mean, I think there could be quite a bit of support if one wanted it and, and, there,
there are seminars that are offered regularly on pedagogy and, and managing
classrooms, presenting material, developing um, assessments, and things like that. I
haven't taken advantage of all of them, but, but the material is there (Leonard, p.
12[1]).

Sarah and David had attended some PD sessions but found them to be helpful only
occasionally.

K: And do you feel like the [CTE] is pretty effective with - I, I'm assuming that you've
had some opportunity to interact with them. Do you feel like [the CTE was] effective in
their delivery and their...
D: It's like anything else. Some were, some weren't. Um, so I've been to some things
that are really great and some things that were OK that was a waste of time, so it's like
anything else (David, p. 18[1]).

I can't remember the acronym off the top of my head of that but it's...sorta like a center
for teaching excellence for faculty so we can go and sign up for these classes. They
have probably 10 or 12 topics in a given semester....They're usually at lunchtime
(Sarah, p. 10[1]).
Yeah, and I oftentimes will go to these [lunchtime seminars] [and] I'm like, "Huh. Well,
there was like 10 minutes of that that was useful, but the other two hours was like,
whatever!" (Sarah, p. 10[2]).
Emma implied she was able to get some helpful information out of the few PD

sessions she had attended, but also made it clear that she was the exception rather than the
rule.
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[T]here's a whole center...related to teaching matters, but their focus is more on online
education...But they did offer a really interesting, um, three session seminar series
which I took, I think probably about two years ago at this point...I learned ONE thing
which has been incredibly useful...[but] these [seminars] are NOT well attended. You
know, there's like thousands of faculty members here, we ALL got that email about
this....and there were like, five people there (Emma, p. 13[1]).

David was particularly adamant about a lack of incentive for attending such seminars being
a significant barrier.

I do think [University One] does a good job with the [CTE]. They offer a lot of seminars
on teaching and they bring in speakers and they, they do do a lot of things if people
take the resources versus...I mean I don't; I think the that the help is there if you want
it. The bigger challenge that I see is incentivizing it. Do instructors really, do
professors really have an incentive ta take two hours out of their day and go to
a...seminar or go to learn?...and the instructors who do take the time to do that and
then incorporate it into their classroom um, you know, obviously where time is ticking
on their research...I guess what I'm getting at is, is more this incentivizing problem.
Cuz it's like, do they, at the end of the day, do they reward you for having taken
advantage of those resources? (David, p. 18[1]).
As a foreign-born and educated professor, Lee found help for his English language

skills through formal university channels, but turned to his colleagues within the

department for help with teaching. Paul, also foreign-born and educated, was open to some
PD only if it was delivered either online so he could go at his convenience, or if it was oneon-one with someone who would answer his specific questions and address his perceived
needs.

Edward felt his university was more supportive with technology and other materials

than with education PD. "So institutionally the support in the classroom is, um, I would say
technologic advances" (Edward, p. 18[1]), although he did acknowledge some university
level PD.

Oh that's a tough one. Um [pause], we DO have some things sorta like that. I believe
it's, well, it depends, but um, the provost always pushes something called the January
conference. So it's one day, and frequently it's, um, new tools, or ways to teach, or, sort
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of, some kind of, expounding on, on better education. Um, but, that's one day, and its
sort of an intense day (Edward, p. 13[2]).

Anna was the sole participant who regularly used her CTE and found it very useful.

Not only had she personally been helped, but she had watched her husband use his CTE
and successfully flip his classroom. Although Anna's husband had subsequent negative

tenure consequences as a result of his attention to teaching, his CTE's help in flipping the

classroom was positive both for her husband's students and for her, because she was able
to see first hand that it helped students be more successful.

The caution here, again, is that all of the PD being attended or relayed by the

participants is in the form of some type of CTE, entities not traditionally associated with
Schools of Education, or even staffed by those trained in DE. Thus, although the term
educational PD still applies here, it must be applied loosely and viewed with some
skepticism by those scholars that are truly within DE.

Although many of the participants cited time and lack of rewards as being the

biggest factors in their not taking advantage of the PD available to them, many of them

seemed eager to have good PD as long as it was easily accessible and provided immediately

useful tools for improving student learning. Paul, Leonard, and Emma were very interested
in having a consultant or embedded education specialist with whom they could work

individually. Joe, Edward, and Lee worked in departments where education specialists

were part of their departments, but it appeared that those faculty were not used in formal
way that aided the scientists with improving their teaching.

For example, when asked if they knew what formative and summative assessments

were, only Leonard said yes. The remaining nine participants said no, including those with

regular access to science educators. Although it is not terribly important for non-education
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professors to know all the education language, formative and summative assessments are
two fairly basic concepts that every professor, once informed of their definitions, realized
they were using. Assessment was also an area of both interest and frustration for all my
participants, so learning more about them might be a good use of their time.

Professional development, then, provided mixed attitudes and beliefs towards DE.

One participant had clearly positive beliefs and attitudes (Anna), some had positive beliefs
and somewhat positive attitudes (Rachel, Joe, and Emma), and some had positive beliefs
but somewhat negative attitudes (Leonard, Sarah, David, Lee, and Edward).

Student Evaluations

Several participants mentioned that their teaching was influenced by student

evaluation feedback. Anna noted that learning her students' names is "something I see in

my evaluations consistently is that they appreciate that" (p. 6[1]). Later, she talked about
her faculty evaluation being very strong because "part was my [student] evaluations, um,
that are strong even for a huge freshmen course" (p. 8[1]). And in her second interview,
she revisits the idea that student feedback is important to helping her improve her

teaching. "I don't think I'm a great professor, I think I have a lot to learn. But, I think I'm

above average because I'm willing to...make changes to benefit the students....I mean, I keep
trying and I ask them for feedback..." (Anna, p. 13[2]).

Several other participants also mentioned being influenced by student feedback,

both formal and informal.

[I]n the past, it was my experiences being a student in the classroom. So there...were
faculty members that I would want to emulate and there's others that...were good
models of exactly what I would not want to be in the classroom...I don't see many
faculty in the classroom now, but, some faculty I interact with, so then it...ends up
being, um, probably with my student evaluations?...it's taken me awhile to, you know,
to develop my sort of teaching approach. And I've, I've followed some of the, the
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criticisms I get from the students. And others I actually use to reinforce the way I
teach. That is, I get a negative comment over and over again and I tell the students
that, this is what some of them will, um will feel and think, and I totally disagree with it
so I'm not changing (Joe, p. 3[2]).
I'll be honest, when I first started, um, I brought a lot of, uh, grad school and
postdoctoral snark into the classroom. And that's because that's the environment that
you work in. And so, you figure everybody can take that nasty joke or, you know,
people are used to getting teased. And I got a LOT of backlash over that...in student
reviews of my teaching. I got a LOT of that, of people being offended for other
people...So um, at one of the...conferences I met Ron Burke, who's one of the, the humor
in the classroom gurus...And...I changed...I'm no longer sarcastic in the classroom
(Edward, p. 7[2]).
I mean, I sort of knew I was doing it, but it, it wasn't really on a conscious level. I
would get these student reviews that say, "sarcastic" and "offensive," and these things,
and I was like, "gee, what did I do that was so offensive? What was bothering them? I
don't understand." And it wasn't until Ron brought that up, and mentioned it, as
distinctly something you need to avoid in the classroom. Be funny without being
accusatory, or sarcastic, or, um, acerbic (Edward, p. 9[2]).
[T]he first time I gave a test um, like the number of questions the students asked me
during the testing period to clarify because I was unclear was staggering. But now, I
very rarely get questions during the course of the, uh, the, the exam that, where they
don't understand what I'm trying to ask it's usually a typo (Emma, p. 14[1]).

So I'm essentially not evaluated by my peers or my boss or anything like that because
there's not class observations that take here...and so that leaves me with my student
evaluations. So...I take those with a slight grain of salt, realizing that...students'
evaluation of me is dependent upon MANY factors, not just how capable I am of
teaching the class...I do feel...if the overall message in the evaluation says, "this is fine,"
then I assume that that's correct. If...the overall message was, "you're TERRIBLE," then
I would probably be...looking at ways to change that. So I guess I mostly take the
student evaluations...and then my own personal feeling about how things are going
and then student comments...through the semester....all those sort of things sort of
wrapped together....produce in my mind a feeling about if...a class is going well or not
well and things ta change, um, in future editions of the class (Emma, p. 8[2]).
Later, Emma also notes that her department chair has not yet received any student

complaints, which she takes as a good sign and "suggests a level of competence because it
seems like, uh, when complaints come around it's usually, something terrible has

happened" (p. 12[2]) and expresses some frustration with the manner in which she is being
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influenced. "So I mean it's really all I can go on....it's, it's a bit of a black box. And it does
make, um, improvement hard, actually, because....if there's no, um, yardstick it's hard to
know how to move up or down" (Emma, p. 10[2]).

Although she did not explicitly state that student evaluations influenced her

teaching, Rachel uses them as a measure of her success as a professor, thus implying that if
students are giving her poor evaluations she is being less successful and likely should
change something about her delivery of the material.

So I do value the student assessments, the anonymous evaluations. So I think it's
mostly the students are having a positive experience, although you can't please
everybody. If they're mostly saying it's challenging but that the effort was worth it,
and at the end of the day, they got...more out of the class than they were expecting,
then I'd say that I am, I'm successful (Rachel, p. 7[2]).
Overall, the emergence of student evaluations as significant influences on

professors' teaching was a surprising sub-theme. With half of my participants indicating
that student evaluations influenced them, the data did not allow this sub-theme to be

ignored. While no specific attitudes or beliefs towards DE were noted here, if students are

primarily responsible for providing teaching feedback to university science professors, the
potential impact on the professors' attitudes and beliefs towards DE needs to be
considered.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Introduction

My study looked to answer two main questions. First, what are introductory natural

science course university professors’ attitudes and beliefs toward the discipline of

education (DE)? And second, what appear to be the major influences on introductory-level,
university science professors’ attitudes and beliefs toward DE?

The education literature to date discusses college student perceptions of university

natural science professors' attitudes towards teaching (Daempfle, 2003; Felder, 1993;

Sunal et al., 2001; Tobias, 1990), but does not approach those same professors to ask them

what their attitudes and beliefs towards teaching actually are, and further, what influenced
those attitudes and beliefs about teaching. Nor does the literature provide information
regarding the attitudes and beliefs of university natural science professors specifically

toward DE, the discipline that provides the research to support or refute the usefulness of
pedagogies, assessments, classroom management techniques, and so forth.
The Discipline of Education

Although the explicit coding supported the TRA by indicating that most professors'

beliefs and attitudes towards DE were positive, the DCA presented a different picture. The

implicit coding also found positive beliefs towards DE, but found that attitudes tended to be
negative, contradicting the TRA. It should be noted that this general negativity of attitudes
about DE is distinctly different than the attitudes both implicitly and explicitly found with
regards to the act of teaching itself, which most of the participants viewed positively.

The positive attitudes and beliefs toward a significant subset of DE (teaching) may

be the reason for the apparent paradox of positive beliefs and negative attitudes;
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professors enjoy teaching and they view teaching as the most important and significant

component of DE. However, when they have negative interactions with those who are part
of DE and/or are accepted by the professors as representing DE, these learned personal
evaluations give rise to negative attitudes without changing the underlying beliefs.

The predominantly negative aspect of the participants' attitudes towards DE is

exemplified by four of the five sub-themes surrounding this over-arching theme. The first
sub-theme indicated that participants, in general, had a lack of appreciation for rigorous

research associated with DE. This likely contributes to the participants' attitudes toward
sub-theme two, that knowledge of DE is not important or necessary to teaching well. As

scientists, these professors rely on evidence-based research to help them formulate their

ideas about what is true or accepted within their own disciplines. If DE is not understood
as being supported by similar research, it makes sense that science professors with no

formal exposure to DE would have difficulty believing that it is pertinent, and possibly even
necessary, to being a good professor.

Building on the two previous sub-themes, the participants indicated that often DE

does not provide helpful, applicable skills to improve their teaching (sub-theme 4). This
attitude was epitomized by David's (p. 7[2]) comment regarding PD being delivered as a

lecture rather than using the techniques being proposed. But Emma, Rachel, and Sarah also
expressed some frustrations with the PD seminars they had attended. Because the

seminars presented were by people outside of science-specific disciplines, the professors

had difficulty in immediately translating the techniques into their own classrooms. Joe and

David also indicated that having someone within their own discipline presenting teaching
techniques made it more readily available for use in their own classrooms; they had both
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heard of new teaching techniques from PD seminars that were unconvincing until
presented by scientists who had turned their focus to education.

Sub-theme five of DE was a tacit recognition by the participants that information

received during their PD seminars was reflective of current research and practices within
DE. This misconception is apparent in that the majority of the participants received their

PD from CTEs, other faculty, and/or peer-reviewed journals published by scientists with an

interest in education, with all but one participant having no contact specifically with a
College of Education.

Recognition by the participants that there were resources available - both on and off

campus - to help them with their teaching is positive, although not necessarily an
acknowledgment of DE. However, it was clear through the data analysis that the

participants who had taken advantage of seminars viewed those running the seminars as
educational experts. As Joe stated, "if they're coming to talk about teaching, they've
obviously been very successful in teaching" (p. 5[2]).

This implicit attitude that seminars are being presented by those with DE

backgrounds is one that spanned the participants and is a cause for some concern by those
within DE, as a cursory exploration of the credentials of CTE staff disclosed only four

universities that listed the credentials of those in CTE leadership positions. Of those four,
only one had a director with some training in education (B.S. and M.A education; D.A. in

Foreign Languages). The other three universities I found with published credentials had
directors and associate directors who had earned all of their college degrees in areas

outside of education. Six universities did not publish credentials for their CTE staff, and
Internet searches of the names listed for those CTEs were non-productive in finding
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resumes, curriculum vitae, or other acceptable records of professional credentials. Of the
universities that employed my participants, only University Three had a CTE equivalent

with a director who had earned a doctoral degree in Education, although it was a practicebased degree rather than a research-based degree. Universities One and Two did not list
the credentials of their CTE leadership, and University Four stated only that the director
had earned a graduate degree.

The idea that CTEs, as well as experienced others, are delivering educational PD

without necessarily having been trained in education means that even those professors

who are attending seminars and programs delivered by such entities are receiving most, if
not all, of their teaching information from those who may have experience but no formal
training/education in DE themselves. For the participants relying on these facilities for
help, the research, when presented, is likely to be from sources outside of DE. Thus,

although Anna and David cited "the research" during their interviews, both referred to

science researchers presenting their own experiential teaching research (i.e., action
research), or to research presented at a CTE seminar.

This tacit acceptance of education research from sources that originate from outside

DE supports the implicit sub-themes exhibited by the participants that indicated a lack of
knowledge, a lack of recognition, or both, that education is a research-based discipline.

Even those that explicitly recognized DE as a discipline still implicitly lacked a full

understanding of the scope of DE. For example, Leonard (p. 4[2]) certainly acknowledged
the value of DE, although he was focused more on the applied aspects of DE than the

research aspects. This is an odd paradox, as most of the participants recognized that
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educators, and specifically science educators, had often earned Ph.D.s. which by definition
are research-based degrees.

The final sub-theme of DE (sub-theme 3 - tenure) was also an overarching theme

with its own sub-themes. As a sub-theme, it supported both explicitly and implicitly the

negative attitudes of the participants towards DE. As an overarching theme, it was viewed
both negatively and positively.

Tenure

The tenure system has both positive and negative aspects. Tenure was conceived

and implemented to "preserve academic freedom from the common good of society"

(Peterson, 2007, p. 355) in the early 20th century, with academic freedom covering all

aspects of the professoriate, allowing some protections for unpopular research and/or
espousing unpopular ideas in the classroom. According to the National Education

Association, "Academic freedom is important because society needs...places where students
and scholars can challenge the conventional wisdom of...any field... It puts ideas to the test

and teaches students to think and defend their ideas" (NEA, n.d.).

Today, tenure has evolved (however unintentionally) to focus increasingly on the

research aspect. In spite of a 1998 meeting of provosts who concluded the traditional
publishing paradigm is a losing enterprise both financially and in terms of professor

scholarship (Peterson, 2007), the question of tenure reform continues to be contentious.
Six barriers to tenure reform were cited by O'Meara and Rice, as reported by Peterson
(2007):

(1) Faculty concerns that excelling in all areas of scholarship simultaneously are
unrealistic
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(2) High levels of confusion among faculty regarding what is truly important for achieving
promotion and tenure

(3) Strong commitment of some faculty to maintaining the current status quo

(4) Challenges in consistently defining and expanding what scholarship means across
academia

(5) Misunderstandings about how teaching, research, and service are defined as
scholarship

(6) Graduate students still being indoctrinated in traditional forms of scholarship
throughout their academic program

Almost ten years after the above barriers were identified, my research supports that

these barriers remain and continue to affect the teaching of the study participants. While
Rachel felt her tenure requirements were quite clear and included both teaching and

research, Leonard suspected his tenure had been based upon both but was not completely
committed to the idea when pressed, supporting barrier (2). Edward noted his concerns
about a faculty member being tenured and promoted based solely upon his research,
supporting barriers (2) and (3). All participants were frustrated with the service

component of their contracts, many dismissing them as time wasters rather than viewing
them as part of their scholarship, supporting barriers (2), (4), and (5).

Not included in this list of barriers are the effects of current tenure issues and their

effects on teaching. My research supports the premise that the tenure and promotion

system of today has impacted both science professors' attitudes toward and commitment
to high quality teaching.
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Regardless of position, the participants' views of tenure were conflicted; tenure

itself was viewed as a positive aspect of academia, but the process of achieving tenure had
significant impact on the types of jobs they pursued and their approach to teaching. As a
whole, the participants formed their ideas of what a professor did during their graduate
studies, and the majority of them found that pursuing grants and having the pressure to

publish was not aligned with their professional goals or desired personal lifestyle. Thus,
the reports that students perceive their science professors to be cold, arrogant, and

uninterested in teaching (Daemplfe, 2003; Felder, 1993; Sunal et al., 2001; Tobias, 1990) is
aligned with the participants' student experiences with science professors employed by

RU/VH institutions. As professors, however, these ideas were refuted by this cohort, as one
major effect of the tenure process was that the participants, as a whole, were influenced to
obtain academic appointments that were less research oriented and, collaterally, more
teaching oriented.

In spite of the majority of participants desiring positions that allowed more room

for teaching, nine of the ten believed their teaching suffered because of the tenure process.
Although Leonard and Rachel believed their tenure had been granted based upon their
research as well as their teaching, the others were clear that the research demands for
tenure were far higher than those for teaching. This meant that particularly for pre-

tenured faculty, teaching took a back seat to research, although even tenured faculty found
they had less time to devote to improving their teaching than they ideally wanted.

It is encouraging that the majority of the participants acknowledged that teaching

was not easy, and that good teaching demanded a stronger commitment than many had

anticipated or had time to achieve. However, it is discouraging that the evolution of tenure
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has moved away from the business of educating students toward the business of making

money. At the institutional level, there should be concerns that professors are being asked
to excel in two disciplines, yet are only being rewarded for one.

Personal and Professional Influences

Professor Personalities
Nearly all the participants recognized the importance of a positive classroom

environment. Most explicitly and implicitly expressed understanding that establishing this

positive environment started with them being open to questions, available to students who
had questions, and generally being as supportive as necessary. All in all, the participants

recognized the importance of being encouraging, available to students, and approachable.
Whether students perceive these professors as inhabiting these traits is unknown, but in

stark contrast to the findings reported by Daempfle (2003), Feldman (1993), Sunal et al.,
(2001) and Tobias (1990), it appears that this group of professors recognizes the

importance of their roles as teachers and as researchers for new university science
students.

The participants' professor personae were influenced by observations of their own

professors during college courses, as well as by their own experiences both as students and
as professors, supporting Hativa's (1997; 2000) conclusions. In addition, the participants
reported being influenced by colleagues and student evaluations (discussed below). This
continues to support the misperceptions of participants that DE's value is limited. If

participants' personal experiences, their colleagues' experiences, and student evaluations
are the only measures of success or failure by which they may evaluate their teaching, DE
plays no role in helping them discern good from poor teaching practices. Additionally, if
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those outside of DE are the only people and experiences providing the paradigms upon

which professors are building their ideas about teaching and, by proxy, DE, then once again
DE has little to no role in helping professors embrace the relevant research and
information that may improve their classroom practices.
Student Evaluations

The value of using student evaluations for purposes of promotion and tenure is a

controversial one, and has research to support both sides of the argument (a Google

scholar search of "student evaluations for professor promotion tenure" yielded 46,600
hits). It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the intricacies of using student

evaluations for promotion and tenure, but it is interesting to note that student evaluations

played a significant role in many of the participants' self-evaluations of their own teaching.

Emma summed it up best: "I'm essentially note evaluated by my peers or my boss or

anything like that because there's not class observations that take place...and so that leaves
me with my student evaluations" (p. 8[2]). This lack of presence of DE provides another
reason for DE to be either ignored or taken less seriously than perhaps it should.
Methodological Considerations

My research relied upon a theory that is traditionally measured quantitatively, but

that I chose to analyze qualitatively. This mixture of theory and method was challenging

and required some refining throughout the process. As I approached the phase one

(explicit) analysis I realized quickly that there would need to be some uniform measure of
what constituted positive, negative, or neutral attitudes. This meant taking into

consideration the definition of attitude, the context of the clause being analyzed, the

inflection of the participant as the clause was spoken, and the specific verbiage used by the
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participant within the clause. It was phase two that was supposed to be more interpretive,
but as I continued through phase one, it became clear that there was more interpretation
coming into play than I had anticipated or necessarily wanted.

Through practice, I was able to settle on a coding scheme that was consistent, less

interpretive, and more concrete. After coding the first two initial interviews, certain key
words were noted to be generally indicative of the directionality of the attitude. For

example, the words "not," "never," "weren't," and "lack" were considered negative unless
there was indication in the transcription that the participant had been sarcastic or

attempting humor when stating the clause within which the word appeared. Conversely,
words that are generally accepted as positive indicators such as "good," "like," "love,"

"valuable," and "interested" were coded as positive unless a notation in the transcription

indicated otherwise. The neutral words were those that did not elicit either a positive or
negative connotation, but these were more difficult to quantify and required a return to
understanding the context within which the phrase had been uttered.

The challenges of determining positive, negative, and neutral were unforeseen at the

beginning of the analytic process, and will need to be continually refined if used in future

research. But the use of specific definitions of attitudes and beliefs from the TRA as a basis
for the analysis allowed for a much more consistent, and potentially replicable, process of
discourse analysis. This is in stark contrast to the generally nebulous analytic methods

presented by a variety of education researchers (Kane, Sandretto, & Heath, 2002; Pajares,
1992; Rogers et al., 2005) who have previously investigated attitudes and beliefs.

This methodological approach provided a strong basis for discourse analysis on a

less interpretive level, as well as giving me an opportunity for cross-comparisons between
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explicit and implicit attitudes and beliefs. The use of dual analytic phases appeared to

strengthen the interpretive analysis of phase two, as I could look back at the objects of each
attitude/belief and determine if those objects were reflected in the implicit (interpretive)

coding of themes that emerged during phase one. This built-in crystallization of emerging
themes was another unforeseen component that proved to be extraordinarily helpful

during the analytic process. I did not have to search for justification of my DCA because it
was already present from the phase one analysis.

On the other side of this, however, the two-phase process often produced

contradictory results. The explicit coding would demonstrate alignment with the TRA with
positive beliefs leading to positive attitudes, while the implicit coding would demonstrate

misalignment with the TRA with positive beliefs having associated negative attitudes. This
was an additional unforeseen challenge, but one that added dimension to my research. It

showed me that including both types of analyses provided a richer, deeper look at the data.
Without phase one my interpretations would likely have been far more biased and less

justifiable, and without phase two I would have missed the belief/attitude paradoxes that
occurred regularly.

Overall, the benefits of this methodology outweighed the challenges. While it may

not be practical to use this methodological approach for all forms of discourse analysis, it
could certainly be adapted to a number of them. Use of a concrete and fully accepted

definition for the construct being investigated allows for a more objective approach to
analyzing the words. This, if appropriately applied, can then support the interpretive

analysis of the Discourse that occurs during phase two. Combined, the explicit and implicit
themes are easy to compare to see if the emerging themes overlap; with overlap,
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crystallization is achieved. Without overlap, perhaps the research questions, the analysis,

or some other aspect of the research study needs to be revisited. Or perhaps no overlap is
a finding in and of itself.

Finally, this particular method bricolage allowed me to see both the micro and

macro pictures contained within the data. At the micro level, looking at and considering
each individual word forced me to understand the general connotation of the word in

everyday English, and then to understand the context that might override that connotation
within the clause itself. At the macro level, I had to determine whether a gesture, a snort, a

sigh, or a pause was important in how each word and each phrase was interpreted within

the sentence, the individual answer, the full interview, and the complete dataset. Using this
methodology, I was able to view discourse and Discourse, integrate them fully, and come
out feeling confident that my findings were truly able to answer both of my research
questions.

Theoretical implications

Thurstone's (1928) bold statement that attitudes can be measured began a spate of

attitude research in the 20th century, with most of it based on the premise that attitudes

predicted behaviors. However, LaPiere (1934), whose article illustrating the differences in
hotel employees' expressed attitudes and actual actions towards a Chinese couple,

challenged the linearity of this relationship. In spite of LaPiere's (1934) article, attitude

researchers forged ahead with the assumption that attitudes predicted behaviors. It was
not until 1969 that Wicker analyzed and criticized the empirical research supporting the

attitude-behavior relationships. Wicker's article was the impetus for attitude researchers
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to really take note of the flaws in their assumptions about the recursive nature of attitudes
and behavior.

It was around this same time that two of Wicker's contemporaries were working on

a more focused model of studying attitudes as predictors of behavior. Ultimately, Fishbein
and Ajzen would publish the TRA, a theory that stuck to the idea that attitudes predicted
behavior through first predicting behavioral intentions, in 1975 (as cited in Eagly &

Chaiken, 1993; O'Keefe, 2002). Fishbein and Ajzen (1977) addressed Wicker's (1969)

challenges by qualifying that attitudes consistently predicted behaviors when they are
measured appropriately and focused on specific factors, thus providing support for

continued research into the linear nature of attitudes and behaviors. In the years since its
publication, the TRA has become a widely accepted model for predicting behavioral
intentions based upon beliefs and attitudes.

The TRA relies upon the idea that beliefs beget attitudes, and both predict

behavioral intention. The linearity of this progression means that positive beliefs should
produce positive attitudes and vice versa. The analysis achieved during phase one of my
study supported the linearity of the TRA, but the analysis achieved during phase two did
not. The findings of the implicit analysis indicated that the participants had generally

positive beliefs in and about DE but generally negative attitudes towards DE, a finding that

is in direct opposition to the linear nature of the TRA. This finding supports the idea that

the recursive nature of this theory is, perhaps, too limiting in its view of the relationships
between beliefs, attitudes, and behavior.

Liska (1984) makes perhaps the most coherent and complete case for the flawed

nature of the TRA's recursive structure, questioning the validity of the correlations
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presented by Fishbein and Ajzen to support the relationship between attitudes and beliefs
and forwarding the idea that reciprocity of the relationships is more likely. Liska (1984)

cites reliance on a generally similar measurement technique for both beliefs and attitudes
(usually the semantic differential scale), positing that this likely leads to an inflated

correlation between the TRA's constructs due to a measurement error inherent to the
system being used. To address this, Liska (1984) suggests that “[r]esolving this issue

requires that both attitudes and beliefs be measured by more than one method” (p. 66).

The suggestion to use more than one method to measure attitudes and beliefs is an

insightful one, although Liska (1984) clearly means more than one quantitative method, as
he cites a number of research studies that use attitude measures either in place of or in

addition to the semantic differential scale. For example, Bagozzi and Burnkrant (1979)

used the Guilford and semantic differential scales with results analyzed using confirmatory
factor analysis for looking at a single-factor and two-factor model. And Kothandapani
(1971) used Thurstone equal-appearing intervals, Likert summated ratings, Guttman

scalogram analysis, and Guilford self-rating measures of attitudes, with results yielding a

multrait-multimethod correlational matrix to which factor analysis was applied. However,
no mention of qualitative research methods, such as the DCA used here, is made.

The disparate findings of my study's explicit and implicit analyses highlight the

difference between survey responses, of which the semantic differential scale is one type,
and personal interview responses, which I used to determine attitudes and beliefs. Being

able to talk with participants allowed me to include the entire Discourse in the analytic

process, which in turn allowed for a richer and more nuanced view of attitudes and beliefs.
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Although the explicit coding was still a somewhat qualitative analysis, my attempts

to adhere to a literal interpretation of the words used by the participants provided a

potential bridge between the solely quantitative measures traditionally used to determine

attitudes and beliefs and the fully qualitative measure of DCA used here. This combination
of analytic techniques may help support the idea that the TRA should be expanded beyond

its currently linear view of beliefs, attitudes, and behavioral intentions to allow for the

possibility of apparently contradictory attitudes and beliefs., encouraged, or allowed to
expand on their responses to the survey questions.

However, the findings here may indicate that the TRA is accurate and correct, but

the beliefs found in the phase two analysis are the not the actual beliefs that produced the
identified attitudes. This is a real possibility and speaks to the complexity of the overall
attitudes and beliefs towards a construct (DE) that is not as concrete for this cohort of
participants as it is for those within DE. Although there were contradictory findings
uncovered between the explicit and implicit analyses, this may be a result of the

participants attitudes towards DE being based on experiences, while beliefs were based on
personally formed ideas and perceptions of DE. As the participants' experiences with DE
were, by and large, with people representing DE but not actually originating from within
DE, the resultant attitudes have likely been heavily influenced by people outside of DE.

This complication may have provided "false attitudes" towards DE that I perceived as being
connected to beliefs about DE but are only truly indicative of attitudes towards

people/entities that appear to represent DE, and not indicative of attitudes towards DE
itself.
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There are some indications that this may not be the case, as several participants

(Joe, Edward, and Lee) stated they had interactions with science educators who had been
trained in both science and education. Joe had additionally interacted with a science

educator outside of his department but on his campus. In these three cases, there were

instances where their attitudes and beliefs towards DE aligned positively and instances
where they were contradictory.

Overall, it is likely that the TRA's limitations, as well as limitations of the measures

traditionally used to investigate attitudes and beliefs, are highlighted by this research,

while the TRA simultaneously highlights the limitations of my analytic processes. In both
cases, it is an interesting conundrum that might bear looking at more closely in future
research.

Practical implications

Many of the participants had engaged in and wanted to engage in PD, but often

found it frustrating, inaccessible, or not rewarded (via tenure or through acquisition of

immediately applicable practices that concretely improved student learning). Accessibility
was a moderately consistent idea among the participants, with most of them desiring

delivery of PD through a format that allowed for self-paced guidance with access to an

expert with whom they could consult on a regular basis. This accessibility issue may be

one reason that university level PD has traditionally been unsuccessful (Ballantyne, Bain, &
Packer, 1999; Hativa, 1997; Sunal et al., 2001).

The desire for self-paced guidance with access to an educational expert provides

support for the idea that more natural science departments might benefit from having a

trained science educator included on their faculty team, provided the educator was used to
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their fullest capacity. For example, part of the job description could include that they are to
regularly observe all faculty, provide formal and informal feedback to the individual faculty
members and department chairs, serve as consultants to faculty with questions or

concerns, and serve as the conduit through which the newest and most pertinent education
research would flow. This would address many of the issues expressed by the study

participants, including the presentation of education related, evidence-based research

mentioned by Rachel (p. 3[2]), and might be one way to approach changing attitudes about
DE.

Another way to change this attitude might be to ensure that whatever evidence is

being presented is then supported by engaging the professors in the specific technique(s)
being introduced. David (p. 8[1]), for example, talked about how uncommonly he had
encountered education PD presenters who actually used the techniques they were

proposing during their seminars. This validates Buchmann's (1984) comment that while
research is important, ultimately it is the process of inquiry that provides the most value.
The inclusion of a science educator who also holds a science degree in the

department could provide an opportunity for such DE inquiry. Having an open classroom
where other faculty could come and observe the science educator in the act of using

proposed ideas, techniques, and technology would alleviate the accessibility issue. This

model would also simultaneously provide an experienced teacher for faculty to emulate,

addressing the desire of the participants to have an experienced teacher while allowing DE
to become a more positive component of the department.

For those participants who found accessibility less of an issue, it would be a positive

step to get Colleges of Education and CTEs together to talk about, discuss, and collaborate
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with each other regarding how to deliver PD on university campuses. The experiences of
CTE faculty should not be ignored, but neither should the expertise of those who are

trained in DE. Although the initial CTE survey is cursory, it appears that generally DE and
CTEs do not overlap. Opening the lines of communication between the two entities is

imperative for effecting change in university PD. This would not only provide a unified
front for those on the receiving end of PD, but might also help bridge the gap between

practice and research, a struggle recognized across most disciplines and at all levels. A
Google scholar search for "Bridging the gap between research and practice" brings up

702,000 results covering fields from medicine to education to computer technology, all
addressing this challenge.

Although not representative of the entire professoriate's attitudes and beliefs

towards tenure, it is concerning that the tenure process had such an impact on the

participants' teaching. With an understanding that colleges and universities are facing

increasing pressures to raise funds, it is still imperative that we not lose sight of the idea
that higher education in the United States is viewed as a gateway to a better, more

financially secure life. As we churn out undergraduates who are viewed as less and less

competent by potential employers (Casner-Lotto & Barrington, 2006), however, we must

not ignore that education spans not only instilling knowledge, but also instilling skills and
habits that allow students to be successful once they have left their college campuses. My
research supports a need to find ways to balance the focus of institutions of higher
education on research and teaching, but further research into this specific area is

warranted. Based upon this cohort, the only way we are going to be successful in this

endeavor is if we find ways to tangibly demonstrate that good teaching is as important as
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being good at research. Perhaps a study on a larger scale will bring better insight into this
issue from across the professoriate.

By ensuring that DE has a place at the table in the natural sciences, we can help

change attitudes through positive action and modeling. Most of the participants in this
study were interested in PD, wanted to teach better - if not well - and expressed

frustrations that they were unable to dedicate the time they needed to improve their

teaching. The participants' interactions with representatives of DE, whether human or

print, were also very limited and sometimes very negative. My research demonstrate a

possible need to reflect on how we can change university science professors perceptions of
our discipline so that the negative attitudes expressed here can come more in alignment
with the positive beliefs found in my study.

Limitations

The biases inherent to both myself, as the researcher, and the pool of participants

cannot be ignored. As someone who is part of DE, my feelings are strongly oriented

towards ensuring that DE is positively viewed and valued, which certainly has influenced
my interpretations of the data, although not consciously. Also, I was not acquainted with

any of the participants prior to the study, but they did self-select, thus they all likely had at

least some positive feelings towards research involving education, if not towards education
itself. This might certainly have influenced the results to be more favorable than had the

participants been randomly selected. Additionally, the participants were aware that I was
pursuing a terminal degree in education, which likely imposed upon them a perceived set
of social norms that may have influenced their answers.
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Ten participants is considered sufficient for finding themes and making claims

specific to the cohort (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009), but my findings are not generalizable to
the population of natural science professors as a whole, especially since there was a

distinct lack of participation from professors employed by RU/VH universities. To gain a
fuller and richer understanding of the attitudes and beliefs of natural science professors

teaching introductory science courses, a much broader swath of participants would need to
be included.

Because there were no participants from RU/VH universities, this lack of

participation, combined with the observations of those professors who did participate,
provides some confirmation of the "chilly climate hypothesis" mentioned by Daempfle

(2003) in his work. This plays into the stereotypically negative image of professors who

teach at intensely research focused universities, with reasons for their absence from this

study carrying overwhelmingly negative connotations. If natural science professors from
RU/VH universities are not participating because they have lack of interest, lack of time,
arrogance, misunderstanding of the research, and/or unwillingness to support research
that does not directly relate to their own research, it would seem likely that their

subsequent attitudes and beliefs toward DE would also be negative. Without their voices in
the study, however, I can only speculate, which means that while there might be some

RU/VH university natural science professors who do have positive attitudes and beliefs
towards DE, this study failed to uncover them.

Due to time and financial constraints, it was not possible to observe the participants

in their classrooms as they delivered content. Although visual contact with each

participant was made at some point during the interview process to help with the overall
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DCA, classroom observations would have brought an additional layer of richness and depth
to the interpretive part of the data analysis process. And finally, the time limitations did

not allow for full exploration of all the interesting comments and possibilities brought forth
during the interviews.

Future Research

The fact that three of the participants still indicated fairly negative attitudes

towards DE but positive attitudes towards their science educator colleagues is a topic that

might be worth investigating. Joe, Lee, and Edward all had access to science educators

within their departments, and all expressed various levels of negativity in their attitudes
towards DE but generally positive attitudes toward the science educators. It is not clear
from the current data why this paradox exists for all three of these participants, but the

question of why some of the participants had such conflicting attitudes towards DE could
certainly provide some valuable insight. For example, how can attitudes be both positive

and negative towards DE at the same time? What might be the cause of this paradox? How

can we address these causes during PD to affect real change? Is PD where these causes
should be addressed, or does it need to be done earlier in the students' careers

(undergraduate or graduate school, or as new full-time faculty)? After determining these
causes, are there ways in which we can address them that effectively ameliorates the

paradoxical attitudes? These are just a few of the questions that future research into this
area might look to begin answering.

Another notable area of possible interest is that professors were markedly

influenced by hands-on laboratory and field experiences as much or more than by good

professors, and the majority of participants ended up pursuing terminal degrees in science
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because of an experience they had during their undergraduate education. This strengthens
the ray of light previously noted in passing by Daempfle (2003), although perhaps not for
the reasons originally put forth. Rather, the experiences of these participants was about
applying their learning in meaningful ways in addition to having traditional classroom

professors who were warm, approachable, passionate about their topic, and communicated

well. Further research into these influences would be interesting and potentially important
because the idea that experiences in addition to good professors might help evolve the way
we design undergraduate science curricula.

An additional avenue for further research would be to look at professor personality

profiles and study the profile of Sarah, in particular. As an undergraduate student she was
heavily influenced by her undergraduate adviser to want to pursue an academic career.
This meant she pursued her graduate education with an explicit intent to teach, and

maintained this goal even in the face of extreme negativity from her graduate adviser. It
would be interesting to determine what traits she possesses that pushed her to not only

achieve highly as a researcher, but also remain fully committed to her teaching, specifically
focusing on undergraduates. As the sole tenured professor who viewed profession as both
teacher and researcher, a case study of Sarah might provide some important insights into
attitude and belief origination as well as personality traits that helped her persevere
through less-than-ideal school experiences.

One last note of interest comes from a participant who instructs introductory level

biology at his university. Joe stated, "I guess what I've found is that our science education
program, is they take LOTs of education classes... a lot of pedagogy on learning, but they

don't know the biology...what's been more important for me is to know biology and then
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figure out how to give that to students." With this statement, he fails to recognize is that

content and conceptual understanding of DE might help him better deliver the information
he is providing to students. For example, in response to an earlier question, Joe made it

clear that as a plant ecologist/physiologist he was able to provide information to students
about content based on conceptual knowledge applied from a different content area.

When I talk about the kidney....I don't know a lot about the kidney....and a lot of it is
just basic biology and putting it together with a new system. So I try to make those
connections between those concepts...plants don't have an equivalent of a kidney, but
they do have an equivalent of transport around membranes and how they deal with
salts and osmosis and diffusion...and those are basic concepts.
Thus, with some training in DE, he might recognize that his conceptual knowledge is

far more important than his specific content knowledge, and therefore his teaching should
focus more on students acquiring conceptual, as well as content, knowledge in biology.
Conclusions

Participants' attitudes and beliefs toward DE are complicated by several issues. The

first is that of negative interactions with people directly associated with DE. Joe, for

example, had negative interactions with the head of his university's science education

department because she was vocal and adamant about her belief in creationism and openly
decried the idea of global climate change. This would support the idea that knowledge of

DE conflicts with learned evaluations in the form of experience - while Joe recognized DE as
a discipline (belief in), he still failed to value it because of his learned evaluations
(experience) with a representative of DE who was extremely negative.

Edward, as a brand new faculty member, had less-than-stellar interactions with a

"teaching expert" who was, in his eyes, clearly motivated by politics rather than good

research and teaching practice. This is another situation that provides support for the
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seemingly dichotomous idea that Edward had positive beliefs about DE but negative

attitudes about DE because of his experiences, which led to his learned evaluations of the
discipline.

The second complicating factor is that the majority of education PD delivered to the

participants was provided by their local university's CTE. This means that not only have

the majority of participants' current attitudes and beliefs been shaped by people outside
DE, as discussed later, they continue to be so. There is tacit acceptance from these

participants that those presenting the PD seminars they have attended are presenting

information from within DE. And even for those participants who had access to specified

science education faculty members (Joe, Edward, and Lee), DE was less about the discipline
as a whole than it was about specific aspects of DE, such as pedagogy, assessment, or

classroom management, which are primarily practices rather than research or theory.

The final complicating factor is that none of the professors in this cohort had had

any formal training in teaching, much less in DE. Therefore, most of their ideas about DE
came from their own experiences as students and from whatever teaching mentors they

may have had during their own undergraduate and graduate student years. Because the

teaching mentors had learned from their mentors, the lineage of these science professors is
inextricably knotted with experiential and anecdotal knowledge of teaching, but not
necessarily evidence-based, theoretical information about education.

Of the 10 participants in this study, only Joe (p.6[2]) indicated direct contact with a

person located within a College of Education, and his interaction had been extremely

negative. Joe was quick to acknowledge the value of the science educators assigned to his

department, as did Lee and Edward. However, none of these participants knew some basic
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terms associated with DE (formative and summative assessment). While not knowing

these two terms is not necessarily indicative of the overall lack of knowledge concerning
DE, it is interesting that even with trained science educators on board, these very basic

terms were not known by these participants. It is certainly a step in the right direction that
at least three science departments have embedded science education faculty positions, but
from this study, it would appear that these particular science educators are not being used
to their fullest potential. Edward sums it up nicely.

When I ran our department seminars...[I asked a student who had been a high school
biology teacher to come give a seminar]...and that was really different because we had
never had any seminar on education. And we haven't had once since unless it's been
somebody who came in to interview for one of the science ed spots (p. 14[2]).
Overall, there was definite recognition by my participants that DE exists, but there

was a general skepticism expressed by the group toward the value of DE for their own

profession. Although there were a few participants who recognized their profession as

being both, the majority of the participants clearly viewed the idea of profession as being

applicable to their science lives rather than their teaching lives. This extended to include

the idea that teaching was easier than doing research, although several professors admitted
that teaching was more difficult than they initially believed. From this, the idea that

professional development is not as important for learning how to teach was not necessarily
supported, however. Most of my participants were aware of, and had often used, both on
and off campus resources to help them improve their teaching. There were barriers to

both, however, namely that time was scarce when divided amongst research, teaching, and

service requirements. With one exception, my participants found they were working more

they had anticipated, although appearing to perceive their workload as being lighter than it
might have been had they taken positions at RU/VH institutions.
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The majority of the participants' views of teaching were formed by a number of

significant influences, most notably their own professors whom they perceived as being

good, or effective, during their own schooling at the undergraduate and graduate levels of
university. Most admitted that they had no formal teacher training and few had actual
teaching experience prior to taking on their own courses and classrooms, resulting in

nerves and poorer teaching in the beginning than they might have had with some training.

For this cohort, however, the ideas of about DE they expressed throughout their interviews
appeared to be based upon their professional development experiences, which were

generally delivered by CTEs or equivalent entities. This is concerning, as these centers are
generally staffed with highly educated, highly experienced professors whose training in
education is based solely off of experience. This may explain why, then, the majority of
participants desired someone with experience in the classroom over someone with
knowledge and training in DE to teach them about teaching.

The personal and professional influences centered around four major themes, all of

which were intimately intertwined with ideas about DE and often with tenure. As

previously indicated, none of my participants had any formal training in how to teach, and
this lack of teacher preparation was a key component of the participants' influences.

Finally, it appears that as a discipline, education appears be doing a poor job of

communicating the value of our knowledge and research to the participants in this study,
and we have either knowingly or unknowingly abdicated our responsibilities for training

professors. The majority of the participants received their training from experienced, but

not formally trained, "others" in the form of CTE faculty or staff; guest speakers invited by
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CTEs, universities, or individual colleges; and experienced faculty colleagues, rather than
people originating from within DE itself.

Perhaps more universities need to consider bringing a science educator on board

with their science departments, as two of the participants' universities have done, to

provide immediate guidance, advice, and educational knowledge to the natural sciences
faculty. These science educators could have a defined role that includes consistent

professor observations, feedback, and open doors to encourage professors to discuss new
ideas and try out different teaching practices focused on increasing teaching skill and
student learning.

Another approach might be to have Colleges of Education become involved in

professional development for professors, taking back some of this burden from CTEs that
currently seem to be filling that role. It also means that professional development at the

university level needs to be evidence-based, more accessible, and delivered using the active
engagement strategies we are teaching about, rather than lecturing about and/or

describing these strategies. Bridging the divide between research and practice needs to
being with opening lines of communication between CTEs and Colleges of Education.

Through collaborative efforts, PD could become more accessible, more evidence-based and

more effective in helping professors - natural sciences or otherwise - recognize the value of
DE to their second profession of teaching.
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First personal contact letter

Appendix A

[Date]

Dear [Recipient name],

I am contacting you to request assistance in completing a research study I am
conducting. The purpose of the study is to explore the experiences of university/college
professors, specifically those who hold a Ph.D. in biology, chemistry, or physics, and teach
an introductory science course intended for science majors.
In looking at your current and past universities, do you know anyone who meets the
above criteria and might be interested in participating? If you would take a few moments
to think about this and respond to me electronically with a list of names and email
addresses I would be greatly appreciate it.
Thank you for your time and attention. If you have any questions or concerns,
please feel free to contact me at any time. I look forward to hearing from you at your
earliest convenience.
Warm regards,
Katherine Fogelberg, DVM, MA
Doctoral candidate, Science Education
Texas Christian University
C: 817-366-5292 E: k.fogelberg@tcu.edu
Follow-up personal contact letter
[Date]

Dear [Recipient name],

I am following up with you in regards to the email I sent one week ago concerning
recommendations for possible participants for the research study I am conducting. My
study is looking at the experiences of university professors who currently teach or have
taught an introductory science course in either physics, biology, or chemistry. If you have
any potential participants in mind I would greatly appreciate you forwarding their names
and email addresses to me.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you for
your time and attention, and I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest
convenience.
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Warm regards,

Katherine Fogelberg, DVM, MA
Doctoral candidate, Science Education
Texas Christian University
C: 817-366-5292 E: k.fogelberg@tcu.edu

Appendix B
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Initial potential participant contact
[Date]

Dear [Recipient name],

I received your name from [recommender name] because (s)he thought you were
qualified and might be interested in participating in a research study I am conducting. The
purpose of this study is to explore the experiences of university/college professors,
specifically those who hold a PhD in biology, chemistry, or physics, and teach an
introductory level science course intended for science majors.
If you are interested in participating, it would entail meeting with me for at least one
30 to 60 minute interview, and up to a total of five 30 to 60-minute interviews, over the
next few months. Interviews may be in person (preferred), via Skype, or telephone as
needed to accommodate both of our schedules.
Your participation in the research is completely voluntary and all your responses,
including any identifying information about you or your affiliated institution will remain
confidential through the use of pseudonyms for publication purposes. The information you
provide during your interview will be used only for purposes of my research and will not
be shared as raw data. The results of the research will be available for your review upon
your request.
If you are interested in participating in this research, please contact me at
k.fogelberg@tcu.edu by [Cutoff Date]. I will notify you regarding the research by [Date]. I
appreciate your time and consideration and very much look forward to hearing from you.
Warm regards,

Katherine Fogelberg, DVM, MA
Doctoral candidate, Science Education
Texas Christian University
C 817-366-5292 E k.fogelberg@tcu.edu

First interview questions

Appendix C
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Legend:
* = initial question
^ = follow-up question
~ = probing question

* Tell me about yourself and how you came to be a (science) professor.

*What is your current position and what are some of the roles you play in your current
position?
^What does a typical workday look like?

~How you feel about how you your time is spent at work?

* Why did you take this job?

*What were your perceptions/ideas about being a professor before you became one?
^How do you think these perceptions/ideas were formed?

~Is there a difference between what you expected and the reality? If so,
why? If not, why?

*What are some of the challenges you have experienced in your classroom?
^How do you respond when you encounter these challenges?
~ Why do you choose to respond this way?

^How does your institution support you in and out of the classroom?

^What types of professional resources do you contact on campus on a regular basis
and why?
^Who do you speak with off campus about your profession and why?

~What resources do you use on a regular basis – whether on or off campus –
and why have you chosen them?
~What do you read, as it relates to your profession?

~What types of conferences do you attend and why?

~Do you ever attend any pre-conference sessions? If so, describe 3 or 4
sessions you might typically attend.
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*Are you where you want to be professionally? If yes, what about your situation makes it a
match? If not, why?

Appendix D
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Second interview questions

How do you define education?

Describe to me your ideal professor and what has formed this concept.

Tell me more about the people and situations that influenced your teaching and views of
post-secondary education whether positive or negative. Why and how did they influence
you so much?
What types of credentials would you want someone providing information to you about
professional development in education to have? Why?

How would you like to see education professional development at the university level be
ideally delivered?

Are you familiar with formative and summative assessments? How do you feel about each
of them? (are they useful, important, effective, etc.)
If tenure was equally dependent upon your research and your teaching, would you change
anything? If so, what would you change and why? If not, why would you not change?

Lee Shulman of the Carnegie Institute made a call for the "second profession" of teaching to
be more widely recognized and highly regarded. What are your thoughts about this?
How do you define student success and why do you define it this way?

How do you define your success as a professor and why do you define it this way?
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Appendix E

key:
Evaluation:
+ = positive ; * = neutral; - = negative
Strength:
VL = Very low; L = Low; M = Moderate; H = High; VH = Very high
Anna - Chem Interview 1
Clause
I would be interested in teaching

pg #
1

Code
attitude

Evaluation
+ (interested)

Strength
n/a

object
teaching

Some people will give their exams at that time….I don't
do that. I run it.

3

attitude

+ (I run it)

n/a

teaching

I just walk around and they feel more comfortable
asking qustions if I'm right there

3

belief

+ comfortable)

M (more)

teaching,
students

And I really do love it
I really do enjoy what I do
the only time I have to be here is when I'm teaching

3
3
4

belief
belief
belief

+ (love it)
+ (enjoy)
- (have to be here)

VH (really do)
VH (really do)
M (only)

teaching
teaching
time

once you’ve developed a class it's actually not that
time intensive

4

attitude

+ (not that time
intensive)

n/a

time

The most time I spend now is just helping students

4

attitude

+ (helping students)

n/a

time

my image was someone who works all the time

4

belief

- (works)

H (all the time)

time, teacher
preparation

my image of being someone who was tenure track was
somone who had to have a spouse who was a fulltime…caregiver

4

attitude

- (had to have a
spouse…)

n/a

influence

I didn't want that
I didn't wanna be working 60-80 hours a week
teaching I've always enjoyed
I just enjoyed it

5
5
5
5

attitude
attitude
belief
attitude

- (didn't)
- (didn't)
+ (enjoyed)
+ (enjoyed)

n/a
n/a
VH (always)
n/a

time
time
teaching
teaching
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if I elect to, I can have a TA cover my recitation

5

attitude

+ (can have)

n/a

teaching
philosophy

I learn half the names…I see in my evaluations
consistently…they appreciate that

6

belief

+ (appreciate)

M (consistently)

professor
personality

It also gives me feedback
they feel uncomfortable emailing me
they think they're inconveniencing me
helps me get the feedback
so many students in a class like that
they feel anonymous
don't feel comfortable asking for help
really frustrating when someone

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7

attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude
belief
belief

+ (feedback)
- (uncomfortable)
- (inconveniencing)
+ (helps)
- (so many)
- (feel anonymous)
- (don't)
- (frustrating)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
M (feel comfortable)
VH (really)

teaching
students
students
teaching
students
students
students
students

that's really hard

7

belief

- (hard)

VH (really)

teaching,
students

kids don't have the confidence
this is my job and I love it
I'm here to help you
try to encourage them to speak up

7
7
7
7

attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude

- (don't have)
+ (love it)
+ (help)
+ (encourage)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

students
job
students
students

I need that feedback

7

belief

+ (feedback)

M (need)

students,
teaching

we have a CLEAR…they are great
CLEAR is great
my husband did a flipped classroom
He completely converted
I'm doing bits and pieces
I'm not ready to go all the way yet
But I'm doing, incorporating bits and pieces
this summer I do their boot camp
CLEAR is a huge resource
whatever works

8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

attitude
attitude
attitude
belief
attitude
belief
attitude
attitude
belief
attitude

+ (great)
+ (great)
+ (did)
+ (converted)
+ (doing)
- (not ready)
+ (incorporating)
+ (do boot camp)
+ (resource)
+ (works)

n/a
n/a
n/a
VH (completely)
n/a
H (all the way)
n/a
n/a
VH (huge)
n/a

PD
PD
teaching
teaching
teaching
PD
teaching
teaching
PD
teaching

whatever I think will help the kids

9

belief

+ (helps)

M (I think)

teaching,
students
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one of my good friends…has taught and so we'll talk
about…what has worked and what hasn't

9

attitude

+ (talk about)

n/a

students,
teaching

one of my friends…was also a midle school teacher
years ago…so we talk quite a bit about..application of
thing that work and things that don't

9

attitude

+ (talk about)

n/a

students,
teaching

this is where CLEAR is great
I'm not really great at following the literature

10
10

attitude
belief

+ (great)
- (not)

n/a
H (really great)

teaching
teaching

I don't have a subscription to J of Chem Ed or anything
like that

10

attitude

- (don't have)

n/a

teaching

my husband has gone through so much of this….we
communicate a lot

10

belief

+ (communicate)

H (a lot)

teaching

[a lecturer] in our department…we work really closely
together…she's also really supportive

10

belief

+ (work together)

VH (really)

[a lecturer] ...she's also really supportive

10

belief

+ (supportive)

VH (really)

a tenure track chem ed position….is a possibility

11

attitude

+ (possibility)

n/a

teacher
influence
teacher
influence
position

I'm really into the informal science education in
science museums and stuff like that

11

belief

+ (into)

VH (really)

informal ed

also trying to track some of these practices that make
undergraduate education more improved

11

belief

+ (trying to)

M (more improved)

students, DE

having a tenure track chem ed position open up in 5 to
10 years

11

attitude

* (open up)

n/a

teaching

I'm really into education

11

belief

+ (into)

VH (really)

teaching

you're required to get so much funding….to get
tenure, whereas with chem ed, the standards frankly,
are lower in terms of fudning

1112

attitude

- (lower standards)

n/a

tenure

I think a lot of it is support for teaching

13

belief

+ (support)

H (a lot)

teaching

it's kind of nerve-racking to stand up in front of 150 or
300 people

14

belief

- (nerve-racking)

L (kind of)

teacher
preparation

I think I was nervous for a really long time just being in
front

14

belief

- (nervous)

VH (really long time)

teacher
preparation

kind of the old guard looks at it as, only the best are
gonna survive

14

belief

- (survive)

H (only the best)

influence
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I'm really comfortable making mistakes

14

belief

+ (comfortable)

professor
personality

VH (really)

Anna 2
pg
#
2

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

attitude

+ (guide)

n/a

teaching

my role is....breaking down the complex materials for
them to digest and then guide them through some of the
problem solving

2

attitude

* (breaking down,
guide)

n/a

teaching

I think a positive environment is really important

2

belief

+ (positive,
important)

VH (really)

classroom
climate; professor
personality

I did a[n] education workshop this summer

2

attitude

* (did)

n/a

teacher training

there are reports coming out citing...performance of
students...[is better] if you have a positive environment

2

attitude

+ (better
performance)

n/a

DE - educational
research

I think anyway having a positive classroom environment
is really important

3

belief

+ (positive,
important)

VH (really)

classroom
climate; professor
personality

humanities...you can learn some definitions and reaons
your way through

4

attitude

* (learn, reason)

n/a

hard sci v other
disciplines

in some of the physical sciences...there is a right or
wrong answer here

4

attitude

* (right or wrong)

n/a

hard sci v other
disciplines
more experience
= better teacher
institutional view
of teaching;
tenure

Clause
I see myself as more of a guide than...sage on the stage

experience teaching a long time...10 years

5

belief

+ (experience)

H (long
time)

since I'm only a lecturer

5

attitude

- (only)

n/a

notes

positive attitude
toward improving
teaching

negative attitude
toward training and
reliance on experience
to provide knowledge
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not responding positively [to another professor about
teaching] who's tenure track

5

attitude

- (not positively)

n/a

institutional view
of teaching;
tenure

[another professor in the department] submitted his
tenure packet [recently] and it did not go well...so he's
resubmitting and a big part of it goes down to the
teaching vs research issue

6

attitude

- (did not go well;
teaching vs research)

n/a

institutional view
of teaching;
tenure

[he said] I'm a researcher, this is what the research has
shown, it's better for the students

6

attitude

* (research shows)

n/a

DE - educational
research

I think I get strong reviews because I care about the kids

10

belief

+ (strong reviews,
care)

M (think)

professor
personality

it takes someone really with it....really intelligent, really
well rounded to be a professor

10

belief

+ (with it, intelligent,
well rounded)

VH (really)

professor
personality

they cared about teaching and they were great

10

attitude

+ (cared, great)

n/a

teaching

teaching it was so valued there, even at the
undergraduate level....the top places I think are like that

10

belief

+ (valued)

M (think)

influence

we have the administration saying...we need to be a
research 1.....that...is the cause of this shift away from
valuing teaching at all

11

attitude

- (away from valuing)

n/a

research vs
teaching;
institutional view
of teaching

in high school one of my teachers had mentioned that
her mother had earned a perfect score on the SAT...I
asked her...what did she do? My teacher told me she
became a teacher...and I said....why?

11

attitude

* (why)

n/a

perceptions of
teachers

I think society views teachers as people who maybe
aren't good enough to do other things or something like
that?

11

belief

- (not good enough)

M (think)

perceptions of
teachers

different professor in
department

impressed on her by a
graduate school
professor
part of what makes a
top institution a top
institution
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David - Bio, interview 1
Clause

pg #

Code

Evaluation

Strength

had an opportunity to teach undergraduate labs
and…just really enjoyed it

1

belief

+ (enjoyed)

VH (really)

the teaching I've always really enjoyed
we're the ones who are really focused on education

1
2

belief
belief

+ (enjoyed)
+ (focused)

VH (really)
VH (really)

object
teacher
preparation,
teaching
teaching
position

it's just really hard for me to get any work done
when I'm actually in my office

3

belief

- (hard)

VH (really)

time

I'd prefer to have lot more time to invest in teaching
because I do enjoy investing a lot of time
I feel a strong burden for my stuednts
to invest time in teaching

4
4
4
4

belief
attitude
belief
attitude

+ (prefer to)
+ (enjoy)
- (burden)
+ (invest time)

H (a lot)
n/a
H (strong)
n/a

time, teaching
teaching
teaching
teaching

I don't have to put that much effort into my
teaching, I just want to

4

belief

- (don't have to)

L (that much)

time, teaching

one thing that I learned very early on with teaching
my job is to help them learn this material

6
7

attitude
attitude

+ (learned)
+ (help them)

n/a
n/a

teaching
teaching, students

I don't find classroom management to be a
challenge

7

attitude

+ (not a
challenge)

n/a

teaching

it seems like they're enjoying that interaction a lot
more?

7

belief

+ (enjoying)

H (a lot)

teaching, students

using [clickers]…you start coming up with more
engaging questions to ask students

8

belief

+ (engaging)

M (more)

teaching

this is sort of the goal right? That they start thinking
more like what it means to think like a scientist

8

attitude

+ (thinking like a
scientist)

n/a

students, learning

those initial successes have really encouraged me to
take it further

8

belief

+ (successes,
encouraged)

VH (really)

PD

CLEAR…they're really good for helping with some of
these kinds of things

8

belief

+ (good, helping)

VH (really)

PD

I just don't feel like I have quite enough time with
them

9

belief

- (don't feel)

M (quite
enough)

students, time

I just feel like we need to have more time together
in my classroom

10

belief

- (need more)

M (more time)

students, time
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I'm very skeptical of online

10

belief

- (skeptical)

VH (very)

education
technology

I think it can be a very effective way to learn

10

belief

+ (can be
effective)

VH (very)

education
technology

so much that goes into things that they're not
developing when they do online

10

belief

- (not
developing)

H (so much)

education
technology

blended is actually kinda nice because I still see
them once a week

10

belief

+ (nice)

VL (kinda)

teaching modalities

not only do I wanna keep a lot of this online
components…I'm investing in that in all of my
courses

10

attitude

+ (investing)

n/a

teaching modalities

I really do think they learn a lot more by interacting
within

10

belief

+ (learn more)

H (a lot)

learning

lecture format they're just not going to retain it
I've been a believer of this for a long time

11
11

attitude
belief

- (not going to)
+ (believer)

n/a
H (long time)

I wouldn't say the university really supports
instructional development in any way

11

belief

- (wouldn't)

L (really
supports)

I love teaching, I'm really interested

12

belief

+ (interested)

VH (really)

learning
pedagogy
institutional
support for
teaching
teaching

I can either spend my time on research and get
tenure, or I can help you with your retention and do
a phenomenal job and be looking for a job
elsewhere

12

attitude

- (either/or;
looking for a job)

n/a

tenure

I felt the same thing….I've got 220 students in a
class…there's not time for that

12

attitude

- (no time)

n/a

student
engagement; time

do have this sort of disconnect…people on campus
have these really good ideas but institutaionally it’s
not supported

12

attitude

- (disconnect; not
supported)

n/a

institutional
support for
teaching

the research…is what's rewarded

12

attitude

- (research v
teaching)

n/a

rewards

bringing in grant money is what's rewarded

13

attitude

+ (rewarded)

n/a

rewards

paraphrasing a tenured
professor responding to
a university meeting
regarding teaching and
retention
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you can be a horrible…instructor and you will get
your tenure

13

attitude

- (horrible)

n/a

but if you're bringing in grant money you're gonna
get tenure

13

attitude

+ (get tenure)

n/a

just very poor resources to actually help instructors

18

belief

- (poor
resources)

VH (very)

I just wanna teach
I do think there needs to be better like training
I do think UNT does a good job with center for…

18
18
18

attitude
belief
belief

+ (want to)
+ (do think)
+ (do think)

n/a
M (better)
L (good)

I think that the help is there if you want it

18

belief

+ (help)

VL (if you want
it)

PD

do professors really have an incentive…to go to a
CLEAR seminar?

18

attitude

- (lack of
incentive)

n/a

rewards

at the end of the day, do they reward you for having
taken advantage of those resources?

18

attitude

- (no reward)

n/a

rewards

I've worked on some of those kinds of projects to
produce some these online materials

19

attitude

*

n/a

teaching online

I went to seminar on flipping the classroom

20

attitude

+ (went to)

n/a

PD

I wasn't 100% sold on what they were talking about
(CLEAR)

20

attitude

- (not sold)

n/a

PD

you have to have the time and ability to go there

20

attitude

- (no time,
resources)

n/a

PD - off campus

if UNT's not gonna pay for me to go and I'm not
gonna get any sort of reward

20

attitude

- (not)

n/a

PD, incentive

really glad I was able to go because it was really fun

20

belief

+ (glad, fun)

VH (really)

PD

I'm a member of the national science teachers
association

20

attitude

+ (member of)

n/a

DE

I did got to a national sciene teachers association
conference

21

attitude

+ (went to)

n/a

DE

my dept said you need to go to a teaching
conference

21

attitude

+ (go to)

n/a

DE

I was like great! So I went to one in Philadelphia

21

attitude

+ (went, great)

n/a

DE

research v
teaching; tenure
research v
teaching; tenure
institutional
support for
teaching
teaching
PD
PD
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after that the funding just dried up

21

attitude

- (dried up)

n/a

institutional
support for DE

absolutely [worthwhile]
I really do enjoy my job
teaching is where I get energized
I really enjoy preparing my classes
I love working with the students

21
22
22
22
22

belief
belief
attitude
belief
attitude

+ (worthwhile)
+ (enjoy)
+ (energized)
+ (enjoy)
+ (love)

VH (absolutely)
VH (really do)
n/a
VH (really)
n/a

DE
teaching
teaching
teaching
students

I love going in to the classroom and working with the
students

22

attitude

+ (love)

n/a

students

interested in teaching a new course
they're so fun to work with though

23
27

attitude
belief

+ (interested in)
+ (fun)

n/a
M (so fun)

teaching
students

inquiry-based learning is now the big thing and I'm a
believer in it

28

attitude

+ (believer)

n/a

pedagogy and
teaching

even if you're just doing a traditional lecture it
makes such a big difference to start with a question

28

belief

+ (difference)

M (big)

pedagogy and
teaching

I really love teaching

28

belief

VH (really)

teaching

my biggest frustration is that I just feel like I keep
being pulled away from that

28

belief

+ (love)
- (frustration,
pulled away
from)

M (biggest)

time

David 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

I just missed the teaching...I realized I really enjoyed
teaching

3

belief

+ (enjoyed)

VH (really)

teaching

I don't think somebody needs credentials to be a good
teacher

3

attitude

* (don't think)

n/a

teaching
credentials

I would like to see some sort of experience, more than
anything

3

attitude

* (experience)

n/a

teaching
credentials

I would look more for people that actually have hands
on experience doing the practices as opposed to just
giving me the theory of the practices

4

attitude

* (hands on
experience)

n/a

DE - teaching
credentials

notes
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[a scientist] can be brilliant...without the credential
they can be asbolutely brilliant

4

belief

+ (brilliant)

VH
(absolutely)

scientist
credentials

generally speaking, being able to teach has nothing to
do with getting a PhD for anyone outside of education

5

attitude

* (nothing to do with)

n/a

credentials

I think research does inform education, it does help
education

5

belief

+ (inform, help)

M (think)

research v
teaching

at the end of the day, you get tenure for doing
resarch, not for being a good instructor...even in the
field of education

5

attitude

+ (get tenure)

n/a

tenure

I've found a surprising lack of [demonstration]

7

belief

- (lack of)

M (surprising)

teacher training

you're trying to teach us how to use this...online
educational tool and you're not using any of the
advantages of online education....do it, don't just
theorize about it

7

attitude

- (don't just theorize)

n/a

teacher training

a lot of good workshops available ....hard to find the
time to do them

7

attitude

- (hard to find time)

n/a

teacher training

[teaching workshops are] hard to justify it when it's
not something that is really very rewarded

7-8

attitude

- (hard to justify, not
rewarded)

n/a

teacher training

most valuable thing to me is just seeing examples of
what people do with it because it gives you an idea of
what can be done

8

belief

+ (valuable; idea)

VH (most)

teacher training

I don't like [assessment]
CLEAR...made me more aware of my assessment

9
9

attitude
attitude

- (don't like)
+ (more aware)

n/a
n/a

assessments
assessments

[checking student learning objectives is] valuable and
it's important and it's essential

9

attitude

+ (valuable, important)

n/a

assessments

[aligning questions and checking learning objectives is]
such and administrative challenge

9

attitude

- (challenge)

n/a

assessments

[learning outcome alignment] actually stifles
innovation

9

attitude

- (stifles)

n/a

assessments

I'm doing a lot more in class assessments

9

attitude

+ (more)

n/a

assessments
(formative)

different professor
in department

part of what makes
a top institution a
top institution
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how well it's translated into exam performance,
anecdotally I think it's been beneficial

9

belief

+ (beneficial)

M (think)

assessments

I think there are faculty who really are good
instructors and they really put their time into teaching
and really do wanna be good instructors

13

belief

+ (good, want to be
good)

VH (really)

teaching

I think we lose of a lot of [good instructors] because
they don't get tenure

13

belief

- (lose)

M (think)

tenure

instead of research being held in incredibly high
esteem and teaching beling kinda looked down on

13

belief

- (high esteem vs
looked down on)

L (kinda)

research v
teaching

To make it through your PhD program ...you don't
have to teach well

14

attitude

- (don't have to)

n/a

teacher training

[research and teaching] aren't entirely separate things
but fundamentally one is rewarded and one isnt' and
that's true in graduate school as well

14

attitude

- (one rewarded, one
not)

n/a

research v
teaching

I definitely agree with [officially recognizing teaching
as a tenure track position]

15

attitude

+ (agree with)

n/a

tenure; research v
teaching

response to tenure
pressures

Paul - Bio, interview 1
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

I want them to really get the grip of the undergrad
program

2

attitude

+ (want them to)

n/a

students, learning

initially...maybe we should give them little bit of
spoonfeeding

2

attitude

- (spoonfeeding)

n/a

teaching

If you master all these 2500 [questions] it means you
mastered biology

3

attitude

+ (mastered)

n/a

students, learning

students were memorizing without
understanding...that is not good

3

attitude

- (not good)

n/a

students, learning

I like to teach youngsters

3

attitude

+ (like to)

n/a

teaching

I came to a teaching profession because I love to do
that

3

attitude

+ (love )

n/a

teaching

So I love to do teaching

3

attitude

+ (love)

n/a

teaching

notes
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the primary goal of a university or a college is
teaching

4

attitude

*

n/a

goal of university

what research does is sharpen the teaching

4

attitude

+ (sharpen)

n/a

teaching, research

I think we need to do research so that we can be up
to date with the students

4

belief

+ (up to date)

M (need to)

teaching, research

7
7
7

attitude
attitude
belief

+ (like)
- (don't like)
- (not)

n/a
n/a
M (good)

teaching
teaching
pedagogy

7

belief

+ (better)

H (much)

education system

8

attitude

+ (want to)

n/a

teacher influence

doesn't matter what teaching I wanted to just teach
students

8

belief

+ (wanted to)

VH (doesn't
matter what)

teacher influence

I would think that it's[teaching] the most respected
profession in the world

8

belief

+ (respected)

VH (most)

teaching
profession

I feel that teaching profession is the best one
therefore I wanted to do this in my life

8

belief

+ (wanted to)

VH (best one)

teaching
profession

H (easily)

misconceptions
about teaching;
teaching
profession

n/a

misconceptions
about teaching;
teaching
profession

truly speaking I like to give a chalk talk
we use powerpoint slides. I don't like to do it
That is not a good strategy to me
if you were to do about 10 months or 11
months....you can...educate the children much
better
from my high school I decided that I want to be in
the teaching profession

what I thought is, when I learn something I can teach
others easily, right?

all I have to do is learn one time and keep on
teaching

9

9

belief

+ (can)

attitude

* (all I have to do
)

It is a constant learning and therefore you are a
student forever, which I didn't anticipate

9

belief

- (didn't)

VH (forever)

misconceptions
about teaching;
profession of
teaching

the research come teaching profession is very highly
hard working

9

belief

- (hard working)

VH (very)

teaching
profession
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very less paid job compared to the hard work that
you put in

9

belief

- (less paid; hard
work)

VH (very)

teaching
profession

for..topmost students...our teaching didn't matter
if a student goes wrong I take it to heart
if student fails it is the professor's fail
you can train anybody if time is given

10
10
10
10

attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude

- (didn't matter)
- (wrong)
- (fails)
+ (can train)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

teaching, students
students, learning
students, learning
teaching, time

unless either there is a motivation...they aren't going
to work

11

attitude

- (aren't)

n/a

students

You cannot just penalize them

11

attitude

- (cannot,
penalize)

n/a

students

how do you learn? Some portion is memory, there
is no choice

11

belief

- (no choice)

L (some)

learning

they don't work hard

12

belief

- (don't)

M (work hard)

students

we need to change the attitude of the students

12

attitude

- (need to
change)

n/a

students

I am able to teach [principles of biology] because I
love to teach

13

belief

+ (able to)

VH (love to)

teaching

Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

education is just increasing of the knowledge which
you don't have to begin with

1

attitude

* (increasing, don't
have)

n/a

DE

when [the professors who influenced me] teach
there will be pindrop silence

3

attitude

* (slience)

n/a

influence

when I teach something to my classroom there wil be
a pindrop silence

3

attitude

+ (silence)

n/a

influence

I don't know whether I could comment [on what
credentials someone teaching about education
should have] because I never took any formal courses
for education

3

attitude

- (don't know)

n/a

teacher training

Paul 2
notes
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I'm not really a good person to comment on it

3

belief

- (not a good
person)

M (really)

teacher training

I had some deficiences [in teaching]

4

belief

- (deficiences)

L (some)

teaching

the student may perceive....I am missing...effective
communication

4

attitude

- (missing)

n/a

teaching,
communication

still a chalk talk is a better communication method

4

belief

*
(communication)

H (better)

teaching,
communication

[chalk talk] is ideal for communicating to the
students

4

belief

* (communicating)

VH (ideal)

teaching,
communication

I would like to incorporate some essay type questions
I don't know how exactly to implement that
50% research and 50% teaching would be ideal

5
5
5

attitude
attitude
attitude

+ (would like to)
- (don't know)
+ (ideal)

n/a
n/a
n/a

assessment
assessment
tenure

research has to be an integral part of it and not all
purely teaching no

7

belief

+ (integral part)

H (has to
be)

research v teaching

my success...what I do research work must enter the
textbook so the next generations will read

Leonard - Phy, interview 1
Clause
I have read some of the literature
what is best practice
what people think works and doesn’t work

8

attitude

+ (success)

n/a

research v teaching

views success solely in terms
of research rather than of
influencing
students/teaching

pg #
2
2
2

Code
attitude
attitude
attitude

Evaluation
+ (have read)
+ (best practice)
*

Strength
n/a
n/a
n/a

object
DE
DE
DE

I don't have to spend all that time preparing for
lecture

3

belief

+ (don't have to)

H (all that time)

time

I may spend 1 to 2 hours typically preapring for a
lecture

3

attitude

* (preparing)

n/a

teaching

we grade the tests by hand

3

attitude

+ (grade by hand)

n/a

assessments

we give the homework online…we've chosen one
that has tutorial components

3

attitude

+ (tutorial
components)

n/a

teaching
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feedback for the students
help them in they're getting stuck
we ask them to write out some of the problems

3
3
4

attitude
attitude
attitude

+ (feedback)
+ (help them)
+ (write out)

n/a
n/a
n/a

students
students
students, learning

I'd rather spend more time with the teaching and
the research

4

attitude

+ (more time)

n/a

teaching, research

I enjoy the teaching very much

4

belief

+ (enjoy)

VH (very)

teaching

probably like to sepnd a little bit more time
developing or improving on some of the things that
I do

4

belief

- (more time)

L (probably, a
little bit)

time

there are definitely better ways to reach students

5

belief

+ (better)

H (definitely)

teaching, students

I would like to be able to spend a little more time
with that

5

attitude

- (would like more
time)

n/a

time

I like being around students
the biggest issues is getting the students to learn
getting them to master the material
maybe not resent the material
we want people to..develop a framework
a way of looking at the world

5
6
6
6
7
7

attitude
belief
attitude
atitude
attitude
attitude

+ (like being around)
- (issue)
- (getting them to)
- (resent)
+ (want)
*

n/a
VH (biggest)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

students
students, learning
students, learning
students, content
learning
learning

motivating and convincing students that…what they
should be doing andwhat's important in terms of
succeeding in class

7

attitude

+ (succeeding)

n/a

students, learning

learning the material…and I don't have really have a
good answer for it

7

attitude

- (don't have)

n/a

students, learning

I try to exhibit my enthusiasm
I try to put a positive spin on things
motivate them to want to learn

7
7
7

attitude
attitude
attitude

+ (enthusiasm)
+ (positive spin)
+ (motivate)

n/a
n/a
n/a

teaching
teaching
students, learning

it's a lot more entertaining and engaging to see
something going on….

7

belief

+ (entertaining,
engaging)

H (a lot)

pedagogy/DE

sometimes it's still better to…have…an in-class
demonstration than…even a nice video

7

belief

+ (still better)

M (sometimes)

pedagogy/DE

at the introductory level I don't teach the labs
myself

7

attitude

- (don't teach..myself)

n/a

teaching
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a little bit of burden lifted in terms of…practicing
with the students

8

belief

+ (burden lifted)

L (a little bit)

teaching, time

I have enjoyed doing that [using clickers]

8

attitude

+ (enjoyed)

n/a

teaching,
technology

I like doing that [using clickers]

8

attitude

+ (like)

n/a

teaching,
technology

it's better than just calling out the question to the
class

8

belief

* (just calling out)

M (better than)

teaching,
technology

this introductory physics sequence…we don't really
do justice to

8-9

belief

- (don't)

VH (really)

teaching, time

because we just don't have time

9

belief

- (don't have)

L (just)

time

it has slowed the pace and I'm no longer just the
talking head racing across the board at the front of
the lecture room

9

belief

- (talking head; racing)

L (just)

teaching

I think that's the biggest problem with physics…the
way the course is structured

10

belief

- (problem)

VH (biggest)

time

we feel like, I mean the students feel like we rush
through the material

10

belief

* (feel like)

H (rush through)

time

I like to use the blackboard to work out problems

12

attitude

+ (like)

n/a

pedagogy

a lot of resources if I wanted to put the course
online

12

belief

+ (resources)

H (a lot)

PD, educational
technology

seminars that are offered regularly on pedagogy
and managing classrooms, presenting material,
developing assessments and things like that

12

attitude

+ (aware of DE)

n/a

PD

I haven't taken advantage of all of them
but the material is there

12
12

attitude
attitude

- (haven't)
* (is there)

n/a
n/a

PD
PD

[I do read some] pedagogic materials related to
what I'm teaching

14

attitude

+ (read)

n/a

DE

I have a little bit of literature about pedagogy

14

attitude

+ (have a little bit)

n/a

DE

[the teaching training certificate] I think probably
looks great on a resume

17

belief

+ (looks great)

L (probably)

teacher
preparation
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was impressed in talking to a couple of our students
who took advantage of that

17

attitude

+ (impressed)

n/a

teacher
preparation

we have been moving in the direction of preparing
them better [to teach]

18

attitude

+ (preparing better)

n/a

teacher
preparation

I think it has better prepared them for…getting in
front of the students

18

belief

+ (better prepared)

L (I think)

teacher
preparation

something like that would be nice…coming into a
teaching position

19

attitude

+ (nice)

n/a

[TAs have leeway when preparing lectures]

19

attitude

+ (yes)

n/a

she's had some teaching experience before so I
don't think it's an issue

20

belief

+ (experience)

L (don't think)

students have to practice applying the material

20

belief

+ (practice)

M (have to)

in an ideal world you would sit down with the
student one on one

20

attitude

* (ideal world)

n/a

students, learning

you have to have conceptual understanding to be
able to do the other stuff

22

belief

+ (have conceptual
understanding)

H (have to)

students, learning

teacher
preparation
teacher
preparation
teacher
preparation
teaching
philosophy

Leonard 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

notes

most interested in hearing from people who have
experience in physics education research

4

belief

+ (interested)

VH (most)

DE

specifically - DE
focused on physics

I would be very interested in...learning from peopel...at
least trainied in that area

4

belief

+ (interested)

VH (very)

DE

specifically - DE
focused on physics

and even better if they had sort of a personal
experience...in developing new methods or techniques
that they could relate

4

attitude

+ (even better)

n/a

DE

physics ed research

a specialty in physics education would be what I would
be most interested in seeing

4

4

+ (interested)

VH (most)

DE

specifically - DE
focused on physics
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somebody who didn't know the subject at all ...I dunno if
I could them quite as much credence as somebody who
did have some knowledge of the content of physics

5

attitude

* (credence)

n/a

science content
knowledge v
education content
knowledge

I have not really taken advantage of any of those [faculty
development workshops, etc/]

5

attitude

- (not taken
advantage)

n/a

teaching

if our department were to hire somebody who was...a
physics education specialist

6

attitude

* (were to hire)

n/a

DE
indirect attitude:
recognition that there
are educational
specialists and they
have value

an embedded educational expert so to speak

6

attitude

+ (expert)

n/a

DE

I think they both [formative and summative
assessments] have value

7

attitude

+ (value)

n/a

assessments

I think it would be important to have probably a little bit
more mentorship for...junior faculty...to mentor them
more closely on their teaching

7

belief

+ (mentorship)

H
(important)

teacher
preparation

I think...probably most people..think...one of [faculty's]
primary purposes is to educate

8

belief

* (most people think)

L (probably)

role of professors
in higher education

it might be nice to have [an apprenticeship ]in terms of
teaching

9

belief

+ (nice)

L (might be)

teacher
preparation

attitude

+ (wanted results)

n/a

DE

[asked for copy of results]

Joe- Bio interview 1
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

notes

you'd have to teach a couple classes

9

attitude

- (have to)

n/a

teaching

in response to perceptions of
being a professor at an R1
university
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it didn't really matter how well you taught [the classes]

9

belief

- (didn't
matter)

M (really)

teaching

same as above

you just had to teach them but it was all about bringing
in money

9

belief

- (had to)

L (just)

teaching

same as above

sorta lost their status...in their field

10

belief

- (lost)

L (sorta)

teaching v
research

professor at liberal arts
college

keeping it interesting and having them learning...are sort
of in tension with each other

11

belief

- (tension)

L (sorta)

teaching v
learning

sort of feel like teaching's being an entertainer
I know it's boring fort he students

11
11

belief
attitude

L (sort of)
n/a

teaching
content

if they don't retain any of it it doesn't matter if I've
covered it

11

attitude

n/a

teaching, learning

I've been able to change my lectures such that I'm more
enthusiastic about it

12

attitude

* (feel)
- (boring)
- (don't retain,
doesn't
matter)
+
(enthusiastic)

n/a

teaching

the university has a lot of support for teaching

12

belief

+ (support)

H (a lot)

professional
develoment

me just standing up there lecturaing having a slide...I
find that really boring

13

attitude

- (boring)

n/a

teaching

it's just telling me what they need for the test and to
memorize

13

belief

- (telling,
memorize)

L (just)

teaching, learning

I try to weave a story together in my lecture

14

attitude

+ (try to)

n/a

teaching

I'm trying to make my lectures be much more about
making connections

14

attitude

+ (trying to)

n/a

teaching

[resources] exist and I don't use them
I'm sure they would be helpful

15
16

attitude
belief

- (don't use)
+ (helpful)

n/a
M (sure)

oustide resources
oustide resources

I have to dumb down the information that I know really
really well

16

attitude

- (dumb down)

n/a

teaching

it's been a good thing [not having exposure to education
classes]

17

attitude

+ (good)

n/a

DE

the edcuation things that I've gone to

17

attitude

+ (have gone)

DE

how people learn, that's somewaht of interest

17

belief

+ (interest)

n/a
VL
(somewhat)

DE
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I just don't think it would have changed how I do things

17

belief

- (don't)

VL (just)

DE

our science education program...they don't know the
biology

17

attitude

- (don't)

n/a

DE versus content

what's been more important for me is to know biology

17

belief

+ (important)

M (more)

science content

spending more time on education means that I'm
spending less time on keeping up with new research

17

attitude

- (more means
less)

n/a

DE

the few times that I do interact with education folks, or
reading on education...that's my professional
development

21

belief

+ (do interact)

VL (few)

DE, PD

I do now get....an education RSS that's talking about
trends

21

attitude

+ (do get)

n/a

DE

I do...every once in awhile read an article you know the
chronicle of higher education once in a while

21

belief

+ (do)

VL (once in
awhile)

DE

Joe 2
Clause
you'd share your results with participants

pg #
1

Code
attitude

Evaluation
+ (share results)

Strength
n/a

object
DE

I try to teach to the top to the middle and to the
bottom

4

attitude

+ (try)

n/a

teaching

our science education curriculum has...very little
room for actual science

5

attitude

- (little room;
actual science)

n/a

DE; science content
knowledge v education
content knowledge

[science ed students] aren't very knowledgeable
about biology

5

attitude

- (aren't
knowledgeable)

n/a

science content
knowledge v education
content knowledge

So I don't think [science ed students] can be very
effective [biology] teachers

5

belief

- (don't think0

H (very)

DE; science content
knowledge v education
content knowledge

if it's someone [delivering PD] who's from the
sciences I'm much more interested...if they've
actually had a career in science

5

belief

+ (more
interested)

H (much)

PD; science content
knowledge v education
content knowledge

notes
going against advice to
teach to the middle
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if they're coming to talk about teaching, they've
obviously been very successful in teaching

5

belief

+ (been
successful)

H (obviously,
very)

experience vs education
content knowledge

I have been impressed by some talks on teaching

5

attitude

+ (impressed)

n/a

teaching

if the [education speakers] don't have the
research background...I can't relate as well

5

attitude

+ (can't relate)

n/a

experience vs education
content knowledge

the head of our science education is....a
creationist and doesn't believe in climate change
and is vocal about it

6

attitude

- (doesn't)

n/a

DE

two very strong science education professors
who are very good

6

belief

+ (strong, good)

H (very)

role of professors in
higher education

I've mainly gone to [the teaching showcase]
when I was gonna be a presenter

7

attitude

* (mainly)

n/a

PD

I had known of clickers...but because of [the
Harvard physicist's] presentation...I use clickers

7

attitude

* (use clickers)

n/a

PD

influenced by a scientist
turned educator, not a
formally trained educator

assessment has become this kind of...it's being
shoved down our throat

8

attitude

- (shoved
down)

n/a

assessment

specifically top down
requirements

I have the [exam] data I could asses but...it's a
low priority

9

attitude

- (low priority)

n/a

assessment

there's 3 or 4 [faculty in the department]
that...think that we can't even assess, no matter
what we do

9

belief

- (can't assess)

VH (no matter
what)

assessment

when we look at our assessment data it's not
really logical

9

attitude

- (not logical)

n/a

assessment

we generally know that an analysis question is, a
konwledge question is

10

attitude

+ (know)

n/a

assessment

we're not taking [assessment] seriously

10

attitude

- (not seriously)

n/a

assessment

We're taking our education of our students in our
department extremely seriously

1011

belief

+ (seriously)

VH (extremely)

teaching, students

only impressed by those
with a research
background
speaking about SCIENCE
research
bad experience with DE
because of high profile
person in DE

not including himself in
this statement

referenced Bloom's
taxonomy
(uncomfortably?)
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we're not taking the top down requirement of
docuementing assessement all that seriously

11

attitude

- (not taking
seriously)

n/a

assessment

I would have worked on my teaching a lot more
my first 6 years

11

belief

+ (worked on)

H (a lot)

teaching

I would have done something in the area of
teaching that I could have published

12

attitude

* (published)

n/a

research in teaching

So if I haven't published a research paper, I'm
more apt to talk about including undergraduates
in researech in my resaerch portion

12

attitude

* (published)

n/a

research in teaching

I would have collected teaching data

12

attitude

*(would have)

n/a

research in teaching

I would have...thought about how I could put
[teaching data[ together to go to a...teaching
conference and present and publish in a[n]
educational peer reviewed journal

13

attitude

+ (thought
about)

n/a

research in teaching; DE

13

attitude

* (would have)

n/a

research in teaching; DE

14

attitude

- (don't need
to)

n/a

DE; tenure

the faculty center of teaching and learning...was
born of those initial [university-wide scholarship
of teaching] discussions

14

attitude

* (born of)

n/a

center for teaching and
learning; scholarship of
teaching

I think [SoTL discussion] was positive for the
campus

14

belief

+ (positive)

M (think)

scholarship of teaching;
teaching profession

Within my department [the SoTL discussion] had
zero effect

14

belief

* (effect)

H (zero)

scholarship of teaching;
teaching profession

within my college [the SoTL discussion] had a
little bit of effect

15

belief

* (effect)

VL (little bit)

scholarship of teaching;
teaching profession

I would have done the research of teaching
I don't [list scholarship of teaching and service
items] because I don't need to...in terms of
tenure and promotion within my field and
department

from administration

2ary to science research

lack of recognition at the
university level of DE??
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Edward - Bio interview 1
Clause

pg #

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

teaching the intro course was a lot tougher than
teaching any of the other courses

3

belief

- (tougher)

H (a lot)

teaching

I had to take all those things I took for granted
and somehow figure out why I take them for
granted and communicate that to students

3

attitude

*

n/a

communication,
students

prepping…with all kinds of modification…to try to
improve the success of the students

4

attitude

+ (improve)

n/a

students

I guess somewhere in the back of my mind I
always wanted to teach

4

belief

+ (wanted to)

M (guess; always)

I also sought lots and lots of feedback on how to
do things

4

belief

+ (sought)

VH (lots and lots)

influences

4
4
4

attitude
attitude
attitude

- (wrong)
+ (fix)
*

n/a
n/a
n/a

teaching
teaching
communication

4

belief

+ (collegial)

VH (really)

support

5
5
5
5
6
6
8

attitude
attitude
belief
belief
attitude
belief
attitude

+ (prepared)
- (scared)
+ (prepared)
+ (prepare)
+ (try)
- (don't)
- (wish I could)

n/a
n/a
M (over)
H (over, significantly)
n/a
VH (superb)
n/a

content knowledge
teaching
professor personality
professor personality
teaching

for the newer students…I'm not standing there
with them

8

attitude

- (not)

n/a

lab instruction

[I'm not] doing things or helping them learn

8

attitude

- (not helping)

n/a

lab instruction

the stuff we're doing in the lab is fun

8

attitude

+ (fun)

n/a

research, lab
instruction

I hate…grading

8

attitude

- (hate)

n/a

grading

what am I doing wrong
how can I fix this
how can I convey that
the department I'm in is really collegial in that
way
I was prepared
I was scared
I over prepared everything
I still over prepare significantly
try to be a good teacher
don't have to be superb
I wish I could spend more time in the lab

research, instruction
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it sort of pains me in my heart when students
aren't doing well

8

belief

- (pains)

L (sort of)

professor personality

[failing students] tears me up inside
excitement…looked at as the expert
also significant trepidation
what if they find out I'm this huge fraud?
my feeling that I needed to know everything
I only need to know how to figure things out

8
9
9
10
10
10

attitude
attitude
belief
belief
belief
belief

- (tears me up)
+ (excitement)
- (trepidation)
- (fraud)
* (needed to know)
* (needed to know)

n/a
n/a
VH (significant)
H (huge)
VH (everything)
M (only)

students
teaching
teaching
teaching
professor personality
content knowledge

able to…command and control the room by the
sound of my voice

11

attitude

+ (able to)

n/a

classroom
management

a professor should is somebody who has that sort
of command of voice and personality

11

attitude

+ (has command of)

n/a

classroom
management

it's not just somebody who recapitulates what's in
the textbook

11

attitude

+ (not just)

n/a

teaching

it's somebody who makes it accessible

11

attitude

+ (accessible)

n/a

teaching

distant…this is a person who has both a physical
and a knowledge…PhD barrier to you

11-12

attitude

- (distant, barrier)

n/a

professor personality

someone who is much closer, and accessible, and
approachable

12

belief

+ (closer, accessible,
approachable)

H (much)

professor personality

with the freshmen in particular…needs to be a
formal educational barrier

12

attitude

- (barrier)

n/a

prof/stu r'ship

if you join my lab…that relationship can change

12

attitude

+ (can change)

n/a

prof/stu r'ship

in the classroom…there has to be a tiered
relationship

12

belief

- (tiered)

L (has to)

prof/stu r'ship

in the intro class, it's a much larger step
In the advanced class, it’s a much smaller step
still there has to be a tiere relationship
lends itself to a certain level of formality
allows the student to achieve
and me to give an objective grade

12
12
12
12
12
12

belief
belief
attitude
attitude
attitude
attitude

* (step)
* (step)
- (tiered)
* (formality)
+ (allows, achieve)
+ (objective)

VH (much larger)
VH (much smaller)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

prof/stu r'ship
prof/stu r'ship
prof/stu r'ship
prof/stu r'ship
student
grading

but the lab environment…they're probably
worthless grades

12

attitude

- (worthless)

n/a

grading
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What I really care about [in the lab]
very different type of mentorship [in the lab]

13
13

belief
belief

+ (care)
* (different)

VH (really)
VH (very)

I'm gonna try some sneaky things to get them to
spend more time

15

attitude

+ (try, more time)

n/a

students

my lab has completely shifted focus because it's a
lot more accessible to the students

16

belief

+ (more accessible)

H (a lot)

students

they relate to it much more readily

16

belief

+ (relate to)

VH (much more)

students

students aren't coming as prepared as they used
to

16

attitude

- (aren't prepared)

n/a

student prep

freshmen…are not very well prepared for what
they need to do in college

16

belief

- (not prepared)

VH (very)

my first lecture is study skils

16

attitude

* (study skills)

n/a

student prep

I'm taking sociology 101 where all you have to do

16

attitude

- (all you have to do)

n/a

hard sci v other
disciplines

my expectations are…do you know the
information?

18

attitude

+ (expectations)

n/a

student prep

some of the faculty in other areas of the
university treat it like 13th grade

18

attitude

- (13th grade)

n/a

hard sci v other
disciplines

[students] can't understand that they have to put
in 5 times the amount of work in science that they
are in the intro English

18

belief

- (can't understand)

VH (5 times the amount)

hard sci v other
disciplines

I'd like to …more hands on individual

19

attitude

+ (hands on)

n/a

teaching

my classes have gotten bigger…can't handle it in
terms of grading

19

attitude

- (can't)

n/a

teaching - class size

so I had to automate a lot more

19

attitude

- (automate)

n/a

teaching - class size

there has to be a certain element inside you that
wants ot seek out a better way of doing things

19

belief

+ (wants to)

M (better way)

professor personality

I joined a mid-atlantic microbiology educators
group

19

attitude

+ (joined educators
group)

n/a

PD

get together and we share practices..good ideas
I've learned a lot from them as well

19
19

attitude
belief

+ (share)
+ (learned)

n/a
H (a lot)

teaching
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Edward 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

notes

I think there's something missing about teaching at
the university levelat all

1

belief

- (missing)

M (think)

teaching

university level teachers

I think active mentorship and working on your
teaching as a skill is really important

1

belief

+ (important)

VH (think,
really)

teaching as
profession

we're not relying on science educators to give us all
of the buzz words

1

attitude

* (relying on)

n/a

DE

education is more than just handing over
information to the next generation

3

attitude

+ (more than)

n/a

teaching as
profession

in terms of being educators, we reach deeper into
society, if we're doing things right, than just the
individuals in our classroom

3

attitude

+ (reach deeper
into)

n/a

teaching as
profession

in science ed it's pretty easy to....take common
experience and show that you don't...need a PhD to
walk into a classroom

4

belief

- (easy)

L (pretty)

content knowledge

Don't just throw a bunch of facts up there

4

attitude

- (don't)

n/a

teaching

ideal educators do a lot of mixing of conceptual and
factual and problem solving work

5

attitude

+ (lot of)

n/a

teaching

if all you do is stand up there and recite a litany of
facts, thats....not a win for either side

5

attitude

- (not a win)

n/a

teaching

I think it's also important as an educator to be as
available as possible for students

6

belief

+ (important,
available)

M (think)

professor personality

Be funny without being accusatory or sarcastic or
acerbic

9

attitude

* (funny, without)

n/a

professor personality

Most of us are...re-doing what worked for us, which
doesn't work for every student

10

attitude

- (doesn't work)

n/a

teacher preparation;
teaching

I want somebody who has the professional
credentials in education

11

attitude

+ (want)

n/a

DE

I want somebody who knows what they're talking
about when it comes to education

11

attitude

+ (want)

n/a

DE

science ed faculty
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I think there's some things in education that are
universal, regardless of the discipline

11

belief

* (universal)

M (think)

DE

I think it's up to us who are the scientists who are
trying to teach to take those more universals about
education and apply them specficially to our
discipline

11

belief

* (up to us)

M (think)

DE

I don't think that the credentialed scientist...or
historian...or kinesiologist is necessarily the perosn
who's going to be able to [teach me about
education] as effectively as possible

12

belief

- (don't)

M (think)

DE vs experience

every time I wanted to tweak my class....I would go
to [our emeritus science ed faculty]

12

attitude

* (go to)

n/a

DE

all the stuff about classroom management, and
especially assessment, I always went to the science
ed people

13

attitude

+ (always went)

n/a

DE

14

attitude

* (asked)

n/a

DE

14

attitude

- (never had)

n/a

DE

VH (really)

DE

I actually asked [a student who was a HS biology
teacher] to come and give one of the seminars to
the department on education at the high schoo
level
we had never had any seminar on education
[his presentation] was really informative, it was
really helpful

14

belief

+ (informative,
helpful)

let's get the science ed people talking with us about
how to better educate our students at the
university level

14

attitude

+ (how to better
educate)

n/a

DE

We did get a grant from NASA that sort of
approaches [us getting more formal contact
between high school science teachers and university
science professors]

14

attitude

+ (got a grant)

n/a

DE; vertical alignment

I think there's a significant educational component
to [group work]

18

belief

+ (educational
component)

H (significant)

teaching

I'm going for the McGraw-Hill training

20

attitude

+ (going for training)

n/a

teaching - assessment

as applied to science
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we're gonna do those pre-quizzes for the students
to see what they need to work on and what they
already know

20

attitude

* (to see)

n/a

teaching - assessment

doing the assessment dance every semester....how
cna I tweak it to make it work and do what I want?

21

attitude

* (make it work)

n/a

teaching - assessment

within our department I don't think that [research
and teaching] are necessarily valued unequally

23

belief

- (don't think)

L (necessarily)

tenure

I think we're slaves to the system above us

23

belief

- (slaves)

M (think)

tenure; institutional
policies, procedures

we know in the end it's going to come down to your
research productivity when it hits the provost's desk

23

attitude

- (we know in the
end)

n/a

research v teaching;
tenure

this past fall [our department] had a person who as
not approved for tenure...we were really concerned
about his teaching

23

belief

- (not approved,
concerned)

VH (really)

research v teaching;
tenure

he appealed and....the dean overturned the
decision of the department

23

attitude

- (overturned)

n/a

research v teaching;
tenure

I wouldn't be at a place like University Three if I
didn't value teaching and...education in the
classroom

23

attitude

+ (value)

n/a

teaching as
profession

We get some recognition for [our work on the
education and teaching side]

24

belief

+ (recognition)

L (some)

incentives/rewards

[some of the more formal experiences were more
harmful than helpful]

26

attitude

- (harmful)

n/a

DE vs experience

[education training programs for new faculty] would
be perfect...I think...some kind of seminar series
about it would be really effective

27

belief

+ (perfect; effective)

VH (really)

DE; teacher training

direct mentorship....helps quite a bit

27

belief

+ (helps)

H (quite a bit)

teacher preparation

saying teaching is
important but still
valuing research over
teaching when
colleagues were
concerned

agreement with my
statement summarizing
his experiences with
education situations
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that would be fabulous

27

attitude

+ (fabulous)

n/a

teacher training

It's very easy to get...a high achievingstudent in your
classroom and continue to get them to achieve
highly

29

belief

+ (easy)

H (very)

student
achievement/learning

It's a much harder job to get somebody who's not
doing well to ...get them to the point that they can
succeed

29

belief

+ (harder)

H (much)

student
achievement/learning

That's when I feel successful as a professor. When I
can get students to achieve to their potential.

30

attitude

+ (successful,
achieve)

n/a

student
achievement/learning

attitude

+ (asked for results)

n/a

DE

[requested copy of results]

in response to idea that
science ed team
member would be
regular consultant
before, during, and
after evaluations to
help improve teaching

Emma - Bio interview 1
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

notes
inferred positive attitude toward
teaching - would not have taken
the fellowship if not interested in
teaching

had a unique fellowship...[to] work on
establishing research credentials as well as
teaching credentials

2

attitude

+ (unique)

n/a

teaching

a lot of confidence in the teaching arena

3

belief

+ (confidence)

H (a lot)

teaching

might not have had...just been relying on my TA
experiences

3

attitude

- (might not)

n/a

teacher prep

think...class is over I'll be so productive the rest of
the day. But...I'm emotionally spent

4

attitude

- (emotionally
spent)

n/a

teaching

my top priorities right now have to be research

5

belief

* (priorities)

VH (have to

research,

reflective of TA experience not
being enough to fully prep doc
students for teaching
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be)

tenure

I really try to limit the amount of time I spend on
teaching

5

attitude

- (limit time)

n/a

teaching, time

I try to spend no more than 30% of my time on
teaching

5

attitude

- (no more than)

n/a

teaching

that's [teaching] not rewarded

5

attitude

- (not)

n/a

tenure

being excellent is not going to get you tenure if
you have deficiencies in the research

5

attitude

- (not going to)

n/a

tenure

I'm full of all sorts of ideas and thing I would like
to do to improve my class

5

attitude

+ (would like;
improve)

n/a

teaching

I'm not gonna implement any of those until after
my tenure decision has been made

5

attitude

- (not gonna)

n/a

tenure

didn't have any real concerns about that
[teaching]

6

attitude

+ (didn't have
concerns)

n/a

teaching

the teaching I feel that's going fine

8

attitude

+ (going fine)

n/a

teaching

I'm really just a talking head to these people

8

belief

- (talking head)

L (just a)

teaching,
students

I'm sure I miss tons of cheating in my giant classes
I would love to give non multiple choice tests

10
10

belief
attitude

- (cheating)
+ (love to)

H (miss tons)
n/a

students
assessments

first started teaching it was actually a mistake [4
graded homeworks]

10

attitude

- (mistake)

n/a

assessments
(homework)

my one attempt at active learning...in class
activities

10

attitude

+ (active
learning)

n/a

pedagogy

one professor can...be a talking head....

10

attitude

- (talking head)

n/a

teaching

but the minute you move beyond that you really
need help in creating a more active learning
environment

10

beilef

- (need help)

VH (really)

teaching,
pedagogy

I do feel strongly about undergraduate education

12

belief

+ (do feel)

H (strongly)

while we do a good job....can always do better

12

belief

+ (good job,
better)

VH (always)

[CLEAR] did offer a really interesting 3 session
seminarseries which I took

12

attitude

+ (interesting)

n/a

inferred positive attitude toward
different pedagogies

student
learning
student
learning
professional
development
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I did try..[to] take advantage of lectures and
workshops that are presented

13

attitude

+ (try)

n/a

professional
development

these things are NOT well attended

13

attitude

- (not well
attended)

n/a

professional
development

I figure...an hour out of my day to pick up some
tip that maybe makes thing easier is probably
worth my time

13

belief

+ (worth my
time)

L (probably)

professional
development

if...90% of the class missed [the question]...I did
not explain that well

14

belief

- (did not
explain)

M (well)

teaching

trying to establish a daily writing practice and
priortizing your research over your teaching

15

attitude

+ (prioritizing)

n/a

teaching v
research

teaching is an immediate demand

15

attitude

- (immediate
demand)

n/a

teaching v
research

It's like you have to get up and perform

15

attitude

- (perform)

n/a

teaching

very easy to spend relatively too much time on
teaching

15

belief

- (too much
time)

L (relatively)

teaching v
research

career grants are very specific type of NSF
grant....one [goal] is teaching related

21

attitude

+ (teaching
related)

n/a

teaching

I've proposed remodeling our cell laboratory to
make it more investigative as opposed to
cookbook

21

attitude

+ (more
investigative)

n/a

pedgaogy

I'm really....excited

21

belief

+ (excited)

VH (really)

research grant

using research grants related to
teaching = inferred + attitude
toward teaching

Emma 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

I want a professor...[that] is personable and
interested in the students

1

attitude

+ (personable,
interested)

n/a

professor personality

understanding there's lots of ways to teach and
some of them are more effective than others

1

attitude

+ (understanding,
effective)

n/a

teaching styles

notes
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I would prefer...a professor who uses the more
effective techniques

1

attitude

+ (prefer; effective)

n/a

teaching styles

sometimes the easiest way to make [the
students] like you is to make things easy, but
it's not good for them

2

attitude

- (easiest, not good)

n/a

teaching, students

I had a teaching mentor as a postdoc and...I
don't actually do these things that he espoused

2

attitude

- (don't)

n/a

teacher preparation;
teaching

I trust people who are teachers themselves

3

attitude

+ (trust)

n/a

PD; teacher training

people who have...tried a lot of things out and
have hit on...good arrangements that work in
their classroom

3

attitude

* (tried out)

n/a

teaching

I'd go with experience over education

3

attitude

* (over)

n/a

teacher preparation;
teaching

I think the clickers are a great way to do those
formative type assesments, but I just haven't

5

belief

+ (great way)

M (think)

assessments; teaching
style

I certainly would spend more time improving
my class

5

belief

+ (certainly would)

L (spend more
time)

teaching

I like my class

5

attitude

+ (like)

n/a

teaching

I don't think [my class] is super terrible or
anything

5

belief

- (don't, terrible)

M (think)

teaching

but [my class] certainly is much more in the
style of I talk they listen

5

attitude

* (more in the style)

n/a

teaching styles

there's lots of thing that...I would like to try

5

attitude

+ (try)

n/a

teaching styles,
pedagogy

I certainly would be much more...creative in my
teaching

5

belief

+ (creative)

H (much more)

teaching styles

but all that stuff just takes a lot of time
and...there's no motivation to do that

5

attitude

- (no motivation)

n/a

teaching styles

opportunity certainly exists to [flip the
classroom] and it's something I envision taking
advantage of after the tenure period is over

6

attitude

+ (opportunity; take
advantage of)

n/a

teaching styles,
pedagogy, tenure

science ed faculty

learning from the CTE
on campus
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attitude

- (crazy, two really
different)

n/a

science content
knowledge v education
content knowledge;
teaching as a profession

6

attitude

+ (like, can do)

n/a

teaching v research

there's certainly a place in a modern university
for people who are exculsively good at teaching

6

attitude

+ (a place, good)

n/a

teaching as profession

be hired and have a promotion ladder
available...that is...dependent solely
on...teaching skills. I feel like that should be

6

belief

* (available, should
be)

n/a

teaching as profession

I think for most of the studentst there is a
correlation between what they learn and the
grades that they get?

7

belief

+ (most)

n/a

student
achievement/learning

grades are not a perfect representation of
knowledge for all the students. But they
probably are for most of the students.

8

belief

- (not)

M (probably)

student
achievement/learning

I think it's kinda crazy that..professors are hired
and expted at two really different skillsets

6

I like teaching and I like research so I can do
them both

Rachel - bio interview 1
pg
#
2

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

attitude

- (wouldn't)

n/a

academia

we really try to, if students need help...you're
dealing with them

3

belief

+ (try to help)

VH (really)

students

seems to really understand and is able to find
a balance...between research and teaching

7

attitude

n/a

research v teaching

I think you just learn things over time

7

attitude

n/a

teaching

I definitely have mellowed as a teacher over
time

7

belief

* (mellowed)

H
(definitely)

teaching

still maintaining expectations about learning

7

attitude

+ (maintaining
expectations)

n/a

teaching, student
learning

Clause
I wouldn't recommend being a professor

+ (understand,
balance)
+ (learn over
time)

notes
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I really like being in the classroom
convincing [students] you can do it

7
8

belief
attitude

+ (like)
+ (convincing)

VH (really)
n/a

teaching
student learning

I dislike the most about introductory biology is
that it is team taught

8

attitude

- (dislike)

n/a

team teaching

it's really dissatisfying

8

belief

- (dissatisfying)

VH (really)

team teaching

you don't get to...have that relationship and
see that progression

8

attitude

- (don't get to)

n/a

student relationships

you don't have autonomy to try new things
so much to be covered in introductory biology
it is really hard [to cover all material]

9
9
9

attitude
attitude
belief

- (don't have)
- (so much)
- (hard)

n/a
n/a
VH (really)

team teaching
content
content

some disconnect...between administrative
units on campus

910

belief

- (disconnect)

M (some)

admin
communication

I don't deal with the writing center or the
Koehler Center very much

12

attitude

- (don't deal with)

n/a

resources, PD

Pearson Learning Studios' just a nightmare

12

attitude

- (nightmare)

n/a

resources

I've gone to some of [the Koehler Center's]
lunch n learn seminars...and I've found those
useful

12

attitude

+ (gone to, useful)

n/a

resources

it's not worth my time

12

attitude

- (not worth)

n/a

resources, teaching
incentives

[team teaching] is very separate

14

attitude

- (separate)

n/a

team teaching

everybody is high fiving when they get outta
one of these [sections]

14

attitude

- (get out)

n/a

team teaching

negative attitude toward the
team teaching and relayed
attitude that professors are
relieved to be done

we've divided up to minimize our time

14

attitude

- (minimizing
time)

n/a

team teaching

- attitude toward teaching but
+ attitude toward saving time?

[family] think being a professor's really easy

14

belief

- (being is easy)

VH (really)

profession of
professor

perception of family is negative

getting tenure was a really big deal
tenure is certainly a blessing
you can also see ho [tenure is]...a tie

18
18
18

belief
attitude
attitude

+ (big deal)
+ (blessing)
- (a tie)

VH (really)
n/a
n/a

tenure (achieving)
tenure
tenure
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they're some issues with frustration with
teaching

18

attitude

- (frustration)

n/a

team teaching
* teaching frustration was with
curriculum and team teaching,
NOT with students necessarily,
nor with lack of desire to teach
- on contrary, an earnest desire
to teach an entire semester
was prevalent

Rachel 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

I think that content perhaps is becoming less important

1

belief

- (less)

M (think,
important)

teaching, learning

I think traditionally a teacher was
inspiring...reliable...meaning they gave good
information...and inspired students to [learn] on their
own

2

attitude

+ (inspiring,
reliable, good)

n/a

professor personality

2

attitude

- (don't need)

n/a

teaching, learning

2

belief

* (shifting)

L (maybe)

teaching

it wouldn't matter to me whether...someone came from
primarily an education background with some sicence
or primarily a science background with some education

3

attitude

+ (wouldn't
matter)

n/a

PD

it would be more that evidence-based research is wha I
would look for

3

attitude

* (evidence-based)

n/a

PD

if it's gonna be sicnece you'd wanna...be comfortable
and have some sort of assurance...that they actually
knew the science that was going into it

4

belief

+ (assurance,
knew)

M (sort of, acutally)

PD

the students don't actually need me any more to walk
them through...a complex biological process
maybe my job is shifting now and can be...[to] help
them figure out what's a good source from...not a good
source

notes
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[PD] could probably come through a variety of
ways...and that faculty were encouraged if not even
rewarded for going to that

4

attitude

+ (encouraged,
rewarded)

n/a

PD; incentives

not only just opportunities for professional
development but then opportunities for assesssment to
see...was this professional development effective..in
obtaining its goals for teaching

4

attitude

+ (opportunities,
effective)

n/a

PD; assessment

4

belief

+ (opportunities)

M (seems like,
more)

PD

4

belief

+ (improve)

L (if, want)

PD

teaching a large introductory class, I think that the
exams are...effective at assessing what students know
and what they don't

5

belief

+ (effective)

M (think)

assessment

if you have a student that struggles early on, I don't
think...the way our system is set up..I don't think we're
able to really reach out and help those students develop

5

belief

- (struggles, don't)

M (think)

students; learning;
teaching

I think those [study] habits are actually formed before
they get here for most of our students

5

belief

* (habits; formed)

M (think, actually)

students; learning

really you had to do very well at [teaching and research]
in order to get tenure and the expectations were super
clear

5

belief

* (had to do)

VH (really, very)

research v teaching;
tenure

I think that if there were more prestige in teaching...we
would be able to attract better teachers at all levels

6

belief

+ (prestige, better)

M (think, more)

teaching as
profession

I haven't really thought about [what student success is]

6

attitude

- (haven't thought)

n/a

students; learning

with the [CTE]...I'm not saying that they're the best ever
at [PD]...but it seems like there are ...more
opportunities than any one person culd take advantage
of
If you want to improve professionally as a teacher there
are ways to seek it out
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Sarah - Chem interview 1
Clause
decided I wanted to teach

pg #
2

Code
attitude

Evaluation
+ (wanted to)

Strength
n/a

object
teaching

got a couple opportunities in grad school to
teach, enjoyed it

2

attitude

+ (enjoyed it)

n/a

teaching

definitely wanted to work with undergraduates

2

belief

+ (wanted to)

I really like working with my undergrads

2

belief

I tend to put more hours int my teaching if I
can than on my research side

3

I kind of view my research at this point
as...another teaching opportunity

+ (like)

VH
(definitely)
VH (really)

students

attitude

+ (more hours)

n/a

teaching

3

belief

+ (opportunity)

L (kind of)

teaching v research

I really like working with the undergrads in lab
because it's just another venue in which to
teach

3

belief

+ (like)

VH (really)

teaching, students

I don't split my time evenly between my
research and my teaching at all

3

attitude

- (don't split
evenly)

n/a

teaching v research

5

attitude

+ (make sure)

n/a

students

5

attitude

- (don't see)

n/a

teaching prep

5

attitude

- (don't value)

n/a

teaching value

we also do have classes for faclty o different
teaching styles...I've gone to a couple of those

8

attitude

+ (gone to classes)

n/a

DE (learning styles)

disconnect between...resources
they...provide...and then understanding how
lab scientists acutally want to use things

9

attitude

- (disconnect)

n/a

institutional support

some of the guys in physics led a seminar in
clicker and they were really really good

10

belief

+ (good)

VH (really
really)

PD

wanted to make sure I was still gonna be
teaching primarily undergraduates
you don't see any of the lecture prep and..the
time that's spent putting together these
courses
[R1s] don't value teaching the way that I
wnated to be able to teach

notes
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I've gone to talks about...specifcially female
faculty in chemistry and how...is it improving,
how is it not

11

attitude

* (improving/not
improving)

n/a

gender issues,
teaching

I try and have my students present posters and
get some experience

12

attitude

+ (present,
experience)

n/a

students

mostly I try to let my student actually do the
presenting...I feel like that's a really good
opportunity for them

12

belief

+ (presenting,
good opportunity)

VH (really)

students,
demonstrating
learning

I really like to take my students to meetings

12

attitude

(like to)

n/a

students, learning

there's a lot about teaching [through
CUR]...pedagogy and...hot topics

12

attitude

* (pedagogy, hot
topics)

n/a

pedagogy

I do try to read articles out of the chronicle of
higher education periodically

13

belief

+ (try to)

L
(periodically)

DE

13

attitude

- (bottom)

n/a

DE

1314

belief

+ (read)

L
(periodically)

DE

I read a lot of articles out of the [journal of
chemical education]

14

attitude

+ (read a lot)

n/a

pedagogy. trends in
teaching

not DE - published by
chemists who do education
(but not trained in ed)

I do read that journal that's pedagogy related

14

attitude

+ (read)

n/a

pedagogy

recognition that pedagogy is
important!

when I acutally got the opportunity to teach in
grad school it was very rewarding when
somebody gets it

16

belief

+ (rewarding)

H (very)

teaching, student
learning

if you can help someone kinda see a new idea
and understand and be able to use it, and find
some connection to their world in something
that they thought was completely useless to
them

16

attitude

+ (help, find
connections, use
it)

n/a

teaching, student
learning

I've found that to be kind of a fun challenge

16

belief

+ (fun)

L (kind of)

reaching students

in response to my graduate adviser being such
a jerk...I was actually like...teaching's good!

16

attitude

+ (good)

n/a

teaching influences

those are at the bottom of the list
CUR puts out a quarterly journal...in the same
vein as the chronical...I'll read those
periodically
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kinda feel like if you're gonna be at a university
interacting with students, you should want to
have them learn

17

belief

+ (want to;
students learn)

L (kind of)

student learning

I was appalled [by how most of the fauclyt in
graduate program treated classes]

17

attitude

- (appalled)

n/a

teaching influences

responded strongly and said...I really..think this
is important I want to do [teaching]

17

belief

+ (important)

VH (really)

teaching influences

no face time with the faculty [during graduate
school]...I just thought that was really
unforunate

17

belief

- (unfortunate)

VH (really)

teaching influences

had a great undergraduate experience
and...wanted to be able to do that teaching

18

attitude

+ (great; wanted
to)

n/a

teaching influences

didn't want to be at a big research institutions
where they don't value teaching in the same
way, at least not in the sciences

18

attitude

- (don't want;
didn't value)

n/a

teaching influences

in the sciences the teaching is just really
not...what you're being evaluted on for tenure

18

belief

- (not; evaluted)

VH (really)

tenure

Sarah 2
Clause
education to me....it's an active process
if you're trying to acquire an education tehn you
need to actively participate in that and engage
with material in lots of different ways
someone who's very comfortable with...[and]
knows the material so well that they can present it
in lots of different contexts so that it reaches more
peopel
someone who's easy to talk to and ask questions of
and isn't intimidating
one person in particalar...who..just seems to have
a antural rapport with their students

pg #
1

Code
Evaluation
attitude * (active)

Strength
n/a

object
learning

1

attitude + (trying to acquire)

n/a

learning

2

belief

+ (comfortable,
knows material)

H (very, so well)

professor personality,
knowledge

2

attitude

+ (easy to talk to;
isn't intimidating)

n/a

professor personality

2

attitude + (natural rapport)

n/a

professor personality

notes
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there never seems to be an issue of students being
afraid to talk to them or ask them qustions or
come into their office hours
[another colleague thinks] adjuncts who aren't
research active maybe don't have a broad enough
context to convey the material from
my graduate school adviser was actually really
critical in showing me what I didn't want to be like
as a professor
I think being acutally...face to face with your
students has a value
academic freedom is an important component of
the teaching process
it's important to find...your own teaching style that
fits with your true personality
figuring out your own teaching style and being true
to that....[is] one of the important pieces of the
learning how to teach puzzle
I really think that an ideal professor has this..easy
rapport with students
it's a strange balancing act [between setting bar
too high and setting bar too low]
I've had a hard time translating sometimes when
I've gone to sort of professional development
that's a lovely example that has nothing to do with
anything I would ever teach, and i'm having a hard
time translating it into my topic area
even just between social sciences and physical
sciences there can sometimes be a big disconnect
...how you engage the students

+ (no issue, not
afraid)

VH (never seems)

professor personality

attitude - (don't have)

n/a

colleague
perspectives on
teaching

4

belief

+ (didn't want to be)

VH (really)

professor personality,
influence on teaching

4

belief

* (face to face)

M (think)

teaching

4

attitude + (freedom)

n/a

teaching

4

belief

+ (find, fits with)

H (important)

teaching

5

belief

+ (being true,
learning)

H (important)

teaching

6

belief

+ (ideal, easy
rapport)

VH (really think)

professor personality

7

attitude * (balancing)

n/a

teacher expectations
of students

7

attitude - (hard time)

n/a

PD

8

attitude

- (nothing to do
with; hard time)

n/a

PD

8

belief

- (disconnect)

M (sometimes)

PD

2

belief

3
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it's easiest for me to learn from someone who, sort
of has similar experiences to me and...has figured
out how to overcome them
but I probably should be open to people from
other areas or other disciplines
in an ideal world assessment would be useful. In
reality it's often not.
I steer clear from multiple choice because I don't
feel like that typically gets at the knowledge that
I'm trying to [achieve]
that may be because I'm not good at writing
[multiple choice questions]
I think [students] may be lazy
I think [students] may be over-extended and
therefore shortchanging a lot of their assignments
I don't know how you do good assessments of
student learning
I probably would have spent more time in
developing course materials if [research and
teaching were equally weighted for tenure]
even if they're primarily focused on teaching
there's still a research componenet expectation
and somehow the research always takes more time
also the time you spend preparing for class and
reading about the different ways to interact with
the material and how you might teach differently
in a world where it was more 50/50 you would
actually probably budget time to actually learn
about the discipline [of education] so to speak

9

attitude + (easiest)

n/a

PD

9

belief

M (probably)

PD

10

attitude - (often not)

n/a

assessment

10

attitude - (don't feel like)

n/a

assessment

11

attitude - (not good at)

n/a

assessment

11

belief

- (lazy)

L (may be)

students

11

belief

- (over-extended)

L (may be)

students

1112

attitude - (don't know)

n/a

assessment

15

belief

+ (more time)

M (probably)

teaching v research;
tenure

15

belief

- (more time)

VH (always)

teaching v research;
tenure

15

attitude * (reading about)

n/a

teacher training,
preparation

15

belief

M (probably)

DE

* (should be)

+ (learn about)
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I think it's kind of absurd that you let faculty who
go in front of classrooms and teach the subject
having absolutely no requirement of
understanding how to teach
so if you haven't learned anything about how to
teach, you're just going to do it the way the last
person you saw teach did it
I absolutely think that it's kind of ridiculous that we
assume that just because we have a depth of
knowledge in a particular area that we're gonna be
able to translate that knowledge to someone else

it's kinda naive to assume that people ...because
they have a deep undersatnding in some subject
area that they're gonna be able to convey that to
other people who may or may not care about that
subject
I certainly think that...there should be some kind of
a minimum pedagogy thing
unfortunately retention of information doesn't
seem to be something that I'm good at instilling in
my students
we're kinda picking [teaching] up on the fly, which
is not necessarily the best approach

L (kind of)

teacher preparation,
teacher training

attitude - (haven't learned)

n/a

teacher preparation,
teacher training

16

belief

- (ridiculous)

VH (absolutely)

teacher preparation,
teacher training

16

belief

- (naive)

L (kind of)

teacher preparation,
teacher training

16

belief

* (should be)

VH (certainly
think)

teacher preparation

18

attitude

- (unfortunately;
doesn't seem to be)

n/a

student learning

20

attitude - (not necessarily)

n/a

teacher preparation,
teacher training

16

belief

16

- (absurd)

Lee - Phy interview 1
pg
#
2
2

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

attitude
attitude

+ (like to share)
+ (rewarding)

n/a
n/a

teaching, students
teaching

I feel it's gonna be very interestingto interact with
students

2-3

belief

+ (interesting)

H (very)

student
relationships

it's also a kind of rewarding process

3

belief

+ (rewarding)

L (kind of)

teaching

Clause
I like to share my experience with students
[teaching is a] rewarding process

notes
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I also like to share my experience with student[s]

3

attitude

+ (like to share)

n/a

teaching, students

we are doing more than transferring knowledge to
the students

6

attitude

+ (doing more)

n/a

we are sharing many...the life experience with the
students

6

attitude

+ (sharing)

n/a

it's not just...you know the knowledge transfer

6

attitude

* (not just)

n/a

[knowledge transfer is] simple

6

attitude

* (simple)

n/a

complexities of
teaching

when students have some problems...you need to
figure out a way to...show your knowledge

6

attitude

- (problems,
figure out)

n/a

complexities of
teaching

show the student how to...overcome the problems

6

attitude

+ (overcome)

n/a

pedagogy,
complexities of
teaching

it's not just showing...the work to them

6

attitude

- (not just)

n/a

pedagogy,
complexities of
teaching

I like to...you know, reform the students in my class
I got a lot of help from my colleagues

6
7

attitude
belief

+ (like to, reform)
+ (help)

n/a
H (a lot)

teaching, students
teaching support

you have to the balance the math and also the
conceptual part

7

attitude

- (have to)

n/a

teaching

make it...more understandable for the students

7

attitude

* (make it,
understandable)

n/a

teaching

definition of
teaching
student
relationships;
complexities of
teaching
complexities of
teaching

[make it] more interesting to the students otherwise
they will just lose interest

7

belief

- (lose interest)

L (just)

teaching, students

not quite captured here not sure how to do it; need
the DCA to really grab the
subtelty?

[students] will stay away [if professor is boring]

7

attitude

- (stay away)

n/a

student
relationships

recognition that professor
must be approachable?

[great teachers] can observe my class...give me
some feedback

8

attitude

+ (feedback)

n/a

teaching; teaching
support
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[feedback is] very useful

8

belief

+ (useful)

H (very)

teaching; teaching
support

Very helpful

8

belief

+ (helpful)

H (very)

teaching; teaching
support

usually they will...provide some resources to
improve your teachings

8

attitude

+ (resources;
improve)

n/a

teaching; teaching
support

they wil send me to some workshop...about
teaching

8

attitude

+ (workshop
attendance)

n/a

teaching; teaching
support

[going to teaching workshops is] very good

8

belief

+ (good)

H (very)

teaching; teaching
support

when I look back [at the first time I was an
instructor] I was not teaching that time

8-9

attitude

- (not)

n/a

reflection on
teaching

I was just showing my work; it's not teaching

9

attitude

- (not)

n/a

reflection on
teaching;
complexities of
teaching

Teaching is much more complicated than that

9

belief

- (complicated)

H (much
more)

complexities of
teaching

I do attend...new faculty workship...whis is very
helpful for some teaching

10

belief

+ (helpful)

H (very)

PD

for the teaching part, I have a textbook...usually I
will read a different type of textbook

10

attitude

+ (have)

n/a

teaching as
profession

I'd like to be a great teacher one day
I'm not a very good teacher at this moment
maybe [in] 3-5 years I should be a great teacher

12
12
12

attitude
belief
attitude

+ (like to)
- (not good)
* (should be)

n/a
H (very)
n/a

teaching
teaching
teaching

Two aspects [of success as a professor]...one is....to
be a great teacher

12

attitude

+ (great)

n/a

teaching

I have to find a common way to adjust to the
student's background

13

attitude

* (have to find)

n/a

improving teaching;
students

hopefully one day I can...be a great teacher for
everybody

13

attitude

+ (hopefully)

n/a

improving teaching;
students

recognition that teaching is
a separate profession from
content-area specialty
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[demonstrations...lecture...interactive question and
answer session] - yes

13

attitude

+ (open to
different
pedgaogies)

n/a

teaching

Lee 2
Clause

pg
#

Code

Evaluation

Strength

object

training to allow students to get the capability to
do something

1

attitude

* (allow)

n/a

teaching, learning

I like him [the professor] to guide me through the
process

1

attitude

+ (guide)

n/a

teaching, learning

Not just show the message...transport the
knowledge

1

attitude

* (not just)

n/a

teaching, learning

we have several education people in our
department...they show me a lot of...strategies
and teaching method

3

attitude

+ (show me a lot)

n/a

DE; pedagogy

[the science educators] have good personality,
interesting, interactive skills, experience
so..that[is] very positive

3

belief

+ (positive)

H (very)

DE

I feel there are some gap[s] between...professors
and today's students

4

belief

+ (gaps)

L (feel some)

students

if there's some people who could
provide...techniques or skills to egnage or to
communicate with students [in a] more friendly
way or maybe more efficient way that would be
great

4

belief

+ (friendly,
efficient)

H (more,
great)

teacher training

workshop...one or two days is gonna be enough
[for PD]

5

attitude

* (enough)

n/a

PD

I think the lab is another more effieicent way or
more useful way to assess the students' learning

5

belief

+ (effective, useful)

M (more,
think)

assessment

I like to do the research...but I
...sometime[s]...feel very happy to...[do] the

7

belief

+ (like to, happy)

H (very)

research v
teaching

notes
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teaching

these two are complementary....have to
be...balanced

7

attitude

+ (complementary)

n/a

research v
teaching

towards the tenure I will still put...all my efforts
to both sides

7

attitude

* (efforts, both)

n/a

research v
teaching; tenure

if I got some very interesting results, I probably
will focus on the research more

7

belief

+ (interesting)

M (probably)

research v
teaching

during my age, education is not so popular, so
important, especially in China

8

attitude

- (not popular or
important)

n/a

DE

education is good but it is not as good....not
separated [into a separate discipline]

8

attitude

- (not as good)

n/a

DE

when I came to USA...I feel education is more
formally regarded...as kind of science discipline

8

belief

* (regarded)

M (more)

DE

I respect this...education should be treated as
more...formally as kind of....science or technique
to study

8

attitude

+ (respect)

n/a

DE

I still feel...education could not be separated
from...[other] specific discipline [s]

8

attitude

- (could not)

n/a

DE

I would feel it's more useful to have education
people in specific disciplines

8

belief

+ (useful)

M (more)

DE

DE needs to have specialties
focused on a specific discipline

the science education would be....have the
education people that's more useful..than
general education

8

belief

+ (useful)

M (more)

DE

doesn't see general ed as a
discipline being as helpful

some education technique...of course there's
some common point, but mostly it should be
specific to that discipline

8

attitude

* (should be)

n/a

DE

[students] need to be able to apply [information]
in their everyday lives or in their future study

9

attitude

+ (be able to)

n/a

students; learning

we are doing some research with undergraduate
students and for those studenst I have very high
requirement[s]

9

attitude

* (high
requirement)

n/a

research v lecture
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based on my observation...even the research 1
universities...the teachers....usually, most of
them, eare enjoying their teaching

11

belief

+ (enjoying)

L (usually)

research v
teaching

there are a lot of problems from the young
generation

11

attitude

- (problems)

n/a

students

some students say physicis is not so useful....have
very strong...negative attitude toward this

11

belief

- (negative)

H (very strong)

students; learning

in that case...the professor will feel...their efforts
will be wasted

11

attitude

- (wasted efforts)

n/a

teaching; students

if you just say people like more research than
teaching, that's not true

11

attitude

- (not true)

n/a

research v
teaching

I think the teaching is relatively easier than the
research

11

belief

+ (easier)

M (think,
relatively)

Research is more...difficult [than teaching]

11

belief

- (difficult)

M (more)

research v
teaching
research v
teaching
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ABSTRACT

ATTITUDES AND BELIEFS OF UNIVERSITY SCIENCE PROFESSORS
TOWARD THE DISCIPLINE OF EDUCATION
by Katherine Fogelberg, Ph.D., 2014
College of Education
Texas Christian University

Dissertation adviser: Molly Weinburgh, Professor of Education
Because professional development (PD) is about persuasion and influence, it makes

sense to use an influence framework when trying to determine the reasons current

university-level PD has been fairly ineffective in changing teacher practice to date. This
research used the theory of reasoned action (TRA) to determine if university natural
science professors' attitudes and beliefs toward the discipline of education (DE), a

construct not recognized in the current literature, were positive or negative. The study
also looked to discover some of the major influences on the participants' attitudes and

beliefs toward DE. A method bricolage was used to analyze data from 10 participants in
two separate phases in an attempt to establish a replicable Discourse Analysis

methodology for analyzing attitudes and beliefs, and to investigate the major influences on
the formation of these attitudes and beliefs. The findings indicate that in general the

participants' had positive beliefs in and about DE with negative attitudes toward DE and
that the majority of the participants' views of teaching were formed by a number of

significant influences. However, the participants' attitudes and beliefs toward DE are

complicated by several issues, the most prominent being that this cohort's ideas about DE
are based upon their PD experiences, which were generally delivered by centers for

teaching excellence (CTEs) or equivalent entities. This research needs to be extended to
187
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determine the generalizability of these findings, as well as to provide evidence-based
research to support the re-thinking of how PD is delivered at the university level.
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